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Abstract 
Ecological speciation, the origin of new species via divergent natural selection, is 
one of the most fundamental and unresolved processes in evolution. Although the 
evidence for adaptation of organisms to their environment is abundant, the role of 
ecological selection in mediating species formation remains controversial. This knowledge-
gap arises in part from a scarcity of experimental evidence linking environmental selection 
to the creation of reproductive barriers that ultimately lead to species formation. An 
experimental framework to investigate ecological speciation consists in studying the 
genetic architecture of adaptive traits and reproductive isolation in interbreeding 
populations adapted to contrasting environments. In my thesis I explored the genomics of 
ecological speciation in plants using the Senecio lautus species complex, a diverse group 
of plants that have adapted to a broad array of environment across Australia. 
It has been suggested that local adaptation to different environments will lead to 
genetic divergence and speciation only if genomic regions controlling adaptive traits are 
not exchanged between organisms adapted to different niches. This will happen if 
adaptive genes also mediate reproductive isolation, thus making migration between 
environments difficult, or leading to poor survival of recombinants. This model of ecological 
speciation creates testable predictions on the genomic architecture of adaptation: Firstly, 
genomic divergence between incipient species is expected to be heterogeneous, where a 
few genomic regions display outlier differentiation. Secondly one expects divergent 
regions to contain genes affecting fitness in natural environments. Thirdly, these “genomic 
islands of speciation” will also contain loci controlling adaptive traits and reproduction.  
In my thesis I tested these predictions using divergent populations of plants from 
the S. lautus species complex. I used a combination of genomic and ecological 
approaches to: (i) Describe patterns of genomic differentiation between natural 
populations across Australia and made inferences about the forces that generated these 
patterns. Specifically, I tested the repeated and independent evolution of forms to coastal 
environments and analyzed whether genomic divergence was more heterogeneous 
between parapatric than allopatric populations. (ii) Demonstrate experimentally that 
divergent genomic regions contain genes controlling differential survivorship between 
environments. (iii) Detect QTLs associated to environmentally selected traits and 
associate their location to genomic regions of high differentiation between parapatric 
populations. In combination, these experiments were used to test the role of ecology in 
creating and maintaining the reproductive barriers that ultimately lead to plant speciation. 
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A phylogenomic study of a continental collection of S. lautus populations showed 
that these plants have a monophyletic origin and evolved rapidly colonizing a broad array 
of environments. Importantly, populations adapted to adjacent but contrasting coastal 
environments, appeared as sister groups in phylogenetic analyses of thousands of loci, 
which suggests that these environments have been colonized repeatedly, and possibly in 
the presence of gene flow. To explore this hypothesis in further detail I analysed genetic 
differentiation between the genomes of populations. Our results revealed that genomic 
divergence was less heterogeneous between allopatric than parapatric populations, where 
a few genomic regions showed high differentiation while the rest of the genome was very 
similar. Additionally, genomic differentiation between some of these adjacent populations 
was related the magnitude of the differences between the environments that they inhabit, 
suggesting that divergence between them occurred in the face of gene flow.  
I investigated the evolutionary role of highly differentiated genomic regions through 
a combination of techniques that allowed us to connect genotype, phenotype and fitness. 
Firstly, I showed that these regions are enriched in coding mutations and associations to 
environmental variables, which suggest that they contain functionally important genes. 
However, patterns of divergence varied considerably across natural populations indicating 
that genomic divergence followed complex and divergent trajectories. Interestingly, 
functional analyses of divergent genes suggest that natural selection could have targeted 
different genes participating in the similar processes. By mapping loci involved in the 
control of fitness and convergent morphological traits across replicate populations I was 
able to demonstrate that divergent genomic regions contain adaptive and reproductive 
genes. Additionally I showed that genomic regions involved in adaptive trade-offs, have 
diverged repeatedly between environments, which supports their importance in mediating 
parapatric divergence. Overall my results provide genomic and functional evidence for a 
model of ecological speciation where natural selection creates divergence between the 
genomes of locally adapted organisms. These results also show that natural selection can 
have a complex genetic basis but create predictable patterns, especially at higher scales 
of biological organization. 
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Abstract 30!
The role of adaptation in driving speciation has been demonstrated only in a few 31!
models. This results from the scarcity of studies linking natural selection to the formation of 32!
reproductive barriers between divergent organisms. Additionally, there is an intense 33!
debate on whether natural selection can promote the divergence of the genomes of locally 34!
adapted organisms. Here I present the current models of genomic evolution during 35!
species formation, and introduce some of their predictions. I show how Senecio lautus, an 36!
Australian daisy that has adapted to a broad array of environments, can be used to test 37!
these predictions.  38!
In order to prove that natural selection is driving genomic divergence it is necessary 39!
to show that divergent genomic regions contain the genes governing adaptation and 40!
reproductive isolation. I compared the genomes of a continental scale collection of S. 41!
lautus populations to identify genomic regions that diverged between locally adapted 42!
populations. Then I used recombinant mapping populations to identify loci governing (1) 43!
survivorship in natural environments (2) putatively adaptive morphological traits and (3) 44!
reproductive isolation. By comparing the genomic location of these loci, I was able to test 45!
the role of natural selection on the creation of barriers to gene flow that ultimately lead to 46!
speciation. 47!
  48!
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Introduction 49!
Ecological speciation, the origin of new species via divergent natural selection, is 50!
one of the most fundamental and unresolved processes in evolution (Faria et al. 2013; 51!
Johannesson 2010; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Schluter 2001; Schluter 2010; Schluter & Conte 52!
2009). Although the evidence for adaptation of organisms to their environment is 53!
abundant, the role of ecological selection in mediating species formation remains 54!
controversial (Schluter 2010; Schluter & Conte 2009).  This knowledge-gap arises in part 55!
from a scarcity of experimental evidence linking environmental selection to the creation of 56!
reproductive barriers that ultimately lead to species formation (Faria et al. 2013; 57!
Johannesson 2010; Schluter 2001; Schluter 2010; Schluter & Conte 2009). It has been 58!
shown that genetic incompatibilities between divergent organisms contribute substantially 59!
to the evolution of reproductive barriers that keep species apart (Bomblies 2010; Nosil & 60!
Schluter 2011; Orr et al. 2004; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010). However, many of these 61!
genetic changes appear to have evolved via “non-adaptive” processes such as genomic 62!
conflict (Fishman & Willis 2001; Lowry et al. 2008a; Richards et al. 2005; Rieseberg 2001; 63!
Strasburg et al. 1993), gene transposition (Bikard et al. 2009b; Maheshwari & Barbash 64!
2010; Presgraves 2010b), and meiotic drive (Hoffmann & Rieseberg 2008; Lowry et al. 65!
2008a; Rieseberg 2001; Strasburg et al. 1993), thus creating doubts about the role of 66!
divergent natural selection in the origin of new species.  This model, known as genomic 67!
speciation, is considered the null-hypothesis against which ecological speciation has to be 68!
tested (Coyne & Orr 2004; Dobzhansky 1937; Dobzhansky 1940; Johannesson et al. 69!
2010; Mayr 1942, 1963). 70!
Because gene flow and recombination randomize associations between genes, it 71!
has been suggested that local adaptation to different environments will lead to genetic 72!
divergence and speciation only if genomic regions controlling adaptive traits are not 73!
exchanged between organisms adapted to different niches (Anderson et al. 2013b; 74!
Blanquart et al. 2013; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Savolainen et al. 2013). This will happen if 75!
adaptive genes also mediate assortative mating between locally adapted populations, 76!
make migration between environments difficult, or lead to poor survival of recombinants 77!
(Rundle & Nosil 2005; Schluter 2001; Schluter 2009, 2010; Schluter & Conte 2009; Via 78!
2002, 2009). This model of ecological speciation creates testable predictions on the 79!
genomic architecture of adaptation: Firstly, genomic divergence between incipient species 80!
is expected to be heterogeneous where some genomic regions are significantly more 81!
differentiated than the rest of the genome (Feder et al. 2012a; Michel et al. 2010; Nosil et 82!
al. 2009a; Via 2002, 2009; Via & West 2008). Secondly, divergent regions will contain 83!
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genes affecting individual fitness under natural conditions (Feder et al. 2012a; Michel et al. 84!
2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Via 2002, 2009; Via & West 2008). Thirdly, loci governing 85!
adaptive phenotypic traits and RI will also be contained in these regions (Kelleher & 86!
Barbash 2010; Noor & Bennett 2009; Turner et al. 2005; Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & 87!
Whitlock 2011). Although some of these predictions have been tested for a few genes 88!
governing reproductive isolation, we lack a good understanding on how these “speciation 89!
genes” are distributed within the genomes of divergent organisms, and thus on how 90!
genomes evolve during ecological speciation. In my thesis I tested these predictions using 91!
divergent populations of plants from the Senecio lautus species complex.  92!
The variable groundsel S. lautus is an excellent study system for understanding 93!
ecological divergence because it consists of multiple ecotypes and several of them 94!
adapted to adjacent but contrasting environments across Australia (Ali 1964, 1969; 95!
Ornduff 1960; Radford & Cousens 2006; Thompson 2005). These ecotypes display 96!
genetically based phenotypic differences (Ali 1969; Lawrence 1980; Ornduff 1960) but are 97!
capable of interbreeding (Ornduff 1964; Prentis 2006), which suggest that they are in the 98!
early stages of divergence. Importantly, phylogenetic analyses suggest that some forms 99!
have evolved repeatedly during the recent history of the clade (Ambrose 2009; Radford & 100!
Cousens 2006), which support the adaptive function of convergent phenotypic traits 101!
(Conte et al. 2012; Elmer & Meyer 2011; Losos 2011; Schluter & Conte 2009; Stern 2013). 102!
S. lautus populations adapted to sand dunes and rocky headlands along the coast are 103!
particularly interesting for studying ecological speciation because they occupy adjacent 104!
environments in which the dispersal of pollen and seeds is probably not the main factor 105!
limiting gene flow (parapatry). Furthermore these populations survive preferentially in their 106!
respective environments and maintain their main morphological differences when grown in 107!
glasshouse conditions (Ali 1964; Radford & Cousens 2006), which suggest that extrinsic  108!
RI could reduce gene flow between them despite their proximity. As such, these parapatric 109!
coastal populations seem to be in the early phases of speciation, thus providing an ideal 110!
system to understand the connection between RI and adaptation. Because coastal 111!
environments seem to have been colonized repeatedly (Ambrose 2009) the study of 112!
multiple parapatric populations provides us with “replicates” to test the repeatability of 113!
patterns of adaptation and divergence.  114!
In my thesis I used a combination of genomic and ecological approaches to: (1) 115!
Describe patterns of genomic differentiation between natural populations of S. lautus 116!
across Australia and make inferences about the forces that generated these patterns. 117!
Specifically, I tested the repeated colonization of coastal environments and analyzed 118!
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whether genomic divergence was more heterogeneous between parapatric populations. 119!
(2) Demonstrate experimentally that divergent genomic regions contain genes controlling 120!
differential fitness between environments. (3) Detect QTLs associated to environmentally 121!
selected traits and associate their location to genomic regions of high differentiation 122!
between parapatric populations. In combination, these experiments helped me to test the 123!
role of ecology in creating and maintaining the reproductive barriers that ultimately lead to 124!
plant speciation. 125!
  126!
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Background  127!
Genomic divergence during ecological speciation 128!
Speciation results from the accumulation of barriers to reproduction between 129!
related populations (Coyne & Orr 2004; Rieseberg & Willis 2007). The build-up of these 130!
barriers is a complex process in which several biological and abiotic factors participate. 131!
Some of the major challenges in evolutionary biology are thus to identify the different 132!
isolating barriers, to assess their relative contribution to RI, to determine the order and 133!
speed with which different barriers arise and to unravel how ecological and molecular 134!
interactions reduce gene flow among populations (Coyne & Orr 2004).  135!
From a genetic perspective, ecologically driven RI can be generated either by a 136!
direct or indirect process (Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Rundle & Nosil 137!
2005; Schluter 2001; Schluter 2009; Schluter & Conte 2009). During direct processes, the 138!
genes responsible for environmental adaptation and the ones that create RI are the same. 139!
These traits are named “automatic magic traits’’. In this case, RI evolves as a pleiotropic 140!
by-product of the genes under selection (Servedio et al. 2011; Thibert-Plante & Gavrilets 141!
2013). During indirect processes, genes under divergent selection are physically different 142!
from those causing RI. In this case, RI results from linkage disequilibrium (LD) arising 143!
between genes that create RI and those that govern ecological traits (Feder & Nosil 2010; 144!
Kelleher & Barbash 2010; Noor & Bennett 2009; Turner et al. 2005; Yeaman 2013; 145!
Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). This mechanism is facilitated if the two types of genes are 146!
tightly linked, or are found in regions of low recombination such as inversions (Feder et al. 147!
2003a; Feder et al. 2003b; Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Lowry & Willis 2010; McGaugh & 148!
Noor 2012; Noor et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2001), duplications (Bikard et al. 2009a; Bomblies 149!
et al. 2007; Daub et al. 2013; Rensing 2014; Rieseberg & Willis 2007) and centromeres 150!
(Carneiro et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2005).  151!
However, as mentioned previously, to understand the contribution of natural 152!
selection to speciation it is important to frame these “speciation genes” within the context 153!
of the evolution of genomic divergence (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Nosil & 154!
Feder 2012; Nosil et al. 2009a; Nosil & Schluter 2011; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Via 2009). 155!
This type of analysis has recently become feasible with the advent of next generation 156!
sequencing techniques that allow the genotyping the genome of entire populations (Davey 157!
et al. 2011). Some of the main topics on the genomic basis of speciation are (1) the 158!
patterns expected in the presence and absence of gene flow, (2) the role of natural 159!
selection and genetic hitchhiking in mediating divergence with gene flow, and (3) the 160!
timing of genomic divergence during speciation (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; 161!
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Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil et al. 2009a; Nosil & Schluter 2011; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Via 162!
2009).  163!
It has been suggested that during local adaptation with gene flow, ecology is initially 164!
responsible for driving RI, but later on, the rise of independent mutations in the partially 165!
isolated organisms (a process known as genetic drift) starts playing a more important role 166!
over ecology. Briefly, during early ecological divergence, populations will fix advantageous 167!
alleles in each population that will not be introgressed between taxa due to their differential 168!
effect on fitness (Anderson et al. 2013b; Blanquart et al. 2013; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; 169!
Savolainen et al. 2013; Smadja et al. 2008). As a result, during this period ecology will be 170!
the main factor causing genomic differentiation. During this phase, regions under selection 171!
will be the only phylogenetically informative parts of the genome, as the rest will be 172!
homogenized by gene flow (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et al. 2012c; 173!
Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Via 2009, 2012; Via & West 174!
2008). As reproductive barriers are strengthened, gene flow will decrease, and the two 175!
gene pools will begin to evolve independently (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; 176!
Feder et al. 2012c; Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Via 177!
2009, 2012; Via & West 2008). As a consequence, drift will play an increasingly important 178!
role in the definition of the genetic and reproductive differentiation between the populations 179!
during later stages in the speciation process. Note that in this phase the two populations 180!
may also accumulate ecology-dependent genetic incompatibilities driven to fixation by 181!
natural selection (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012c; Feder & Nosil 2010; Nosil et al. 182!
2009a; Rice et al. 2011). This later process in which global reductions in gene flow caused 183!
by selection drive genetic divergence across the genome has been named “genome 184!
hitchhiking” (GH) in contraposition to “Divergence Hitchhiking” (DH), which affects only 185!
regions linked to the targets of selection (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et 186!
al. 2012c; Feder & Nosil 2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Via 2009, 2012).  187!
Recent studies of genomic divergence in closely related organisms that adapt to 188!
different environments have provided some experimental support to this model of genomic 189!
evolution. These studies have revealed that highly differentiated genomic regions are often 190!
numerous and dispersed across the genomes of divergent organisms (Allender et al. 191!
2003; Blanquart et al. 2013; Colombo et al. 2013; Deagle et al. 2013; Deagle et al. 2012; 192!
Elmer et al. 2010; Gagnaire et al. 2013; Gompert et al. 2013; Hohenlohe et al. 2012; 193!
Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Keller et al. 2012). 194!
Natural selection seems to contribute to the creation of this heterogeneous genomic 195!
divergence given that some regions with “outlier” or extreme levels of differentiation 196!
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exhibited replicated divergence across multiple population pairs (Deagle et al. 2013; 197!
Gagnaire et al. 2013; Hohenlohe et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; 198!
Keller et al. 2012) and showed allelic associations with important ecological variables 199!
(Hancock et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2012a; Jones et al. 2012b). In some cases the 200!
functional importance of these “islands of divergence” has been indicated through the 201!
mapping of adaptive (Chan et al. 2010; Colosimo et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2012a; Jones et 202!
al. 2012b; Shikano et al. 2013) or reproductive genes (Anderson et al. 2013b; 203!
Balasubramanian et al. 2006; Lovell et al. 2013; Lowry & Willis 2010; Mitchell-Olds & 204!
Schmitt 2006). Additionally several of the islands co-localize with genomic regions of low 205!
recombination (Hohenlohe et al. 2012) like genomic rearrangements (Feder et al. 2003b; 206!
Jones et al. 2012a; Joron et al. 2011; Lowry et al. 2008a; Nadeau et al. 2012), which 207!
suggest that “passive” genetic mechanisms can also contribute to their creation and 208!
stabilization (Rieseberg 2001; Via & West 2008; Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). 209!
Despite these advances the theoretical framework for genomic evolution has been 210!
object of intense debate and is continuously being re-formulated. For instance the ability of 211!
natural selection to reduce gene flow around adaptive genes has been questioned on both 212!
theoretical and empirical grounds (Hahn et al. 2012; Noor & Bennett 2009; Turner & Hahn 213!
2010). On the other hand there are many unanswered questions on the link between 214!
genomic divergence and RI: Is RI the cause or the consequence of genomic divergence? 215!
How quickly is gene flow arrested between divergent organisms? How fast does GH 216!
become a significant factor in facilitating the accumulation of new mutations in the 217!
genomes of divergent populations (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et al. 218!
2012c; Feder & Nosil 2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Via 2009, 2012). We still know little about 219!
how selection shapes the genomic structure on a broader scale, for instance in terms of 220!
the number, location and size of genomic regions under selection, their contributions to the 221!
phenotype, and their interactions either between them or with the environment (Feder et 222!
al. 2012a; Gompert et al. 2013; Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Servedio et al. 223!
2011). We also ignore to a large extent how this architecture is modified through time, 224!
space and across species (Feder et al. 2012a; Gompert et al. 2013; Nosil & Feder 2012; 225!
Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Servedio et al. 2011). Therefore, some fundamental questions 226!
about the process that govern genome evolution in divergent populations remain 227!
unanswered: Does selection affect a few loci or is adaptation mediated by the contribution 228!
of numerous genomic regions of relatively small effect? How porous is the genome of 229!
diverging populations? What is the size of the genomic regions that are reticent to gene 230!
flow in diverging populations? How much gene flow can occur between populations so 231!
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they remain phenotypically distinct? Does a certain type of ecology or genetic architecture 232!
predispose a widespread species to diverge and speciate? What is the importance of 233!
genetic inversions and other genomic features in mediating speciation? What is the 234!
genetic basis of parallel trait evolution? 235!
 236!
Processes driving the consolidation of reproductive isolation 237!
Two main evolutionary forces, drift and selection, are believed to cause the build-up 238!
of reproductive barriers that create species boundaries (Michel et al. 2010; Nosil et al. 239!
2009a; Tonsor 2012; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). Because these forces can cause 240!
genomic divergence there is some debate as to whether genomic divergence is the cause 241!
or the consequence of RI.  242!
Reproductive incompatibilities known as “Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities" 243!
(DMIs) (Dobzhansky & Dobzhansky 1937; Orr 1995, 1996; Orr & Turelli 2001) evolve as a 244!
by-product of detrimental interactions resulting from the encounter of genomes that 245!
accumulated mutations as they evolved in isolation (Bank et al. 2012; Maheshwari & 246!
Barbash 2010; Orr 1995, 1996; Orr & Turelli 2001; Presgraves 2010a,d). These mutations 247!
often result from genomic changes that have not a direct adaptive effect. However, 248!
adaptive pressures may also drive the process; for instance the interaction between 249!
Nup96 and Nup160, two genes encoding proteins of the nuclear pore complex and 250!
showing evidence of adaptive evolution, cause hybrid lethality in crosses between 251!
Drosophila simulans and D. melanogaster (Tang & Presgraves 2009). DMIs seem also to 252!
have an adaptive origin in the case of hybrid-necrosis resulting from the encounter of 253!
defensive machineries evolved in different conditions (Bomblies 2009; Bomblies et al. 254!
2007; Bomblies & Weigel 2007; Jeuken et al. 2009; Krüger et al. 2002) or in the reduced 255!
survival of hybrids that are heterozygous at adaptive loci (Alcázar et al. 2008; Bikard et al. 256!
2009a; Fishman & Willis 2001).  257!
It is commonly acknowledged that DMIs play a fundamental role in the 258!
consolidation of speciation by creating irreversible reproductive barriers between divergent 259!
populations; reproductive barriers caused by DMIs constitute probably the most important 260!
barrier to gene flow between species that evolved in allopatry (Bank et al. 2012; Coyne & 261!
Orr 2004; Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Orr 1996; Orr & Turelli 2001). DMIs are also fundamental 262!
in the consolidation of ecological speciation (Feder & Nosil 2010; Johannesson 2010; 263!
Nosil & Flaxman 2010; Schluter 2001; Schluter 2009). Nevertheless, since the creation of 264!
DMIs requires partial or complete isolation between the taxa, they are not supposed to 265!
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play an important role in the first phases of speciation (at least not in sympatric or 266!
parapatric conditions (Seehausen 2014). 267!
RI between locally adapted taxa frequently evolves to completion through 268!
reinforcement, a process in which pre-zygotic isolation is strengthened by natural selection 269!
in response to maladaptive hybridization between divergent populations (Butlin 1987; Liou 270!
& Price 1994; Ortiz-Barrientos et al. 2004; Servedio & Noor 2003). Reinforcement has 271!
been shown to mediate speciation events in numerous animal systems including 272!
sticklebacks (Albert & Schluter 2004; Rundle & Schluter 1998), cichlids (Terai et al. 2006), 273!
walking sticks (Nosil et al. 2003), and fruit-flies (Kelly & Noor 1996; Noor 1995; Ortiz- 274!
Barrientos et al. 2004). Pollinators are commonly the vehicles of reinforcement in plant 275!
systems: Ecologically divergent populations commonly present different floral phenotypes 276!
or flower in different periods what reduces the chance of cross-pollination (Kay & Sargent 277!
2009; Levin 1970; Rieseberg & Willis 2007; Sargent & Ackerly 2008). A good example of a 278!
plant genetic change that is selected to increase RI comes from the Texas wildflower 279!
Phlox drummondii (Hopkins & Rausher 2011) where regulatory changes in two genes of 280!
the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway reduce maladaptive hybridization with P. cuspidata 281!
by changing flower color (Hopkins & Rausher 2011). 282!
Strong environmental pressures may also lead to the reduction of gene flow 283!
between divergent populations through a more direct mechanism, the reduced survival of 284!
the immigrants or the ecologically dependent viability of hybrids (Rundle & Nosil 2005; 285!
Schluter 2001; Schluter 2009, 2010; Schluter & Conte 2009; Via 2002, 2009). In this 286!
scenario, the genes governing phenotypic traits under selective pressures are themselves 287!
the “speciation genes” (Lexer & Widmer 2008; Nosil & Schluter 2011; Orr et al. 2004; 288!
Rieseberg & Blackman 2010). Since RI is caused by mediated hybrid inferiority, the 289!
adaptive locus itself by definition causes RI - a so called "magic trait". For instance, in host 290!
races of pea aphids, the QTLs implied in specific host survival are also responsible for 291!
reduced gene flow between the races (Hawthorne & Via 2001; Smadja et al. 2008; Via & 292!
West 2008). Similarly, in sticklebacks environmental adaptation is the major agent 293!
explaining the phenotypic variation between populations adapted to different environments 294!
(Barrett et al. 2008; Rundle et al. 2000; Schluter 2000; Schluter et al. 2010). Moreover, 295!
major genes defining body armor (Barrett et al. 2008; Colosimo et al. 2005) and pelvic 296!
spines (Chan et al. 2010; Shikano et al. 2013), characters responsible for environmentally 297!
dependent anti-predatory mechanisms, have been fixed in parallel during habitat 298!
colonization and ecotype divergence (Barrett et al. 2008; Colosimo et al. 2005; Deagle et 299!
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al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; Jones et al. 2012b; Shikano et al. 300!
2013) suggesting the existence of mechanisms to prevent gene flow at these loci. 301!
Finally, some evolutionary models assume that RI is instantaneous and complete 302!
(Noor & Bennett 2009; Turner & Hahn 2010; Hahn et al. 2012; White et al. 2010), and 303!
therefore natural selection would not produce variable rates of gene flow across the 304!
genome. Heterogeneity in the level of differentiation among loci in this model would due to 305!
stochastic variation in coalescent times across loci (Barton 2006) and to the effect of 306!
selective sweeps, which we will discuss in the next section.  307!
 308!
Genomic footprints of selection 309!
Natural selection is expected to drive the fixation of the advantageous allele in a 310!
population with a concomitant reduction in genetic variation in neighboring genomic 311!
regions, where neutral variants are segregating (Akey 2009; Messer & Petrov 2013; 312!
Nielsen 2005; Sabeti et al. 2006; Smith & Haigh 1974). During this process known as 313!
“selective sweep” selection erases all ancestral variation unless recombination, occurring 314!
during the fixation process, breaks the linkage between the selected site and its genetic 315!
background (Akey 2009; Sabeti et al. 2006; Smith & Haigh 1974). Neutral sites linked to 316!
the selected site and that were not decoupled by recombination will also diverge between 317!
populations via a process known as “genetic hitchhiking” (Feder & Nosil 2010).  318!
Because of genetic hitchhiking, genomic regions affected by selective sweeps are 319!
expected (1) to present low levels of genetic diversity (2) to contain high-frequency 320!
haplotypes maintaining long neighboring segments in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) 321!
(3) to have an elevated frequency of both rare and highly abundant allelic variants, and (4) 322!
to be more differentiated between populations (beyond neutral expectations) than the rest 323!
of the genome (Nielsen 2005; Przeworski et al. 2005; Przeworski 2002; Sabeti et al. 324!
2002). Therefore, genetic hitchhiking within populations leads to the formation of genomic 325!
“islands of differentiation” between populations. Islands of genomic differentiation are 326!
supposed to contain genes under positive selection, and are commonly detected by 327!
scanning the genome of natural populations searching for regions that present “outlier” or 328!
extreme patterns of genetic diversity, strong LD, or significant population differentiation 329!
(Nielsen 2005; Przeworski et al. 2005; Przeworski 2002; Sabeti et al. 2002).  330!
To identify regions of the genome affected by selection one must be able to 331!
disentangle the superimposed effects of selection and neutral genetic differentiation. 332!
Theoretically, natural selection would affect specific genomic regions (containing adaptive 333!
genes) while other demographic processes are expected to affect the genome more 334!
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homogeneously. Therefore heterogeneous genomic divergence is considered a footprint 335!
of natural selection (Blanquart et al. 2013; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Nosil et al. 2009a; Via & 336!
West 2008). However, because recombination rate can vary considerably across the 337!
genome, the molecular signatures of demographic processes can also change across 338!
genomic positions. For  this reason, when distinguishing molecular signatures of selection 339!
from neutral patterns it is important to compare to several putatively neutral loci and use 340!
statistics that account for differences in recombination rates (Cruikshank & Hahn 2014).  341!
A variety of population genetic methods are used to identify genetic regions 342!
affected by selection. These can be divided into within-population and among-population 343!
analyses (Nielsen 2005). The former include widely used neutrality tests based on the site 344!
frequency spectrum for a single locus, such as Tajima’s D test (Tajima 1989), as well as 345!
tests based on of LD or haplotype diversity (Jensen et al. 2007; Pennings & Hermisson 346!
2006a; Sabeti et al. 2002). Among-population tests use genome-wide surveys of genetic 347!
variability to identify non-neutral or outlier loci by comparing patterns of population 348!
divergence among genetic regions (Beaumont 2005; Beaumont & Balding 2004; 349!
Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2007; Storz 2005). The most commonly employed of these 350!
methods is the FST outlier analysis (Beaumont 2005; Beaumont & Nichols 1996; Weir & 351!
Cockerham 1984). This test is based on Wright’s fixation index, the FST statistic, which is 352!
a measure of population differentiation due to genetic structure and reflects the reduction 353!
in heterozygosis expected due to drift among random mating populations (Wright 1965). In 354!
the FST outlier analysis, FST for individual loci is contrasted with an expected null 355!
distribution of FST values based on a neutral, infinite island, coalescent model (Beaumont 356!
2005; Beaumont & Nichols 1996; Weir & Cockerham 1984; Wright 1965). Loci with 357!
extremely high levels of among population differentiation (i.e., high FST) are considered 358!
candidates for positive or divergent selection, whereas loci with exceptionally low FST are 359!
regarded as candidates for balancing selection.  360!
However, FST outlier analyses can be affected by the demographic history of the 361!
populations under study (Beaumont & Balding 2004; Excoffier et al. 2009; Petit & Excoffier 362!
2009) where FST measures are inflated when diversity within populations is low 363!
(Jakobsson et al. 2013; Nei 1973). Because of this dependence on levels of within-species 364!
polymorphism, FST is referred to as a ‘relative’ measure of divergence. A problem with 365!
relative measures of divergence is that they are affected by genomic variation in local 366!
rates of recombination (Cutter & Payseur 2013; Hahn 2008). To circumvent this problem 367!
one can use absolute measures of divergence, which capture the number of sequence 368!
differences at a locus since the most recent common ancestor (Cruikshank & Hahn 2014). 369!
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Alternatively, Bayesian approaches use FST derivations from multi-locus data to obtain a 370!
null distribution of population genetic differentiation. This distribution is then used to define 371!
the outlier status of specific genomic regions (Coop et al. 2010; Günther & Coop 2013; 372!
Huelsenbeck et al. 2001). These approaches are more robust to different demographic 373!
effects, but might have reduced power to detect selection relative to methods that model 374!
the appropriate demographic history when it is known. To overcome these difficulties, new 375!
Bayesian methods estimate the empirical pattern of covariance in allele frequencies 376!
between populations, and then use this matrix as null model to test correlations between 377!
environmental variables and allelic frequencies at specific SNPs (Coop et al. 2010; 378!
Günther & Coop 2013). 379!
An important prediction concerning the geography of differentiation is that genomic 380!
divergence will be greater for populations located at greater distances, a pattern known as 381!
isolation by distance (IBD) (Rousset 1997; Wright 1943, 1946).  On the other hand, if 382!
natural selection is the main force driving genomic differentiation one expects to find a 383!
correlation between adaptive phenotypic divergence and neutral genetic differentiation, a 384!
pattern termed “Isolation by Adaptation” (Hendry 2004; Nosil et al. 2008). Similarly I 385!
propose that adaptive genomic divergence could also be diagnosed by a pattern of 386!
“isolation by environment” where differentiation is related to the magnitude of the 387!
difference between the environments that the organisms inhabit. 388!
It has been suggested that a distinctive attribute of ecological divergence in the 389!
presence of gene flow is that genomic regions containing QTLs for environmental 390!
adaptation will also differentiate because of a process of divergence hitchhiking that is 391!
independent from the effects of selective sweeps:  As divergent selection minimizes the 392!
frequency of migrants and hybrids, and favors habitat or mate choice, populations become 393!
subdivided. Consequently the opportunity for recombination between chromosomes from 394!
the two sub-populations is abridged, thus reducing the effective recombination rate around 395!
divergently selected QTL with respect to the rest of the genome (Feder & Nosil 2010; Nosil 396!
et al. 2009a; Smith & Haigh 1974; Via 2009, 2012; Via & West 2008). Therefore, genomic 397!
regions under selection will also appear as highly differentiated regions in inter-population 398!
genome scans but the basis for this differentiation is not the same as in selective sweeps: 399!
In selective sweeps the pattern is due to the fixation of alleles while in divergence 400!
hitchhiking it is due to population subdivision and gene flow reduction (Nosil et al. 2009a; 401!
Nosil et al. 2009b; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Via 2009, 2012). Although selective sweeps will 402!
produce differentiated genomic regions in comparisons between allopatric or sympatric 403!
populations, DH only occurs between populations that interchange genes (Feder et al. 404!
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2012b; Feder et al. 2012c; Feder & Nosil 2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Smith & Haigh 1974; 405!
Via 2009, 2012).  406!
Strong selective pressures and low recombination would produce relatively broad 407!
hitchhiking regions that can be detectable with neutral markers loosely linked to the locus 408!
under selection. In the face of gene flow, differentiation in this zone would initially be 409!
maximal over an extended area and then decay over time through recombination and 410!
neutral introgression (Feder & Nosil 2010; Thibert-Plante & Hendry 2010). However, it has 411!
been proposed that the accumulation of ecological and reproductive barriers between 412!
divergent populations will generate the opposite effect: The progressive reduction in gene 413!
flow will make that the islands of speciation become the seeds that initiate the divergence 414!
of the complete genome by drift (Rundle & Nosil 2005; Smadja et al. 2008; Via 2009, 415!
2012). Therefore DH is only detectable in the early phases of ecological divergence: As 416!
gene flow between the populations decreases, drift will start playing an important role in 417!
the definition of the architecture of genomic differentiation, diminishing the role of ecology 418!
in defining these patterns (Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil et al. 2009a; Nosil et al. 2009b; 419!
Rundle & Nosil 2005; Smadja et al. 2008; Via 2009, 2012). During the early stages of 420!
speciation genomic divergence would be characterized by divergence of regions that 421!
harbor adaptive and reproductive genes while the rest of the genome is homogenized by 422!
gene flow. This would generate an ‘L-shaped’ frequency distribution of genetic 423!
differentiation across loci where most loci have low differentiation (Feder et al. 2012a; 424!
Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et al. 2012c). In contrast, during GH divergence would be more 425!
homogeneous across the genome, leading to a more “flat” distribution of genomic 426!
differentiation (Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et al. 2012c).  427!
As mentioned earlier the role of differential gene flow in creating heterogeneous 428!
patterns of genomic differentiation has been challenged by evolutionary theories that 429!
assume instantaneous and complete RI between divergent organisms. According to these 430!
models, heterogeneity in the level of differentiation among loci would result mainly from 431!
variation in recombination rates (Barton 2006) or selective sweeps: Since background 432!
selection and hitchhiking reduce within-population diversity, both processes will lead to 433!
higher between-population differentiation (Kaplan et al. 1989; Nordberg et al. 1996; Slatkin 434!
& Wiehe 1998) even in the complete absence of gene flow. Because both speciation-with- 435!
gene flow models and models without gene flow predict higher levels of relative 436!
divergence in regions of low recombination (Nachman & Payseur 2012), neither the 437!
presence nor the location of highly divergent regions alone can support one model over 438!
the other. However, the use of absolute measures of species divergence can allow 439!
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distinguishing regions resistant to gene flow from zones of low recombination (Cruikshank 440!
& Hahn 2014).  441!
The signature of selective sweeps is strongly influenced by the demographic 442!
dynamics of the populations under study (Messer & Petrov 2013; Pennings & Hermisson 443!
2006a, b). “Strong” sweep patterns are expected to be more common in populations with 444!
relatively large and stable sizes because bottlenecks and other demographic fluctuations 445!
(as population structure or migration) also generate important distortions in the distribution 446!
of polymorphisms. The number and location of loci/alleles under selection can also affect 447!
the genomic landscape. If a large number of loci are selected one would expected to 448!
detect a big number of islands or even “continents” of differentiation (Beaumont & Balding 449!
2004; Beaumont & Nichols 1996; Michel et al. 2010; Nosil et al. 2009a; Przeworski 2002). 450!
Under such conditions it can be challenging to define the outlier status of the loci and 451!
population divergence will not appear so heterogeneous. Additionally as the number of loci 452!
mediating divergence increases, gene flow is drastically reduced across all the genome, 453!
therefore increasing divergence across large portions of the genome, and perhaps 454!
conflating outliers due to drift with outliers resulting from positive selection. Moreover 455!
interactions between loci can cause further alterations into the population dynamics of 456!
sweeps, therefore affecting their footprints (Beaumont & Balding 2004; Beaumont & 457!
Nichols 1996; Feder et al. 2012a; Michel et al. 2010; Nielsen 2005; Nosil et al. 2009a; 458!
Przeworski 2002; Via 2012).  459!
In summary natural selection generate localized alterations in the patterns of 460!
genetic variation of natural populations. These patterns can be detected by screening the 461!
genomes of contrasting populations searching for regions with outlier patterns of 462!
differentiation. However, the power of this method is reduced when selection targets a 463!
large fraction of the genome or in populations that are in an advanced phase of speciation.  464!
 465!
Soft vs. Hard sweeps during adaptive divergence 466!
There are two types of selective sweeps: During a “hard” sweep the fixation of a 467!
single newly arisen beneficial mutation carries a local reduction in polymorphism in a 468!
single genetic background (i.e., the chromosome in which the mutation first arose) 469!
(Przeworski et al. 2005; Pritchard & Di Rienzo 2010). The rapid increase in frequency of 470!
the mutation will create a region of strong linkage disequilibrium, and of low diversity 471!
around the selected mutation. In contrast, if an adaptive substitution involves multiple 472!
copies of the same beneficial allele, ancestral variation will be maintained in the face of 473!
positive selection since multiple genetic backgrounds will increase in frequency and 474!
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recombine as they go to fixation (Barrett & Schluter 2008; Chevin 2008; Hermisson & 475!
Pennings 2005; Pennings & Hermisson 2006a, b; Pritchard & Di Rienzo 2010). Under 476!
these circumstances, descendants of several of the independent origins may contribute to 477!
the fixation of the allele therefore creating a different genomic pattern named “soft sweep” 478!
(Barrett & Schluter 2008; Chevin 2008; Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Pennings & 479!
Hermisson 2006a, b; Pritchard & Di Rienzo 2010). The origin and increase in frequency of 480!
multiple advantageous mutations may result from standing genetic variation 481!
(polymorphism already present in the ancestral population), from recurrent mutation 482!
(particularly in very large populations), or from migration between populations during the 483!
selective phase. In all cases, ancestral haplotypes that are linked to the adaptive alleles 484!
will be retained in the population creating a narrower peak of differentiation and a stronger 485!
LD distortion than a hard sweep (Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Pennings & Hermisson 486!
2006a, b; Messer & Petrov 2013).  487!
The relative importance of hard versus soft sweeps might have profound 488!
implications on the evolutionary dynamics of genomes: If adaptations were driven by new 489!
mutations the adaptive process will be limited by the beneficial mutation rate and the effect 490!
of adaptive mutations on the phenotype. In contrast, if adaptive substitutions were derived 491!
from standing genetic variation, the adaptive course would be defined by the available 492!
additive genetic variation. Because this variation is shaped by previous selection, recurrent 493!
mutation, and migration, the future path of evolution would depend not only on current 494!
selective pressures, but also on the history of the population (Barrett & Schluter 2008; 495!
Blanquart et al. 2013; Hendry et al. 2007; Przeworski et al. 2005; Savolainen et al. 2013; 496!
Schluter & Conte 2009; Smadja et al. 2008).  497!
With the aim of defining the relative importance of hard and soft sweeps in 498!
biological evolution some effort has been devoted to the description of the parameter 499!
space were the two kinds of sweeps occur (Chevin 2008; Hermisson & Pennings 2005; 500!
Messer & Petrov 2013; Pennings & Hermisson 2006a, b). Population genetics simulations 501!
have shown that the product of the effective size and the mutation rate of a population 502!
largely define the probability of occurrence of a soft sweep. Therefore whether adaptation 503!
produces hard or soft sweeps depends primarily on the availability of adaptive mutations. 504!
Hard sweeps are expected when adaptive alleles are not present in the population. Soft 505!
sweeps are expected when the waiting time until an adaptive mutation arises is shorter 506!
than the time it takes for this mutation to spread through the population (Messer & Petrov 507!
2013). This is the case in large populations, when adaptation has a complex genetic basis 508!
or when adaptation utilizes alleles present as standing genetic variation. Soft sweeps are 509!
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common in structured populations of large size and (or) high mutation rate. They are also 510!
expected to occur frequently after population bottlenecks or events of very strong 511!
selection, where new mutations cannot be exploited (Pennings & Hermisson 2006a, b; 512!
Przeworski et al. 2005). For example, in freshwater populations of three-spine sticklebacks 513!
specific variants of the Eda gene seem to have been recurrently selected from standing 514!
genetic variation present in saltwater ancestral populations (Barrett et al. 2008; Barrett & 515!
Schluter 2008; Cresko et al. 2004). On the other hand the origins of the apple maggot, 516!
Rhagoletis pomonella, was driven in part by a genomic introgression from Mexican 517!
populations into hawthorn US populations (Feder et al. 2003a).  518!
Recent analyses of genomic divergence in natural populations have revealed that 519!
soft sweeps are more common in nature than previously thought and frequently occur 520!
simultaneously with strong sweeps (Messer & Petrov 2013). For instance there is little 521!
evidence for strong sweeps in human populations where adaptation seem to have relied 522!
on multiple alleles of small effect (Daub et al. 2013; Hernandez et al. 2011). On the other 523!
hand the lost of bony spines during the colonization of freshwater environments by 524!
sticlebacks involved the recruitment of independent and unique mutations in the promoter 525!
of the Pitx-gene (Chan et al. 2010; Shikano et al. 2013). 526!
 527!
Bridging genic and molecular views of speciation 528!
The number and phenotypic effects of advantageous mutations has been debated 529!
since Fisher proposed that the adaptive walk is constructed with numerous steps of 530!
infinitesimal effect (Fisher 1930). By expanding this theory, Orr (2003) showed that the 531!
distribution of beneficial fitness effects at a gene is exponential and a diminishing return 532!
function. Therefore, natural selection chooses from the same spectrum of beneficial 533!
effects at a locus independent of the fitness rank of the present wild type. Under this 534!
gradualist view of evolution, the number of genes involved in adaptation would be large 535!
since advantageous mutations of large effect are expected to be rare. On the other hand,  536!
under a saltationist perspective, evolutionary changes would imply a role of few mutations 537!
of large effect driving adaptation (Rockman 2012). Although it has been experimentally 538!
proved that speciation can proceed through the action of multiple loci, even with very 539!
strong selection and in short periods of time (Daub et al. 2013; Deagle et al. 2012; 540!
Hernandez et al. 2011; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; Jones et al. 2012b; 541!
Sabeti et al. 2006), there is still a conceptual divorce between quantitative genetics and 542!
molecular evolution: While the quantitative genetics approach to phenotypic evolution 543!
shows a process governed by numerous loci/alleles present as standing genetic variation, 544!
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molecular evolutionists are inclined to emphasize monogenic mutation-order driven 545!
processes. For instance, in Anopheles mosquitoes and sticklebacks studies on the 546!
genomics of diversification have revealed different patterns: While genetic mapping 547!
revealed the major role of a few genomic regions in sticklebacks (Colosimo et al. 2004; 548!
Chan et al. 2010; Shikano et al. 2013), and Anopheles (Turner et al. 2005), genome wide 549!
scans for differentiation have revealed that in both models selection generated complex 550!
patterns of differentiation (Deagle et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; 551!
Jones et al. 2012b; Lawniczak et al. 2010). An alternative example comes from speciation 552!
in Rhagoletis: Initial QTL mapping approaches revealed that chromosomal inversions 553!
containing determinants of diapause-associated allowed the divergence of apple maggot 554!
from his hawthorn ancestor (Feder et al. 2003b). However a posterior study revealed that 555!
a larger fraction of the genome of the two races was divergent and multiple genomic 556!
regions were proved to be responsible for adaptive traits. Therefore, this complex scenario 557!
suggested that selection was creating “continents” and not “islands of speciation” in this 558!
system (Michel et al. 2010).  559!
The gap between the quantitative and molecular views of speciation needs to be 560!
bridged with empirical studies that dissect both the quantitative basis of trait evolution and 561!
the physiological and genomic events underlying it (Anderson & Mitchell-Olds 2010; 562!
Anderson et al. 2011; Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Colautti et al. 2012; Kelleher & Barbash 563!
2010; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2008; Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006). Studies of the genomics of 564!
adaptation in model organisms, like Arabidopsis (Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 565!
2011; Horton et al. 2012; Kover & Mott 2012; Kover et al. 2009; Leinonen et al. 2013; 566!
Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006; Turner et al. 2010) and Drosophila (Burke et al. 2010; Clark 567!
et al. 2007; Fay et al. 2002), as well as organisms subject to artificial selection (Arnaud et 568!
al. 2011; Axelsson et al. 2013; Diamond 2002; Elena & Lenski 2003; Larson & Burger 569!
2013; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Paterson 2002; Purugganan & Fuller 2009; Ross-Ibarra et 570!
al. 2007a) signified a major step in that direction. These works show that rapid evolution 571!
might leave a complex genomic signature, that selected traits often have a polygenic 572!
basis, and that soft sweeps are relatively common and are often accompanied with small 573!
effects on allele frequencies. However, more natural populations need to be studied in 574!
order to prove the validity of these trends.  575!
 576!
Linking genomic divergence and phenotypic selection  577!
Adaptive loci can be defined as genetic variants that have “functional effects on 578!
phenotypic traits that produce an increase in fitness” (Barrett & Hoekstra 2011). Therefore, 579!
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in order to prove the adaptive consequences of an allele it is necessary to demonstrate a 580!
connection between genotype, phenotype and fitness (Anderson & Mitchell-Olds 2010; 581!
Anderson et al. 2011; Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Colautti et al. 2012; Mitchell-Olds et al. 582!
2008; Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2007). This implies conducting 583!
experimental tests of selection on genes that underlie phenotypic traits. Although studying 584!
patterns of genetic variation in natural populations can reveal the number and location of 585!
loci showing signatures of natural selection, this “bottom-up" approach is not sufficient to 586!
prove the evolutionary relevance of these genomic regions; Results need to be validated 587!
with a “top-down” approach where putatively adaptive regions are associated to the control 588!
of adaptive phenotypic traits (Barrett & Hoekstra 2011). For instance, QTL mapping of 589!
adaptive traits have been combined with genomic scans of differentiation to demonstrate 590!
correlations between QTLs and divergent genomic regions (Anderson et al. 2013b; 591!
Colosimo et al. 2005; Domingues et al. 2012; Gagnaire et al. 2013; Hoekstra et al. 2006; 592!
Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012a; Jones et al. 2012b; Linnen et al. 2009a; 593!
Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2007; Rogers & Bernatchez 2007; 594!
Steiner et al. 2007). This approach relies on the knowledge of traits under selection, which 595!
is not always evident. This problem has been solved by studying organisms that have 596!
adapted repeatedly to the same environmental conditions (Christin et al. 2010; Conte et al. 597!
2012; Elmer & Meyer 2011; Losos 2011; Ostevik et al. 2012; Schluter & Conte 2009; Stern 598!
2013; Wood et al. 2005). Under such situation environmental adaptation would be the trait 599!
under selection, and the different populations can be considered as replicates. On the 600!
other hand, transplant experiments are powerful tools that allow recreation of 601!
environmental pressures without knowledge of their identity, thus allowing not only 602!
identification of traits under selection, but also mapping the genes responsible for their 603!
variation in such experimental conditions (Blanquart et al. 2013; Feder et al. 2012a; 604!
Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Schluter 2001).  605!
A crucial step to determine the evolutionary relevance of the candidate loci consists 606!
in identifying the genes that are responsible for the QTL signals and defining their 607!
biological function (Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Mackay 2001a; Mackay 2001b). This can be 608!
accomplished through a combination of functional genomics, forward genetics and reverse 609!
genetics techniques (Anderson & Mitchell-Olds 2010; Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Colautti et 610!
al. 2012; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2008; Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006). The first include the 611!
analysis of gene expression, protein sequences, and genetic interactions to describe the 612!
cellular processes that the gene mediates and the interactions and hierarchy between the 613!
different genetic factors that are involved in environmental adaptation. Forward genetics 614!
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techniques have been used for a long time to find genomic regions associated to a 615!
phenotype (Mackay 2001a; Mackay 2001b). Most of these techniques are based in finding 616!
correlations between the genotype and phenotype of individuals from recombinant (i.e., 617!
F2, backcross) and natural populations. However cloning specific genes requires the use 618!
of sophisticated methods like the introgression of candidate genes into relevant genetic 619!
backgrounds (i.e., nearly isogenic lines) to detect single gene effects, or the use of large 620!
populations of recombinant lines (i.e., recombinant inbred lines, MAGIC lines) to fine map 621!
the genes associated to trait of interest (Anderson & Mitchell-Olds 2010; Anderson et al. 622!
2011; Bergelson & Roux 2010; Mackay 2001a; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2008; Thomas 2010). 623!
Finally, genes associated with specific traits have been identified through reverse genetics 624!
techniques like directed mutagenesis, gene silencing, or transgene-interference (Barrett & 625!
Hoekstra 2011). The identification of the genes that underlie speciation is important to 626!
reveal fundamental aspects on the genetic and basis of species formation. However, their 627!
discovery requires methodologies that cannot be easily implemented in non-model 628!
organisms. On the other hand, because evolution is constrained at many physiological and 629!
ecological levels, we need to go beyond the identification of individual genes but need to 630!
study them into the complex networks where they play a functional role. For this, we 631!
require a combination of new and old techniques. The recent advent of next generation 632!
sequencing has enormously expanded our capacity to genotype populations therefore 633!
allowing us to ask new questions on the genomic basis of evolution. However we also 634!
require using advanced ecological and physiological methods in order to understand the 635!
role of genes in genomic evolution. 636!
 637!
Convergent evolution 638!
Natural selection often creates similarities between organisms that adapt to similar 639!
conditions (Arendt & Reznick 2008; Christin et al. 2010; Elmer & Meyer 2011; Losos 2011; 640!
Stern 2013). This phenomena known as convergence, indicates that organisms respond 641!
predictably to ecological challenges and suggest that evolution is constrained at the 642!
genetic and phenotypic level (Conte et al. 2012; Losos 2011; Stern & Orgogozo 2009). 643!
Convergence can occur at many scales, going from ecosystem dynamics to single 644!
nucleotide polymorphisms, and the study of the different “layers” of convergence has 645!
provided important insights into the evolution of forms (Manceau et al. 2010; Martin & 646!
Orgogozo 2013; Stern 2013; Stern & Orgogozo 2008, 2009; Tenaillon et al. 2012; Wood et 647!
al. 2005). For instance, convergent evolution can occur between distant species but also 648!
in divergent populations from the same species, which demonstrate that both unrelated 649!
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and related lineages might converge onto similar solutions when exposed to comparable 650!
stresses, but suggest that different genetic mechanisms might be involved in the two types 651!
of convergence (Manceau et al. 2010; Martin & Orgogozo 2013; Stern 2013; Stern & 652!
Orgogozo 2008, 2009; Wood et al. 2005). In fact, phenotypic convergence often results 653!
from similar genetic changes but the probability of gene reuse is higher when populations 654!
begin from the same ancestor (genetic parallelism) than when they begin from divergent 655!
ancestors (genetic convergence or collateral genetic evolution) (Conte et al. 2012; Ostevik 656!
et al. 2012). This has been interpreted as evidence that evolution is constrained by the 657!
availability of genetic variation and therefore targets preferentially specific mutations that 658!
minimize detrimental pleiotropic effects while maximizing adaptation (Losos 2011; Stern 659!
2013; Stern & Orgogozo 2008, 2009). 660!
Cases of genetic convergence are interesting because they point to key 661!
components of physiological and evolutionary processes. Some of these convergent loci 662!
have medical or agronomical applications like genes repeatedly associated to disease 663!
susceptibility (Malcuit et al. 2000; Ross-Ibarra et al. 2007b), antibiotic resistance (Blount et 664!
al. 2012; Wong et al. 2012), or the adaptation to specific soil conditions in plants (Brady et 665!
al. 2005a; Brady et al. 2005b; Bratteler et al. 2006; Rajakaruna et al. 2003a; Rajakaruna et 666!
al. 2003b; Schat et al. 1996; Turner et al. 2010; Turner et al. 2008). Very often evolution 667!
does not target exactly the same genes or mutations but different components of the same 668!
pathways. For instance, studies on the evolution of red petals in plants implicate changes 669!
at multiple genes that regulate the production of anthocyanins (Cooley et al. 2011; Cooley 670!
& Willis 2009; Hopkins & Rausher 2011; Manceau et al. 2010; Streisfeld & Rausher 2009; 671!
Zufall & Rausher 2004). In fact, it has been suggested that convergence should be more 672!
common at higher levels of organization (i.e., biochemical pathways and phenotypic traits) 673!
where biological systems become redundant and degenerate (Edelman & Gally 2001). 674!
Recent studies on the genomics of parallel evolution have provided some insights in this 675!
respect. For instance, in sticklebacks the same alleles present as standing genetic 676!
variation have been associated to the adaptation to freshwater environments but the 677!
patterns of genomic divergence and the architecture of adaptive traits are frequently 678!
specific to each population (Deagle et al. 2013; Deagle et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2012a; 679!
Jones et al. 2012b; Roesti et al. 2012). These results suggest that replicated evolution by 680!
natural selection can follow complex trajectories, however few of these studies have 681!
attempted to quantify and compare evolutionary convergence at different levels of 682!
genomic organization. 683!
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Cases of parallel evolution in close related organisms are excellent systems to 684!
study ecological speciation because they constitute replicate systems were different 685!
hypothesis can be tested: Because the repeated evolution of similar phenotypes in 686!
response to the same environmental conditions is considered evidence of the adaptive 687!
role of the trait (Conte et al. 2012; Ostevik et al. 2012; Stern 2013), instances of parallel 688!
evolution have been used for a long time to detect traits under selection, which is an 689!
essential but difficult requirement to study of the genetics of adaptation. Although 690!
convergent evolution has traditionally been defined as the repeated evolution of 691!
morphological features, studies phenotypic convergence from physiological or ecological 692!
perspectives (i.e., repeated evolution of disease resistance, adaptation to an environment) 693!
can provide further insights. On the other hand, cases of parallel evolution occurring within 694!
a species are important for testing the repeatability of evolution and the role of natural 695!
selection, gene flow and geography on the origin of ecotypes and species (Stern 2013; 696!
Stern & Orgogozo 2009). For example convergent populations can be used to test 697!
whether patterns of genomic differentiation are similar across geography (Deagle et al. 698!
2013; Deagle et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 699!
2012a; Jones et al. 2012b), whether genomic divergence is lower and more 700!
heterogeneous between sympatric and parapatric than allopatric populations (isolation by 701!
distance), or whether divergence is greater in populations that occupy very divergent 702!
niches than between populations that grow on similar conditions (Feder et al. 2012c; 703!
Feder & Nosil 2010; Nosil & Feder 2012). 704!
Overall, to study convergent evolution it is necessary to show that the trait of 705!
interest has evolved repeatedly. This implies using phylogenetic analyses to demonstrate 706!
that the trait has a polyphyletic origin (Allender et al. 2003; Colombo et al. 2013; Keller et 707!
al. 2012), which is relatively straightforward when studying very distant species but can 708!
present more difficulties when closely related organisms are concerned. This results from 709!
the large number of markers necessary to get sufficient phylogenetic resolution between 710!
closely related taxa and from distortions in phylogenetic signals caused by hybridization 711!
and other forms of gene flow (Allender et al. 2003; Colombo et al. 2013; Davey et al. 2011; 712!
Elmer et al. 2010; Emerson et al. 2010; Keller et al. 2012; Recknagel et al. 2013). For 713!
instance, it has been suggested that different type of loci need to be explored in order to 714!
test parallel evolution in the presence of gene flow (Allender et al. 2003; Johannesson et 715!
al. 2010; Schluter et al. 1997): Because gene flow will homogenize neutral loci, these sites 716!
are not very informative to infer the phylogenetic relationships between interbreeding 717!
populations (Johannesson et al. 2010; Schluter et al. 1997; Via 2009). On the other hand, 718!
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genotypes at adaptive loci can reflect the independent recruitment of the same adaptive 719!
alleles (Stern 2013; Wood et al. 2005). As such, these two types of loci should be used 720!
cautiously when testing parallel evolution. Finally, the region around adaptive loci would be 721!
the most useful for phylogenetic inference because it is expected to be reticent to gene 722!
flow (Johannesson et al. 2010; Schluter et al. 1997; Via 2009), but because selection is 723!
not always divergent, phylogenetic signal of adaptive loci might ultimately provide incorrect 724!
relationships amongst organisms. 725!
 726!
Trade-offs during local adaptation 727!
Local adaptation, the process in which different genotypes are selected across 728!
contrasting environments, can be important for genomic evolution and speciation 729!
(Blanquart et al. 2013; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Savolainen et al. 2013; Siol et al. 2010). 730!
However, due to the antagonism between selection and recombination, local adaptation in 731!
the presence of gene flow faces two important trade-offs that constrain speciation: Firstly, 732!
mechanisms to impede recombination of loci involved in adaptation and reproduction are 733!
necessary to keep divergent populations genetically distinct (Blanquart et al. 2013; 734!
Eizaguirre et al. 2009; Noor et al., 2001; Rieseberg 2001; Servedio et al. 2011). Secondly, 735!
local adaptation will lead to genetic divergence of interbreeding taxa only if surviving in 736!
one environment reduces the chances of surviving in the habitats of sister taxa (Blanquart 737!
et al. 2013; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Levene 1953). If this were not the case, beneficial 738!
alleles would spread across divergent populations hampering divergence (Anderson et al. 739!
2013b; Anderson et al. 2011; Colautti et al. 2012). As I will explain next, both of these 740!
trends favor pleiotropy and the clustering of adaptive and reproductive loci. 741!
At the genetic level local adaptation can result from two different phenomena, 742!
antagonistic pleiotropy (AP), where the same alleles that confer high fitness in one 743!
environment decrease fitness in the other habitats, or from conditional neutrality (CN), 744!
where some alleles are favored in one environment but neutral at other locations 745!
(Anderson et al. 2011; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2008; Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006; Mitchell- 746!
Olds et al. 2007; Savolainen 2011; Savolainen et al. 2013). Theoretically, local adaptation 747!
in the face of gene flow requires genetic trade-offs (AP), because conditionally beneficial 748!
alleles would invade divergent populations, and recombination would produce a broadly 749!
adapted genotype carrying beneficial alleles for all environments (Anderson et al. 2013b; 750!
Anderson et al. 2011; Colautti et al. 2012). Therefore, loci under AP are expected to play a 751!
fundamental role in initiating genomic divergence during ecological speciation (Anderson 752!
et al. 2013b; Leinonen et al. 2013; Lowry & Willis 2010; Weinig et al. 2003).  753!
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To understand the importance of allelic trade-offs during local adaptation it is 754!
necessary to integrate results from different sources including population genomics, 755!
genome wide association studies (GWAS) of natural genetic variation, and data from QTL 756!
analyses of fitness. This work has partially been conducted in a few organisms, including 757!
Arabidopsis (Anderson et al. 2013b; Colautti et al. 2012; Leinonen et al. 2013; Mitchell- 758!
Olds & Schmitt 2006), Monkey flowers (Hall et al. 2010; Lowry et al. 2009; Lowry et al. 759!
2008b) and crops like Oat (Gardner & Latta 2006) and Barley (Chutimanitsakun et al. 760!
2011a; Verhoeven et al. 2008; Verhoeven et al. 2004). Importantly, these works have 761!
localized loci presenting fitness trade-offs between environments and shown that these 762!
sites also control phenotypic traits involved in adaptation and reproduction. However in 763!
these systems, CN (Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Gardner & Latta 2006; Hall et al. 2010; 764!
Shikano et al. 2013; Verhoeven et al. 2008; Verhoeven et al. 2004) showed prevalence 765!
over AP (Anderson et al. 2013b; Leinonen et al. 2013; Lowry & Willis 2010; Weinig et al. 766!
2003). This could be interpreted as evidence for the existence of mechanisms to maintain 767!
divergence at conditionally neutral loci but it has also been suggested that the 768!
underrepresentation of AP could result from the fact that most of these studies have been 769!
conducted between different species or allopatric organisms (Anderson et al. 2013b; 770!
Colautti et al. 2012). Therefore, further work is needed to validate these trends, including 771!
the implementation of advanced genetic mapping techniques in divergent populations 772!
experiencing gene flow.  773!
Although the tradeoff between selection-recombination can be solved by genes that 774!
pleiotropically affect adaptation and RI (Bomblies 2010; Servedio et al. 2011; Thibert- 775!
Plante & Gavrilets 2013), genetic evolution is also constrained by a “cost of complexity” 776!
(Orr 2000), which results from mutations that have a positive fitness effect on one trait but 777!
cause negative effects on other aspects of the total phenotype (Orr 2000; Wagner et al. 778!
2008). Therefore, it is predicted that in the face of gene flow natural selection will target 779!
preferentially mutations that (1) minimize negative pleiotropic effects (2) control multiple 780!
adaptive traits, and (3) show fitness trade-offs between environments. This type of 781!
mutations would constitute evolutionary “hotspots” repeatedly recruited by natural 782!
selection (Conte et al. 2012; Martin & Orgogozo 2013; Stern 2013; Stern & Orgogozo 783!
2009). This thesis is supported by studies of the genetic basis of convergent phenotypes, 784!
which have shown that natural selection often targets the same genes or mutations 785!
(Arnaud et al. 2011; Chan et al. 2010; Colosimo et al. 2005; Conte et al. 2012; Cooper 786!
2003; Fitzpatrick et al. 2007; Gross et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2012b; Linnen et al. 2009b; 787!
Manceau et al. 2010; Stern 2013). Some of these repeatedly targeted genes, like Eda 788!
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(Colosimo et al. 2005; Rogers & Bernatchez 2007) and Pitx (Chan et al. 2010; Shikano et 789!
al. 2013) in sticklebacks and the Mc1r melanism gene (Domingues et al. 2012; Hoekstra et 790!
al. 2006; Linnen et al. 2009b; Manceau et al. 2010; Steiner et al. 2007), present trade-offs 791!
between environments and affect fitness. Additionally the search for “speciation genes” 792!
involved in the rise of reproductive barriers between species has often revealed that these 793!
loci are also involved in environmental adaptation and that their pleiotropy results from 794!
trade-offs (Bomblies 2010; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010). For instance, the fast 795!
diversification of immune genes is important for the adaptation to changing environments 796!
but often creates incompatibilities between divergent species (Bikard et al. 2009b; 797!
Bomblies 2009, 2010; Bomblies et al. 2007; Fishman & Willis 2001; Jeuken et al. 2009; 798!
Johnson 2010).  799!
Mechanisms that prevent recombination are important for speciation because they 800!
stabilize favorable combinations of alleles and restrict gene flow (Kirkpatrick & Barton 801!
2006; McGaugh & Noor 2012; Rieseberg 2001; Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). 802!
Some models suggest that islands of divergence (Turner et al. 2005) containing multiple 803!
genes involved in adaptation and reproduction would act as pleiotropic “magic genes” 804!
(Gavrilets 2004) fuelling speciation (Servedio et al. 2011; Thibert-Plante & Gavrilets 2013). 805!
Additionally, a genomic region containing tightly linked conditionally neutral loci could act 806!
as presenting antagonistic pleiotropy and therefore will be reticent to gene flow. The 807!
evolutionary relevance of clusters of adaptive loci is also supported by the mapping of 808!
multiple speciation genes to genomic rearrangements in monkeyflowers (Lowry & Willis 809!
2010), mosquitoes (Turner et al. 2005), butterflies (Joron et al. 2011; Nadeau et al. 2012) 810!
and fruit flies (Feder et al. 2003a; Feder et al. 2003b; McGaugh & Noor 2012; Noor et al. 811!
2007). In sticklebacks, multiple mechanisms to reduce recombination seem to be 812!
important for speciation including genomic rearrangements (Jones et al. 2012b). 813!
Altogether these results provide important insights into the genetic architecture of local 814!
adaptation and parallel evolution but a broader perspective, which takes into integrates 815!
genomic and physiological data is necessary to understand the nature of the constrains 816!
faced by organic evolution. 817!
 818!
Senecio lautus, a model to study ecological speciation 819!
Population genomics allows today a multifaceted approach to the study of 820!
speciation that is mainly limited by the biological suitability of the system used (Davey et 821!
al. 2011; Luikart et al. 2003). I propose that the study of population genomics in S. lautus 822!
will generate novel and relevant information on the genetic basis of speciation in plants. 823!
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Despite being a new study system, Senecio lautus presents several biological attributes 824!
that make it an excellent model to investigate ecological speciation in a population 825!
genomics context: 826!
S. lautus belongs to the most species rich genus of flowering plants and is part of 827!
the Asteraceae family, a group of great economical end ecological importance that has 828!
been studied in detail. This gives biological relevance to the processes that govern its 829!
evolution and allow us to profit from abundant resources on its close relatives. Additionally 830!
S. lautus has a broad ecologic and geographic distribution that covers multiple contrasting 831!
environmental conditions distributed all over Australia (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & Cousens 832!
2006). Importantly, morphometric analyses have revealed that there is a correlation 833!
between the morphology of the plants and the environment that they inhabit while 834!
reciprocal transplants have proved that the different forms survive preferentially in their 835!
native environments (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & Cousens 2006). Although these 836!
morphological differences have been extensively described in herbarium specimens 837!
collected in the field (Ali 1964, 1969; Thompson 2005), many of them are maintained when 838!
plants are grown in glasshouse conditions (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & Cousens 2006), 839!
which indicate that phenotypic variation has a strong genetic basis. Because S. lautus 840!
groundsels are pioneer weeds adapted to variable but harsh environmental conditions like 841!
salt stress, cold stress, low nutrient availability, the study of the genomic regions under 842!
environmental selection could generate information with biotechnological applications in 843!
terms of the generation of crop varieties that tolerate these conditions.  844!
S. lautus constitutes an appropriate system to do both exploratory and manipulative 845!
genetic experiments: It is a relatively small outbreeding plant of short life cycle growing 846!
easily in controlled conditions and easy to transplant to natural environments. As 847!
mentioned before these plants maintain many morphological differences in the 848!
glasshouse, allowing us to explore the genetic basis of these differences in controlled 849!
conditions. Additionally, the ecotypes seem to be in early stages of divergence since 850!
crosses between populations from all Australia revealed very little intrinsic pre-zygotic 851!
incompatibilities between forms (Melo 2014). This allows the performance of controlled 852!
genetic crosses, which is crucial since our ability to prove evolutionary hypothesis relies to 853!
a large extent on our ability to carry manipulative experimental tests.  854!
S. lautus ecotypes seem to have evolved similar morphologies in response to 855!
comparable environmental conditions (Ambrose 2009; Radford & Cousens 2006). The 856!
existence of several populations belonging to the same ecotype but having a different 857!
origin provides a very powerful system to test the role of ecology in generating phenotypic 858!
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and genetic patterns of evolution. Additionally, some of the ecotypes exist in adjacent 859!
(parapatric) environments, suggesting that ecology plays a major role in creating the 860!
reproductive barriers that keep them distinct. The inclusion in my analysis of several 861!
parapatric pairs of ecotypes increased the power to test my predictions and permited the 862!
framing of my work in to the context of the genetic basis of the parallel evolution of 863!
ecological adaptation and the origin of adaptive radiations. 864!
Although establishing a link between environmental selection and RI is a key 865!
element of the demonstration of the existence of ecological speciation this connection has 866!
been established in very few systems. By associating information on the genetic basis of 867!
environmentally selected traits with the analysis of the patterns of variation of the S. lautus 868!
genome I was able to test the role of natural selection in species creation. Importantly, the 869!
results were validated by means of manipulative experiments both in natural and 870!
controlled conditions. In that way I contributed to answering fundamental questions 871!
regarding the genomic architecture of ecological speciation.  872!
  873!
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Approach and methodology 874!
Since our knowledge on the evolution of S. lautus is still in its infancy, my 875!
experimental work combined both hypothesis and discovery based components. I based 876!
my experiments on ecological speciation models, and utilize a pluralistic approach to test 877!
many of its predictions. The main hypotheses defining my project were:  878!
 H1: S. lautus has adapted repeatedly to coastal environments 879!
 H2: Parapatric ecological divergence causes heterogeneous genomic 880!
divergence between S. lautus parapatric ecotypes  881!
 H3: Genomic regions showing outlier differentiation contain genes 882!
responsible for fitness under natural conditions. 883!
 H4: Genomic regions showing outlier differentiation between adjacent 884!
populations contain genes responsible for variation in environmentally selected traits and 885!
reproductive isolation. 886!
 H5: Loci controlling adaptation and reproductive isolation have been 887!
repeatedly recruited by natural selection across S. lautus populations.  888!
 889!
Experiment 1: Population and Functional genomics of Senecio (testing H1 890!
and H2) 891!
Phylogenetic analyses  892!
I carried a phylogenetic analysis of the S. lautus complex to determine the relations 893!
between the populations and to interpret the patterns of genomic differentiation between 894!
the populations. Importantly, this analysis allowed me to test the hypothesis of the multiple 895!
and parallel evolution of the different ecotypes and provided clues to the bio-geographic 896!
patterns that shaped the evolution of the group.  897!
S. lautus has a broad geographic distribution that encompasses most of the 898!
Australian territory and New Zealand (Ornduff 1964; Radford & Cousens 2006; Thompson 899!
2005). Previous phylogenetic analysis of the Senecio genus have revealed that the closest 900!
relatives to the S. lautus complex are not in Australasia but in Africa and South America 901!
(Pelser et al. 2010; Pelser et al. 2007) which suggest that the colonization of Australia by 902!
these plants could have followed a long-distance dispersal event. On the other hand, due  903!
its great morphological diversity of the S. lautus complex the taxonomy of this group has 904!
been reviewed multiple times. In fact the monophyly of the group is still under debate. 905!
Therefore a an important step to approach the genetics of the clade involves studying the 906!
phylogenetic relationships between the different populations and between these 907!
populations and other Senecio species. Therefore I carried a genetic phylogeny of the S. 908!
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lautus clade and related species using classical nuclear and plastid phylogenetic markers. 909!
This analysis provided clues on the timing of the splitting of the clade, the patterns of 910!
migration followed by S. lautus to occupy its actual distribution, and the number of origins 911!
of the ecotypes.  912!
Due to the fast diversification of the S. lautus complex a large number of markers 913!
and individuals are necessary to estimate phylogenetic relationships between individual 914!
populations, especially parapatric ones. Therefore I conducted a deep genotyping of a 915!
continental-scale collection of S. lautus populations belonging to different ecotypes with 916!
the aim of reconstructing a phylogeny of the S. lautus complex. For this I conducted the 917!
massive sequencing of a fraction of the genomes of bulked samples using Restriction-site 918!
Associated DNA (RAD) tags (Baird et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2007). I decided to use this 919!
genotyping strategy, known as pool-seq, because it has shown to be a cost efficient 920!
method to estimate phylogenetic relationships between closely related organisms (Davey 921!
et al. 2011; Deagle et al. 2013; Emerson et al. 2010; Schlötterer et al. 2014). However the 922!
approach imposes new challenges with respect to data analysis since it requires devoting 923!
efforts to correct for biases associated with the sampling alone (Anderson et al. 2013a; 924!
Bastide et al. 2013; Boitard et al. 2012; Futschik & Schlötterer 2010; Kofler et al. 2011). In 925!
particular, there is an added layer of sampling above the normal population genetic 926!
assumptions. Sequencing pooled DNA leads to an additional round of sampling with 927!
replacement, beyond the initial sampling of chromosomes from nature (Anderson et al. 928!
2013a; Bastide et al. 2013; Boitard et al. 2012; Futschik & Schlötterer 2010; Kofler et al. 929!
2011). 930!
In my analysis I conferred special importance to coastal forms because they seem 931!
to have evolved repeatedly. Sand dunes and rocky headlands tend to form a continuous 932!
range along the coast what simplifies the generation of models to predict the demographic 933!
dynamics of the populations that inhabit those environments along their distribution. 934!
Additionally the populations adapted to sand dunes (named D) and rocky headlands (H) 935!
exist in parapatric conditions that make them a suitable model to test for the ecological 936!
speciation in face of gene flow. These populations present strikingly different phenotypes, 937!
where headland populations are prostrate and very branched and dune populations 938!
present few branches but  are erect. Importantly, these differences are maintained when 939!
the plants are reared in the glasshouse (Ali 1969; Radford & Cousens 2006). Previous 940!
phylogenetic analyses of S. lautus populations conducted in our lab using classical 941!
markers have revealed some interesting patterns that support the hypothesis of a multiple 942!
origin of these ecotypes:  943!
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1) D and H populations are included in different monophyletic groupings  944!
2) All parapatric pairs belong to the same clades, which suggest that they have a 945!
recent history of gene flow either because of a recent sympatric origin or because of gene 946!
flow after a secondary contact.  947!
3) The topography of the phylogeny and is explained to a large extent by the 948!
geographic distribution of the populations, where the main phylogenetic clades represent 949!
different regions of Australia. 950!
Based on these data and on the current models of speciation described before I 951!
constructed evolutionary scenarios that could lead to the actual distribution of the D and H 952!
populations and a similar phylogenetic topologies (see Figure 1 from chapter 2). These 953!
models pretend to explain where and when the adaptive transitions and the colonization of 954!
the different regions occurred by presenting both the assumptions and predictions of the 955!
different models.  956!
 957!
 RADs genotyping for phylogenetics and population genomics. 958!
Illumina sequencing of libraries of Restriction-site Associated DNA (RAD) tags is a 959!
novel and efficient genotyping approach based on short sequences (Davey & Blaxter 960!
2010; Emerson et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2011). This technology has been used for genetic 961!
mapping (Amores et al. 2011; Chutimanitsakun et al. 2011b; Everett et al. 2012; Hegarty 962!
et al. 2013; Hoffmann & Willi 2008; Houston et al. 2012; Kakioka et al. 2013; Pfender et al. 963!
2011), population genomic studies (Hohenlohe et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2010), and 964!
phylogeographic analyses (Emerson et al. 2010). Although the technique provides 965!
genotype information on a large number of SNP markers spread across the genome it 966!
does not provide gametic phase across SNPs in different tags or haplotype sequence 967!
information. In the RADs protocol DNA is digested with a restriction enzyme (PstI in my 968!
case), barcoded with a population-specific sequence, amplified, and sequenced using 969!
Illumina. The resulting sequencing reads are derived from the region flanking the cutting 970!
sites of restriction-nuclease used in the digestion. By choosing different restriction 971!
nucleases one can explore different parts of the genome (or transcriptome). For example 972!
the use of methylation sensitive enzymes allows targeting the gene-rich fraction of the 973!
genome. 974!
Pipelines used to analyze the RADs data (for instance those included on the 975!
RADtools, Popoolation2 or Stacks software) compare all the sequenced reads of each 976!
population and build “stacks” of exactly matching reads. Then pairwise comparisons are 977!
made between all stacks to define loci. Stacks that are at most one nucleotide divergent 978!
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within a population are assigned to the same locus. Then the data from different 979!
populations is combined to identify the loci that are present in several populations and to 980!
locate the polymorphisms (SNPs) contained on them. The data is then filtered with the aim 981!
of excluding duplicated loci or data that might result from sequencing errors.  982!
The next step in the process is to determine the  genotype for each population (if 983!
using bulked DNA) or individual at each polymorphic site. This is done by the use of 984!
algorithms that define the major allele (for bulks) or genotype (for individuals) taking into 985!
account the sampling biases associated to bulking samples and to the genotyping 986!
technology (Anderson et al. 2013a; Futschik & Schlötterer 2010; Günther & Coop 2013; 987!
Kofler et al. 2011). By concatenating the resulting sequences one can perform a 988!
phylogenetic analysis on the consensus sequence for each polymorphic site targeted 989!
(Emerson et al. 2010). The genotype data can also be used for the construction of linkage 990!
maps, for associative mapping or QTL mapping.  991!
Allelic frequencies estimated from RADseq data can also be used to obtain 992!
genome-wide estimations of population-genetics parameters as effective population size, 993!
migration rate, mutation rate, genetic diversity, percentage of polymorphic sites, number of 994!
unique alleles and minor allele frequency. Additionally one can define ancestral and 995!
derived allelic states for each locus by using out-groups or by looking at the frequency of 996!
allelic states in the populations. Another important application of the RADs technology is 997!
the detection of "outlier loci" showing extreme differentiation between organisms. With the 998!
exception of tests that require haplotype information or long sequences RADs technology 999!
can be used to perform most of the outlier detection tests. The allelic frequencies at each 1000!
polymorphic site (SNP) are the basis for these tests.  1001!
One great advantage of the RADs technology is that it can be used in species 1002!
where there is null or very scarce genomic information. However this reduces the 1003!
applications of the technology: Without a genomic scaffold to map the RAD tags each 1004!
RAD tag has to be analyzed as an independent locus. Under those circumstances some 1005!
important statistics such as Tajima’s D and Fay and Wu’s H cannot be calculated. 1006!
Additionally this might create artifacts since some tags are not present in all the 1007!
populations and tags contained in outlier genomic regions might not be highly 1008!
differentiated in some comparisons.  1009!
The distribution of the RAD-tags in a genome can be determined by aligning the 1010!
RADs sequences to a genomic scaffold or (and) constructing a RADs based linkage map 1011!
(Pearse et al. 2014). Mapping the tags to the genome greatly increases the analytic power 1012!
since it allows performing the following analyses: 1013!
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 1) Sliding-window analysis can be used to determine average statistics for each 1014!
genomic region. These average measures are less susceptible to sequencing and 1015!
sampling errors.  1016!
2) Defining the genes contained in outlier regions, which can be used to define 1017!
candidate genes and perform analysis of the biological process associated to 1018!
differentiation. 1019!
3) Defining the size and distribution of the differentiated genomic regions. This 1020!
allows analyzing the location of highly differentiated regions in different populations.    1021!
4) Associating outliers data to information on the location of QTLs for adaptive 1022!
traits. 1023!
 Although these limitations might be critical for some studies the applications of the 1024!
RADs technology are very broad even in orphan species as our model, S. lautus. On the 1025!
other hand, the vast amount of sequence information generated by the RADs can speed 1026!
the construction of genomic resources for the model. 1027!
 1028!
Genome-wide scans 1029!
As mentioned previously, genomic regions under selective pressures can be 1030!
detected by searching for loci with "outlier" patterns of differentiation between populations 1031!
under divergent selection. In genome-wide screens of polymorphism patterns, the 1032!
genomic regions under selection appear as loci with levels of differentiation beyond neutral 1033!
expectations (“outlier” loci) (Nosil & Feder 2012; Nosil et al. 2009a). These genomic 1034!
regions are candidates to contain the genetic determinants of the adaptation.  1035!
I analyzed Pool-seq data from natural populations by using the Popoolation2 1036!
software (Kofler et al. 2011) to calculate genetic differentiation (FST) for each SNP and 1037!
pairwise comparison between populations. This data was then used to define outliers and 1038!
describe the patterns of differentiation across the genome. I used the phylogenetic and 1039!
bio-geographic data to associate these patterns of differentiation to different models of 1040!
divergence (ie parapatric-allopatric). As mentioned earlier, it has been proved that 1041!
absolute measures of differentiation are better than FST to take into account genomic 1042!
variation in recombination rates (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014). Unfortunately most of these 1043!
measures require individual genotypes (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014), which impedes their 1044!
use in pooled genotyping experiments. 1045!
 1046!
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Experiment 2: Evaluating the genetic architecture of local adaptation (testing 1047!
H3) 1048!
Reciprocal transplants are a powerful technique to study the effect of environmental 1049!
pressures without knowing their nature. Schluter (2000) suggested an experimental setup 1050!
to test the ecological speciation hypothesis (Schluter 2001): Hybridizing two ecologically 1051!
divergent taxa and subjecting the hybrids to the native environments to see whether 1052!
ecological selection will cause RI to rebuild between the ‘evolved ecotypes’. The prediction 1053!
of this model is that in each environment natural selection will re-create phenotypically 1054!
distinct hybrid populations that will present the same phenotype as the locally adapted 1055!
natural populations for the environmentally selected traits. Importantly, the artificial hybrids 1056!
selected in a specific environment will perform poorly in the alternative environment, 1057!
implying that ecology-dependent reproductive barriers have been raised between the two 1058!
artificial populations. Ideally several generations of self-crossing should be performed in 1059!
the hybrid populations before transplanting with the aim of reducing the initially high LD. 1060!
Additionally this “synthetic ancestor” should be subjected to several rounds of selection in 1061!
native environments. 1062!
Although this expanded experiment is being carried in our lab it makes part of 1063!
another PhD project. Here, I implemented a shortened methodology which has 1064!
successfully been used for the genetic mapping of loci involved in local adaptation 1065!
(Anderson et al. 2013b; Gardner & Latta 2006; Leinonen et al. 2013; Lovell et al. 2013): 1066!
After the first generation of transplants recombinant and parental survivors from both 1067!
environments were genotyped in order to find genomic regions associated to fitness. I then 1068!
cross-referenced these results to data from differentiation at natural populations to test the 1069!
evolutionary importance of these loci. My prediction is that loci mediating survivorship 1070!
would show stronger footprints of selection in natural populations.   1071!
 1072!
Experiment 3: Linkage map and quantitative genetics of phenotypic variation 1073!
in S. lautus (Testing H4 and H5) 1074!
Theoretically natural selection will drive the divergence of genomic regions 1075!
containing adaptive genes. Therefore QTLs governing adaptive traits are expected to be 1076!
located in highly differentiated genomic regions (Via 2012; Via et al. 2012). To test this 1077!
premise in S. lautus I conducted QTL analyses to identify the genomic regions governing 1078!
traits of adaptive importance. Since I used the same populations and genotyping 1079!
techniques as in the genome–wide scans I was be able to cross-reference both 1080!
experiments and determine if the QTLs for adaptive traits are located in highly 1081!
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differentiated genomic regions.  1082!
QTL mapping has been used for more than 30 years to locate loci governing 1083!
quantitative traits of interests. The principle of QTL mapping is simple: Since the effects of 1084!
individual QTL are too small to be tracked by segregation in pedigrees they are mapped 1085!
by linkage disequilibrium (LD) with molecular markers that do exhibit Mendelian 1086!
segregation. If a QTL is linked to a marker, there will be a difference in mean values of the 1087!
quantitative trait among individuals that have different genotypes at the marker (Lynch & 1088!
Walsh 1998; Mackay 2001a; Mackay 2001b; van Ooijen 2009). S. lautus forms differ in 1089!
several traits including plant architecture (number of primary stems, number of secondary 1090!
branches, plant height, prostrate/erect habit), leaf, flower and stem morphology, life history 1091!
(annual, perennial) and ecology associated traits (Ali 1969; Radford & Cousens 2006; 1092!
Thompson 2005). Because preliminary data indicated that some of these traits have a 1093!
dominant genetic basis (for instance prostrate/erect habit and germination on different 1094!
soils) I decided to carry our QTL mapping on backcross populations.  1095!
 1096!
Bulk Segregant Analysis (BSA) 1097!
Since the precision with which a QTL can be localized relative to a marker is 1098!
directly proportional to the number of meiosis sampled, larger populations and advanced 1099!
crosses are optimal to fine map QTLs (Michelmore et al. 1991; Takagi et al. 2013). 1100!
Association studies, in which pools containing large numbers of individuals of contrasting 1101!
phenotypes are genotyped and compared, allow the fine mapping of QTLs with a minor 1102!
investment in genotyping (Futschik & Schlötterer 2010; Günther & Coop 2013; Michelmore 1103!
et al. 1991; Schlötterer et al. 2014; Sham et al. 2002). I used this approach to identify the 1104!
QTLs governing convergent traits across S. lautus populations.  1105!
Phylogenetic analyses indicate that prostrate and erect phenotypes have probably 1106!
occurred several times during the history of our model since multiple fully resolved 1107!
monophyletic clades present both Dune and Headland ecotypes. Additionally Alpine 1108!
populations growing in wind-exposed areas present a genetically determined prostrate 1109!
habit while populations of more protected areas are erect. To see if the same genomic 1110!
regions are implicated in these transitions I performed Bulk-Segregant-Analysis (BSA) in 1111!
four recombinant mapping populations, one derived from a Dune-Headland parapatric pair 1112!
from Lennox Head (NSW), one from a parapatric pair in Coffs Harbour (NSW) and one 1113!
from two contrasting Alpine populations (Kosciusko National Park, NSW).  1114!
  1115!
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Abstract 1834!
Instances of parallel ecotypic divergence, where adaptation to similar conditions 1835!
repeatedly cause similar phenotypic changes in closely related organisms, are useful for 1836!
studying the role of ecological selection in speciation. Here we used a combination of 1837!
traditional and next generation genotyping techniques to test for the parallel divergence of 1838!
plants from the Senecio lautus complex, a phenotypically variable groundsel that has 1839!
adapted to disparate environments in the South Pacific. Phylogenetic analysis of a broad 1840!
selection of Senecio species showed that members of the S. lautus complex form a 1841!
distinct lineage that has diversified recently in Australasia. An inspection of thousands of 1842!
polymorphisms in the genome of 27 natural populations from the S. lautus complex in 1843!
Australia revealed a signal of strong genetic structure independent of habitat and 1844!
phenotype. Additionally, genetic differentiation between populations was correlated with 1845!
the geographic distance separating them, and the genetic diversity of populations strongly 1846!
depended on geographic location. Importantly, coastal forms appeared in several 1847!
independent phylogenetic clades, a pattern that is consistent with the parallel evolution of 1848!
these forms. Analyses of the patterns of genomic differentiation between populations 1849!
further revealed that adjacent populations displayed greater genomic heterogeneity than 1850!
allopatric populations and are differentiated according to variation in soil composition. 1851!
These results are consistent with a process of parallel ecotypic divergence in face of gene 1852!
flow.  1853!
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Introduction 1855!
Natural selection can replicate the evolution of forms and functions and create 1856!
similarities between distantly related species (Schluter et al. 2004; Elmer & Meyer 2011; 1857!
Wake et al. 2011). Traditional examples include the repeated evolution of melanism in 1858!
mammals, reptiles, and birds (Nachman et al. 2003; Mundy 2005; Rosenblum & Harmon 1859!
2011), and the independent adaptation to serpentine soils in flowering plants (Berglund et 1860!
al. 2004; Brady et al. 2005; Bratteler et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2010). The repeated and 1861!
independent evolution of forms can also occur amongst taxa sharing a recent common 1862!
ancestor and similar biology. For instance, in freshwater populations where predators are 1863!
rare, Canadian stickleback fish have repeatedly evolved smaller defensive structures 1864!
compared to their continually attacked and well-defended marine ancestors (Rundle et al. 1865!
2000; Barrett et al. 2008; Chan et al. 2010; Schluter et al. 2010). Also, tall and inland 1866!
versions of Australian Eucalyptus globulus trees appear to have repeatedly given rise to 1867!
wind resistant dwarf trees on exposed cliff-tops (Abbott & Comes 2007; Foster et al. 1868!
2007). These and other examples (see Manceau et al. 2010; Barret & Hoekstra 2011; 1869!
Ostevik et al. 2012; and Wood et al. 2005 for a review) demonstrate that both unrelated 1870!
and related lineages might converge onto similar solutions when exposed to comparable 1871!
stresses, although possibly through very different genetic mechanisms.  1872!
Speciation theory predicts that mechanisms facilitating divergence in the face of 1873!
gene flow (e.g., strong selection, or chromosomal inversions; Noor et al. 2001; Rieseberg 1874!
2001; Ortiz-Barrientos et al. 2002; Butlin 2005; Nosil et al. 2009) will lead to allelic 1875!
differentiation in specific regions of the genome while allowing alleles from other genomic 1876!
regions to freely flow between diverging populations (Feder & Nosil 2009; Via 2011; Via & 1877!
West 2008). Such heterogeneous genomic divergence between populations is expected to 1878!
be more pronounced between sympatric and parapatric than allopatric populations (Egan 1879!
et al. 2008; Feder & Nosil 2009; Feder & Nosil 2012). However, whether such patterns of 1880!
genomic differentiation are similar between populations diverging independently and in 1881!
parallel remains largely unknown (but see Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Deagle et al. 2011; 1882!
Kaeuffer et al. 2011). Thus, cases of parallel evolution occurring within a species are 1883!
important for discovering evolutionary constraints, and for understanding the interaction of 1884!
natural selection, gene flow and geography on the origin of ecotypes and species (e.g., 1885!
Akey 2012; Allender et al. 2003; Cooper et al. 2003; Cresko et al. 2004; Domingues et al. 1886!
2012; Kaeuffer et al. 2011; Woods et al. 2006).  1887!
Here, we investigate patterns of parallel ecotypic divergence in the Senecio lautus 1888!
(G.Forst. ex Willd) species complex using a phylogenomic and population genomic 1889!
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approach. Contrasting forms of these plants occupy adjacent environments along the 1890!
southern coast of Australia (Ali 1966, 1968, 1969; Radford et al. 2004, Thompson 2005). 1891!
Although individuals growing in the same environment present similar morphologies there 1892!
is also extensive phenotypic variation across geography (Radford et al. 2004), suggesting 1893!
that the colonization of these environments occurred repeatedly. We used a combination 1894!
of traditional and next generation DNA markers to evaluate whether colonization of coastal 1895!
environments occurred through the spread of already distinct ecotypes, or through parallel 1896!
divergence. Overall, our results indicate that patterns of ancestry at neutral and adaptive 1897!
loci reflect the geographic proximity of populations rather than their shared morphology or 1898!
habitat. Further, the many suggested instances of parallel divergence between parapatric 1899!
populations appeared to have occurred in the face of gene flow therefore confirming an 1900!
important role of natural selection in the origins of diversity in this species complex.  1901!
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Materials and methods 1903!
Samples 1904!
The S. lautus species complex is a group of groundsels endemic to Australia and 1905!
New Zealand (including Tasmania, Kermadec and Chatham Islands; Ali 1966, 1968, 1969; 1906!
Ornduff 1964; Radford et al. 2004; Thompson 2005) that has diversified and colonized 1907!
multiple habitats. In our sampling efforts (see supplementary methods for detailed 1908!
sampling considerations) we attempted to maximize both geographical and ecological 1909!
coverage. Overall, we collected leaf samples from plants belonging to 49 populations and 1910!
more than 8 environments. We also collected soil samples at 14 sites presenting 1911!
parapatric populations (Table S1).  1912!
 1913!
RAD genotyping 1914!
We employed Illumina sequencing of RAD tag libraries (Baird et al. 2008) to 1915!
genotype pools of samples derived from 29 populations from the S. lautus complex. 1916!
Genomic DNA samples were pooled at equimolar ratios (one pool per population, a mean 1917!
of 26.25 ± 3.99 individuals per pool) and processed into RAD libraries at Floragenex 1918!
(University of Oregon High Throughput Sequencing Facility) following Baird et al. (2008) 1919!
except that the methylation-sensitive restriction nuclease PstI, which targets the hypo- 1920!
methylathed and gene rich fraction of the genome, was employed. Genomic libraries were 1921!
sequenced with the Illumina Genome Analyzer II following Illumina/Solexa protocols for 1922!
single read (69 bp) sequencing chemistry. More than 6.7 million sequencing reads were 1923!
assembled into 94,841 different genomic tags (loci) with RADtools V1.0 software 1924!
(available at https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/display/RADSequencing/Home). Stacks of reads 1925!
that were at most one nucleotide divergent within a population were assigned to the same 1926!
locus (using the “–e 4” command). Then the data from different populations was combined 1927!
to identify loci that were present across multiple populations and to locate the 1928!
polymorphisms (SNPs) contained within them.  1929!
RAD tags were filtered by excluding (1) monomorphic tags, (2) reads of poor quality 1930!
(we used the “–q 20” in the RADtags tool to exclude tags with an error rate greater than 1931!
1%), (2) tags with extremely low or high coverage, and (3) tags with too many SNPs or 1932!
alleles (see below). Extremely high values were defined as those being higher than two 1933!
standard deviations above the mean for the population (Emerson et al. 2010). In each 1934!
population (pool) we excluded tags represented by fewer than 20-reads. Although this 1935!
cutoff is lower than the number of chromosomes included in each bulk we decided to use 1936!
this value as it has been shown that pool-seq can provide good estimates of allelic 1937!
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frequencies even when only a fraction of the individuals is sampled. In order to maximize 1938!
the number of loci that could be analyzed we applied the cutoff per population and not 1939!
across all populations in certain analyses. After filtering, we obtained 43,716 SNPs located 1940!
in 29,307 RAD-tags. The average coverage per tag per population was 23X. RAD 1941!
polymorphisms were analyzed at the level of single nucleotide changes. Because some 1942!
SNPs were not sampled across all populations and because some sites are polymorphic 1943!
only in a subset of the samples the number of useful SNPs varies between certain 1944!
analyses (e.g., analyses comparing coastal parapatric populations only versus analyses 1945!
using all 29 populations).  1946!
Using the bwa software (http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/bwa.shtml), we inferred 1947!
short-scale linkage between SNP markers by mapping RAD tags to a partial draft of the S. 1948!
lautus genome (Liu et al. Unpublished results.). This genome draft is composed of 1949!
relatively short genomic contigs (N50 = 1160) but it is enriched in gene sequences (62% of 1950!
contigs had BLASTx hits in protein databases). No gaps were allowed [gap opening (o) = 1951!
0] and a repeat masker was used in the mapping process. SAM alignment files were 1952!
produced and manipulated with SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). At the end of this process we 1953!
were able to map 85% of RAD tags to our genomic scaffold.  1954!
 1955!
RADs phylogeny 1956!
We determined the consensus sequence for each population by defining major 1957!
alleles at each polymorphic site and concatenating the resulting sequences according to 1958!
the procedure described by Emerson et al. (2010). High frequency nucleotides, as 1959!
determined using eq. 2 in Emerson et al. (2010), were considered to be consensus 1960!
nucleotides; otherwise they were replaced with Ns. We employed polymorphic sites that 1961!
(1) were sampled in all populations; (2) varied with respect to major alleles across 1962!
populations; and (3) were undefined (i.e., had Ns) in fewer than half of the populations. 1963!
The number of loci that passed these criteria varied between populations.  1964!
We built Maximum Likelihood phylogenies in the Phylogeny.fr server 1965!
(http://www.phylogeny.fr) (Dereeper et al. 2008) with the PhyML program version 3.0 1966!
aLRT (Guindon et al. 2010; Guindon & Gascuel 2003) using the (HKY+G) substitution 1967!
model. The gamma shape parameter, proportion of invariable sites, and 1968!
transition/transversion ratios were estimated directly from each dataset. We confirmed the 1969!
adequacy of this model using FINDMODEL 1970!
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/findmodel/findmodel.html). Branch support was 1971!
assessed using an approximate likelihood ratio test (aLRT, Chi2-based parametric), with 1972!
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values interpreted similarly to Bayesian posteriors (Anisimova & Gascuel 2006). 1973!
Phylogenetic trees were graphically represented with FigTree (v1.3.1; 1974!
http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).  1975!
We constructed a RADs-based phylogeny of natural populations using 2,863 1976!
polymorphic sites. This phylogeny was rooted with sequences from Senecio 1977!
madagascariensis Poir, an invasive plant of African origin that is present in Australia and 1978!
was classified previously as a member of the S. lautus complex (Radford& Cousens 2000; 1979!
Thompson 2005). We also used the allelic states at these loci to perform a Principal 1980!
Components Analysis (PCA) of the populations. This analysis was performed with JMP V 1981!
9.0 (SAS Institute Inc) using allelic frequencies to cluster populations based on their 1982!
eigenvectors for the two first components of the PCA.  1983!
In order to test the different models of evolution of the forms (Figure 1) we analyzed 1984!
consensus sequences for eight parapatric pairs of populations using neutral (9658 SNPs), 1985!
highly differentiated SNPs (2208 outlier SNPs) and linked sites (1160 SNPs). 1986!
 1987!
Differentiation analysis 1988!
Overall levels of genetic differentiation between populations were derived by 1989!
calculating FST for each locus in all of the 276 possible paired population comparisons 1990!
using a corrected formula adapted to pooled Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data 1991!
(Kolaczkowski et al. 2011). To obtain genome-wide measures of differentiation we 1992!
averaged FST values across SNPs (Table S10). Additionally we used PHYLIP (Phylogeny 1993!
Inference Package) version 3.69 (Felsenstein 1989) to calculate genome-wide measures 1994!
of Nei’s genetic distance based on allelic frequencies at all polymorphic sites (Table S11). 1995!
To define the heterogeneity of differentiation we used the 25th percentile, coefficient of 1996!
variation, kurtosis and skewness of FST distributions as well as the FST (“outlier”)/FST 1997!
(“neutral”) ratio. 1998!
We defined “outlier” SNPs as those sites with Bonferroni-corrected p-values smaller 1999!
than 5% (correcting by the number of SNPs evaluated) in a Fisher’s exact test (FET) for 2000!
allelic differentiation (Table S11). In most analyses, we used only outliers from 2001!
comparisons between parapatric populations adapted to sand dunes (D) and rocky 2002!
headlands (H). “Neutral” SNPs were defined as those that were not significantly 2003!
differentiated in any of these genomic comparisons. “Linked sites” were defined as neutral 2004!
SNPs contained in the same genomic contig as outlier SNPs. These linked SNPs are 2005!
expected to provide information on the evolutionary history of divergent genomic regions 2006!
(Johannesson et al. 2010; Via et al. 2011).  2007!
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 2008!
Isolation by Distance and by Adaptation 2009!
Geographic distances between populations were calculated using the spherical law 2010!
of cosines: 2011!
6378137*ACOS(SIN(LAT1)*SIN(LAT2)+COS(LAT1)*COS(LAT2)*COS(LONG1- 2012!
LONG2)) 2013!
where LAT and LONG represent the geographic coordinates on a sphere (in 2014!
radians) of the two populations compared.  2015!
We used JMP V 9.0 to perform a PCA on soil data from seven locations containing 2016!
parapatric pairs of D and H populations. Because the first two principal components 2017!
explained more than 99% of the soil variation between locations (PC1 = 91.2%; PC2 = 2018!
8.8%), we defined the environmental distance separating two populations as the geometric 2019!
distance between populations when plotted in the first two components: 2020!
√((PC11 - PC12)2 + (PC21 - PC22)2 )  2021!
where PC11 and PC12 represent the eigenvectors in the first component for 2022!
populations 1 and 2, respectively. PC21 and PC22 represent the eigenvectors in the 2023!
second component.  2024!
We conducted Mantel tests (Mantel 1967) with MANTEL v 2.0 (Liedloff 1999) to 2025!
search for correlations between the physical distances (environmental and geographical) 2026!
separating two populations and the patterns of genomic differentiation between them (total 2027!
amount and heterogeneity). Three different measures of genomic differentiation were used 2028!
in these analyses: (1) average genome-wide Fst, (2) proportion of outliers (number outlier 2029!
loci/total number of loci), and (3) Nei’s genetic distance. All tests were conducted using 2030!
10,000 permutations. 2031!
 2032!
Classical markers 2033!
We sequenced three chloroplast intergenic spacers, and two nuclear regions, in 2034!
420 individuals belonging to 45 populations of the S. lautus complex. PCR reactions were 2035!
sequenced by the Sanger method at Macrogen inc., Korea. Chromatograms were edited 2036!
and aligned using the Codon-Code Aligner software (CodonCode Corporation, Dedham, 2037!
MA, USA). Consensus sequences were created by calling the variant present as 2038!
homozygous in more than 70% of the individuals sampled in a population. For those sites 2039!
where we could not define a major allele ambiguity codes were used.  2040!
We used BLASTn (Altschul et al.1990) (available at 2041!
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) and the NCBI searcher 2042!
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(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) to find homologous sequences of close Senecio relatives 2043!
(Table S3). The geographic distribution and taxonomic status (i.e., synonyms and 2044!
accepted names) of the species from which we had sequence data were retrieved from 2045!
the Plant List server (http://www.theplantlist.org/; Table S6). We performed phylogenetic 2046!
analyses as described before.  2047!
 2048!
Microsatellites 2049!
M13-tailed (Schuelke 2000) microsatellite primers were designed using a partial 2050!
draft of the S. lautus genome (Liu et al. Unpublished results., Table S5). Microsatellites 2051!
were PCR-amplified in 32 individuals per population for eight populations and run on the 2052!
MegaBACETM500 platform (GE healthcare) using fluorescently labeled probes. 2053!
Genotypes were extracted with the MegaBACE Fragment Profiler software version 1.2 2054!
(GE Healthcare). Population structure and admixture analysis were performed with the 2055!
STRUCTURE (S3) software (Falush et al. 2003). The number of discrete clusters (K) was 2056!
allowed to vary from two to twelve, and simulations were repeated at five times per K 2057!
value. The length of burn-in period, and number of MCMC replications after burn-in were 2058!
both set to 100,000 and the results were checked for convergence across triplicate runs. 2059!
The Evanno method (Evanno et al. 2005) was used to choose the best K.   2060!
  2061
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Results 2062!
I. Multiple independent origins of dune, headland, and alpine forms 2063!
Test 1: Phylogenetic relationships amongst ecotypes 2064!
Maximum Likelihood phylogenies of RAD markers (Figure 2 and 3) of S. lautus 2065!
showed that Populations adapted to sand dunes (D) rocky headlands (H) and alpine 2066!
habitats clustered into multiple clades suggesting that adaptation to these environments 2067!
occurred several times. Populations grouped together according to the region from which 2068!
they were sampled and not as specified by their habitats or morphologies. This result did 2069!
not change when we used individual-based nuclear (Figures S1-3) and plastid loci (Figure 2070!
S2-3) from a worldwide collection of Senecio taxa. This provides further support for the 2071!
parallel evolution of forms in the system, and confirms that all members of the S. lautus 2072!
complex sampled in this study form a monophyletic group (see supplementary methods 2073!
and Table S1-S4 for a detailed description of the S. lautus complex).  2074!
Test 2: Patterns of local and global genetic differentiation  2075!
A multivariate analysis of RAD allelic frequencies revealed strong geographic 2076!
stratification in the S. lautus complex (Figure S4). Genomic differentiation between the 2077!
populations correlated positively with geographic distance (Mantel test, g=4.50, r=0.55, 2078!
p<0.005). STRUCTURE analyses of microsatellite data showed that populations from the 2079!
south are largely homogenous, whereas those from the north are genetically similar but 2080!
heterogeneous (Figure S4). These results indicate that coastal parapatric pairs are locally 2081!
undifferentiated but genetically isolated over increasing geographic distance from other 2082!
pairs. Therefore, each parapatric pair seems to be evolving independently from one 2083!
another. 2084!
 2085!
Test 3: Phylogenies of neutral and outlier loci 2086!
We detected 5,478 SNPs with significant levels of genetic differentiation between 2087!
parapatric populations (outlier loci; see Table S7 for detailed results). Undifferentiated 2088!
SNPs were of two kinds: 6,649 SNPs mapped to genomic contigs containing outlier sites 2089!
(linked loci) while 31,589 SNPs were exclusively surrounded by neutral SNPs (neutral 2090!
loci). Parapatric populations appeared as each other’s closest relatives in phylogenetic 2091!
analyses using either neutral or linked sites loci (Figure 3), but to a lesser degree when 2092!
using outlier loci. This observation is consistent with a history of gene flow between 2093!
parapatric populations and the replicated adaptation of S. lautus to coastal environments 2094!
(see Figure 1, to recall predictions, and discussion below).  2095!
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II. Parallel divergence with gene flow in coastal populations 2096!
Heterogeneous genomic divergence in parapatric and allopatric populations 2097!
Genomic divergence was more heterogeneous in parapatric populations than in 2098!
allopatric ones. Comparisons between parapatric pairs showed higher variances (CV) in 2099!
differentiation as well as more skewed and ‘L-shaped’ frequency distributions of FST 2100!
estimates compared to the low values observed in allopatric comparisons. Additionally 2101!
levels of differentiation between outlier loci and the rest of the genome were significantly 2102!
higher in parapatric than in allopatric comparisons (Figure 4, Table S8). These patterns 2103!
suggest that coastal parapatric population of the S. lautus complex likely diverged by 2104!
natural selection and in the face of gene flow. 2105!
 2106!
Evidence for selection driving genetic differentiation in the S. lautus species 2107!
complex 2108!
We compared environmental and genomic divergence among populations and 2109!
detected a continent-wide correlation between the relative level of differentiation of outlier 2110!
loci (ratio between FST based on outlier loci to FST calculated from neutral loci) and the 2111!
environmental distance between the sites that populations inhabit (Mantel test, g=1.67, 2112!
r=0.30, p<0.05). In contrast, variance (CV) in FST distribution for each pairwise 2113!
comparison was negatively correlated to the environmental distance separating those 2114!
populations (Mantel test, g=8.47, r= -0.43, p< 0.005; Table S8), where population 2115!
inhabiting close habitats showed greater variation in FST than populations located far 2116!
apart form each other. These results imply that genomic divergence is more 2117!
heterogeneous in populations that inhabit more contrasting environments, consistent with 2118!
the role of natural selection in creating divergence in this system. 2119!
  2120!
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Discussion 2121!
Deep genotyping of S. lautus population pools proved to be a powerful approach for 2122!
exploring the parallel evolution of plant adaptation. We present evidence indicating that (1) 2123!
populations of the S. lautus species complex have repeatedly and independently adapted 2124!
to several environments and (2) that this process probably occurred in presence of gene 2125!
flow. Below, we discuss the evidence supporting these results, and discuss their 2126!
implications for our understanding of adaptation and speciation in plants.  2127!
 2128!
The S. lautus species complex: A promising system to study the genomics of 2129!
parallel evolution 2130!
Testing parallel evolution with gene flow 2131!
Relationships amongst taxa derived from neutral loci are likely to reflect the 2132!
average history of population diversification (Allender et al. 2003; Cresko et al. 2004; 2133!
Johannesson et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2012; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2007; Nosil et al. 2009) 2134!
(Figure 1B). In contrast, divergent loci may reflect constraints faced by evolution rather 2135!
than the relationships between organisms (Wood et al. 2005), and as a consequence 2136!
distort historical relationships between populations (Figure 1B). For instance, in 2137!
phylogenies based on adaptive loci, unrelated populations exposed to similar selective 2138!
pressures may appear as closest relatives (Figure 1; Colosimo et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2139!
2012; Nosil et al. 2009). Surprisingly, in our phylogenetic analysis, populations of S. lautus 2140!
grouped by geography and not habitat (Figure 2). This was true regardless of whether we 2141!
used neutral, linked, or, to a lesser degree, outlier loci (Figure 3). Further, parapatric 2142!
populations were grouped together (Figure S4), suggesting recent gene flow between 2143!
them. Altogether, these results suggest that S. lautus populations have repeatedly and 2144!
independently evolved similar forms adapted to costal environments in Australia (Figure 1 2145!
and 3).  2146!
In the S. lautus complex, genomic divergence is more heterogeneous between 2147!
populations separated by small geographic distances than between those far apart from 2148!
each other (Figure 4). Similarly, heterogeneous divergence appears to be positively 2149!
correlated with the environmental distance that separates parapatric populations (Table 2150!
S8). Such patterns are expected when natural selection and gene flow are at odds during 2151!
divergence (Egan et al. 2008; Feder & Nosil 2009; Feder & Nosil 2012) suggesting that 2152!
parallel divergence of parapatric pairs in S. lautus possibly occurred in the face of gene 2153!
flow. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that these patterns arose from residual 2154!
geographic stratification between parapatric pairs, we did not find a correlation between 2155!
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geographic and environmental distance across population pairs (Table S5), indicating that 2156!
perhaps gene flow is a better explanation for this observation. We are currently addressing 2157!
this issue by performing our analyses in a larger number of parapatric comparisons, and 2158!
by combining our genomic analyses with reciprocal transplant experiments in the local 2159!
habitats of multiple Dune and Headland populations. 2160!
In conclusion, even though we cannot establish how many times the environments 2161!
were colonized (our phylogenetic signal for different types of loci could result from 2162!
hybridization following secondary contact of some populations, or because only a very 2163!
small fraction of outlier loci is responsible for parallel adaptation to contrasting 2164!
environments), our data suggests that at least seven of the eight parapatric pairs in our 2165!
sample represent independent cases of parallel ecological divergence with gene flow, and 2166!
at least two of them originated independently (an ancestral pair from the NE  and one from 2167!
the S regions of Australia, Figure 2). 2168!
 2169!
Beyond the species and early stages of divergence 2170!
It has been suggested that the genomic events underlying the progress of 2171!
speciation can be studied by comparing the genomes of increasingly divergent taxa (Feder 2172!
et al. 2012 ; Nosil et al. 2009; Nosil et al. 2012; Via 2009). This approach was successfully 2173!
undertaken in some systems like pea aphids (Peccoud et al. 2009), Timema walking sticks 2174!
(Egan et al. 2008; Nosil et al. 2003; Nosil & Sandoval 2008; Nosil et al. 2012), whitefish 2175!
(Renaut et al. 2011) and Heliconius butterflies (Dasmahapatra et al. 2012). Our results 2176!
indicate that the S. lautus complex can be a powerful system to carry out this kind of 2177!
analysis in plants. There is a gradient of divergence between S. lautus populations going 2178!
from very little genetic differentiation between parapatric populations to much more 2179!
pronounced divergence between populations located in different regions (Figure 4). At the 2180!
end of this spectrum are New Zealand taxa, which have developed very strong 2181!
reproductive barriers relative to populations from Australia (Orndnuff 1964, Ali 1969). 2182!
Finally S. lautus populations are diverging under a broad range of biogeographic 2183!
conditions, ranging from parapatry to allopatry, thereby allowing us to investigate the role 2184!
of gene flow in speciation.  2185!
 2186!
Parallel speciation  2187!
 Ostevik and colleagues proposed four criteria to diagnose parallel speciation: 2188!
independence, isolation, compatibility, and selection (Ostevik et al. 2012). The conclusions 2189!
presented here are based mainly on genomic data and are therefore insufficient to test all 2190!
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of these criteria in our system. Both field experiments, to evaluate the role of selection in 2191!
the divergence of ecotypes, and the quantification of reproductive barrier strength, are 2192!
necessary to complete this analysis. Nevertheless, the evidence presented here suggests 2193!
that coastal S. lautus forms might fit at least three of these criteria: independence, 2194!
compatibility and selection. Our results show that genomic divergence between parapatric 2195!
S. lautus populations is limited, and previous work has shown than intrinsic barriers to 2196!
gene flow are relatively weak between S. lautus populations inhabiting the same 2197!
continental mass (Ornduff 1964). Current reciprocal transplant experiments in our 2198!
laboratory (e.g., Melo et al. Unpublished results) suggest that extrinsic reproductive 2199!
barriers are common in the system thus implying that the system may be at an early stage 2200!
of the speciation process (Hendry et al. 2007). To help solve this issue, we are currently 2201!
expanding our studies on components of reproductive isolation across multiple populations 2202!
of the species complex.  2203!
 2204!
Limitations of NGS studies in non-model organisms 2205!
Use of pool-seq 2206!
The sequencing of pooled samples (pool-seq) is a valuable tool for carrying out 2207!
population genetics studies at very broad scales (Davey & Blaxter 2011; Davey et al. 2208!
2011; Futschik & Schlötterer 2010). Numerous studies have been conducted to test the 2209!
types of data that can be reliably obtained from pooled samples, to define the limits of the 2210!
approach, and to determine experimental requirements (Boitard et al. 2012; Gompert & 2211!
Buerkle 2010; Magwene et al. 2011). For instance, genotyping by NGS exacerbates the 2212!
binomial error associated with sampling bi-allelic loci in a population (Magwene et al. 2213!
2011), while sequencing errors can lead to the production of spurious variants (Davey et 2214!
al. 2011; Futschik & Schlötterer 2010).  2215!
In this study we reduced the impact of pool-seq limitations by carefully selecting the 2216!
ratio between sequencing coverage and number of individuals, and making sure that 2217!
samples were pooled at equimolar ratios. Further, we filtered low-quality alleles (see 2218!
methods), and eliminated samples with extremely high coverage to reduce the impact of 2219!
sequencing errors and the genotyping of paralogous genes. Although this experimental 2220!
confirmation is biological and not technical, our Sanger-sequencing of individual samples 2221!
also suggested that evolution of coastal and alpine forms in the S. lautus complex likely 2222!
occurred multiple times. Finally, identification of outliers that may play a role in adaptation 2223!
will require specific experiments beyond the scope of the research described in this article, 2224!
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including but not limited to selection experiments in controlled and field environments 2225!
where their effects on fitness can be directly measured.  2226!
Lack of reference genome  2227!
An assembled genome is necessary to evaluate the size, number and distribution of 2228!
genomic regions that are resistant to gene exchange between two populations. The 2229!
absence of a fully sequenced and annotated genome for S. lautus limits our ability to 2230!
characterize some processes underlying genomic divergence with gene flow and reduces 2231!
our power to detect the actual targets of selection. We alleviated some of these issues by 2232!
targeting the low-copy and gene-rich fraction of the genome with the PstI enzyme (Davey 2233!
& Blaxter 2011; Davey et al. 2011) and mapping RAD-tags to a genome draft of our 2234!
model. Additionally we analyzed only broad genome-wide patterns, which should be 2235!
relatively robust to the lack of an assembled genome.  2236!
Our results suggest that coastal populations of the S. lautus complex adapted 2237!
repeatedly and independently to the same environments while experiencing gene flow, 2238!
indicating that these plants are a good system to study the genetics of adaptation and 2239!
speciation driven by natural selection. For instance, an obvious question that arises from 2240!
our results is whether the genes underlying divergence and adaptation in these plants 2241!
were repeatedly used during the parallel evolution of coastal forms. In the future we should 2242!
be able to address this and other important evolutionary questions through the comparison 2243!
of the genome of natural and synthetic populations.  2244!
  2245!
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Tables 2267!
Table 1. Parapatric populations genotyped in this study. Population codes refer to 2268!
populations sampled from sand dunes (D) or from rocky headlands (H). The last six 2269!
columns show to the number of individuals sequenced with each kind of marker. 2270!
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D00 Stradbroke Island, Amity Point 
-27.3928361, 
153.4405417 
Sand dune NE 28 5 1 3 4 6 
D00 Stradbroke Island, Flinder-Beach 
-27.3928361, 
153.4405417 
Sand dune NE 28 5 1 3 4 6 
D01 Lennox Head Surf Club 
-28.7863056, 
153.5833333 
Sand dune NE 46 4 1 2 3 3 
D03 
Cabarita Beach, Cudgen Nature 
Reserve 
-28.3318500, 
153.5714000 
Sand dune NE 37 5 0 1 5 6 
D04 Coff-Harbour, Boambee Beach 
-30.3127500, 
153.1400333 
Sand dune NE 30 4 3 2 5 3 
D12 Bermagui Dune 
-36.4648611, 
150.0643333 
Sand dune SE 15 4 2 4 5 4 
D14 Port Arthur, Safety Cove 
-43.1758333, 
147.8544444 
Sand dune SE 22 4 2 3 4 5 
D15 Millicent, Canunda National Park 
-37.6581944, 
140.2248611 
Sand dune S 27 2 2 2 1 2 
D23 Point Labatt, Salmon Beach 
-33.1252500, 
134.2658333 
Sand dune S 27 1 1 1 1 2 
H00 Stradbroke Island, Point Lookout 
-27.4360944, 
153.5452250 
Rocky 
headland 
NE 25 6 0 4 5 3 
H01 Lennox Head 
-28.8061389, 
153.6027611 
Rocky 
headland 
NE 49 5 1 3 4 4 
H02 Hasting-Point 
-28.3625194, 
153.5796722 
Rocky 
headland 
NE 34 3 0 1 2 3 
H05 Coff-Harbour 
-30.3117833, 
153.1438000 
Rocky 
headland 
NE 32 2 0 0 2 2 
H12 Portland, Cape Bridgewater 
-38.3804444, 
141.3686111 
Rocky 
headland 
S 15 5 3 1 4 6 
H14 Green Cape 
-37.2610000, 
150.0488611 
Rocky 
headland 
SE 17 5 2 3 3 4 
H15 Port Arthur, Remarkable Cave 
-43.1873333, 
147.8445278 
Rocky 
headland 
SE 13 4 1 5 6 5 
H21 Point Labatt 
-33.1525278, 
134.2619722 
Rocky 
headland 
S 23 2 2 1 1 2 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1: Evolutionary models for the colonization of coastal environments by 
S. lautus.  
(A) Phenotypically different populations adapted to sand dunes (D) and rocky 
headlands (H) occupy adjacent and contrasting environments interspersed along the 
coast. Plants growing in rocky headlands are prostrate and very branched while 
populations adapted to sand dunes have an erect and un-branched architecture. 
Nevertheless there is also considerable geographical variation in the phenotype of the 
plants and in the substrate in which they grow. We collected eight parapatric populations 
(codes of populations in the lowermost part) across their distribution range (only 6 shown) 
to study environmental adaptation and genetic divergence. (B) Non-exclusive evolutionary 
models explaining the colonization of sand dunes and rocky headlands along the 
Australian coast. The models differ according to the order of occurrence of adaptive 
divergence (red arrows) and the colonization (black arrows) of different geographic regions 
(here represented as R1-R3). We present predictions of the phylogenetic signal that would 
be produced by different genomic regions (see introduction for explanation). Briefly, 
differentiation between forms can have occurred in situ (parallel evolution, PE) or through 
the secondary contact of already divergent forms (single origin, SO). Because gene flow 
will homogenize neutral loci, these sites could reveal a polyphyletic clustering of the 
ecotypes under PE or SO. However the region around adaptive loci would be relatively 
more divergent under SO as it would have not been homogenized by gene flow occurring 
after the secondary contact. This would produce a clustering by environment at adaptive 
loci and their linked sites (“hitchhikers”). On the other hand, under PE regions containing 
adaptive alleles would be quite similar due to recent shared ancestry. This would create a 
phylogenetic pattern in which both neutral and linked SNPs would group populations by 
geography (Figure 1B). Possibly, the evolution of S. lautus occurred through a 
combination of these models.  
 
Figure 2: Phylogenetic analysis of Senecio populations:  
(A) Geographic distribution of S. lautus populations used in this study. Relevant 
phylogeographic regions are abbreviated: I Interior; NE north-east; SE south-east; S 
south; T Tasmania; W west. (B) Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis of the genome 
of S. lautus natural populations (based on 2770 neutral SNPs genotyped with RADs) 
showing the polyphyletic origin of populations adapted to sand dunes, rocky headlands 
and alpine meadows. Colored circles indicate the environment inhabited by members of 
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the complex as in (A). The related species S. madagascariensis was used as an outgroup. 
Root length is not shown to scale. Node support is presented only when lower than 0.95.  
 
Figure 3: Tests for the repeated adaptation to D and H environments (see 
figure 1 for predictions).  
Maximum likelihood cladograms of consensus sequences derived from neutral (A), 
outlier (B) and linked (C) SNPs (see methods for description of sets). The color of the 
branches correspond to the environment inhabited by the populations and the label to the 
collection site (as in Figure 1A). Populations from Western Australia (W) were used to root 
the cladogram. Node support (posterior probability) is presented only when lower than 
0.99. 
 
Figure 4: Patterns of genomic divergence between populations adapted to 
coastal environments. 
 Genome-wide distribution of genetic differentiation (Fst) in comparisons between 
populations adapted to coastal environments. Red, comparisons between parapatric 
populations; Purple, comparisons between allopatric populations located in the same 
geographic region (NE or S); Blue, comparisons between populations located in different 
geographic regions. The distribution of genetic differentiation (Fst) was evaluated in terms 
of (A) the coefficient of variation and (B) relative differentiation between outlier and neutral 
genomic regions. In the corner of each graph we present the results of a Mantel test for a 
correlation between each statistic and the geographic region. (C) Distribution of FST 
values in populations located at increasing geographic distances. For each paired 
comparison we show a frequency histogram (FST in the y axis and frequency in the x axis) 
and a box plot (horizontal line = mean; square = median; the box indicates the 25th and 
75th percentiles. Note that parapatric populations have an “L-shaped” frequency 
distribution of genetic differentiation across loci (i.e. most loci have low FST values) while 
comparisons between populations located in different regions are characterized by a less 
skew distribution with more density in the center, and a less pronounced tail of extreme 
values. 
 
Figure S1: Phylogenetic analysis of Senecio populations  
Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogenetic analysis of Senecio species (based on 
consensus concatenated sequences from ITS and ETS nuclear markers) showing the fast 
diversification, common origin and regional stratification (regions with same codes as A) 
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within Australia and New Zealand of the S. lautus clade (shown in red). This clade 
includes several species that were originally described as part of S. lautus sensu lato 
G.Forst. ex Willd (S. pinnatifolius, S. spathulatus, S. halophilus, S. radiolatus and S. 
spanomerus). Colored circles indicate the environment inhabited by members of the 
complex and abbreviation indicate the geographic region of S. lautus samples (as in 
Figure 1A). Senecio flavus was used as outgroup (not shown). Node support is presented 
only when lower than 0.95. Letters and symbols at the end of species names indicate the 
geographic distribution of the species: (SA) South America; (NA) North-America; (M) 
Mediterranean area; (NZ) New Zealand; (@) Australia, member of the S. lautus complex; 
(*) Australia, not member of the S. lautus complex;  
 
Figure S2: Similitudes and discrepancies between nuclear and plastid 
phylogenies.  
Maximum likelihood cladograms of Senecio species based on consensus 
sequences from the ITS nuclear intergenic spacer (A) and the psbJ-petA chloroplast 
marker (B). Senecio nemorensis was used as outgroup. The color of branches indicates 
the environment inhabited by S. lautus populations and the letters at the end of names 
indicate he geographic distribution of taxa. Although the two phylogenies present several 
discrepancies both reveal that S. lautus complex is an independent Australasian lineage 
that includes the lautusoid species S. lautus var. lanceolatus, S. brigalowensis and S. 
lacustrinus. Despite the great diversity shown by members of the complex populations 
cluster according to their geographic distribution (regions shown in the right; E east; NE 
north-east; S south; SW south-west; T tasmania; W west) rather than their morphology or 
habitat. Coastal and alpine forms appear in several clusters which suggests that these 
environments were colonized multiple times. Posterior probabilities are presented for all 
nodes. 
 
Figure S3: Individual based nuclear and plastid phylogenies.  
Maximum likelihood cladograms of Senecio species based on individual sequences 
from the ITS nuclear intergenic spacer (A) and the psbJ-petA chloroplast marker (B). 
Senecio nemorensis was used as outgroup. The color of branches indicates the 
environment inhabited by individuals (as in Figure 1). Branch names are composed of the 
population followed by a serial number. Members of the S. lautus complex cluster 
according to their geographic distribution (regions shown in the right; E east; NE north-
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east; S south; SE south-east; SW south-west; T Tasmania; W west) rather than the 
environment they inhabit (shown by colors in branches). 
 
Figure S4: Genetic structure of S. lautus populations.  
(A) Principal components analysis of allelic frequencies at 2270 neutral SNPs. 
Colors indicate geographic regions: Blue: North-east; Dark green South-east; Light green: 
South; Red West; Black Inland. Shapes indicate the environment inhabited by the 
populations: Filled circles: sand dunes; Empty circles: Sea bird rockeries; Filled squares: 
rocky headlands; Empty squares; dessert. Filled Triangles: alpine meadows; Empty 
triangles: mountain forests. (B) Microsatellite based STRUCTURE analysis of six 
parapatric pairs confirming the similarity of parapatric populations and the higher diversity 
of north-eastern taxa. Populations are organized acording to their distribution along the 
coast (see figure 1A). 
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Abstract 
Adaptation to replicate environments is often achieved through similar phenotypic 
solutions. Whether selection also produces convergent genomic changes in these 
situations remains largely unknown. The variable groundsel, Senecio lautus, is an 
excellent system to investigate the genetic underpinnings of convergent evolution, since 
morphologically similar forms of these plants have adapted to the same environments 
along the coast of Australia. We compared range-wide patterns of genomic divergence in 
natural populations of this plant and searched for regions putatively affected by natural 
selection. Our results indicate that environmental adaptation followed complex genetic 
trajectories, affecting multiple loci, implying both the parallel recruitment of the same 
alleles and the divergence of completely different genomic regions across geography. An 
analysis of the biological functions of candidate genes suggests that adaptation to coastal 
environments may have occurred through the recruitment of different genes participating 
in similar processes. The relatively low genetic convergence that characterizes the parallel 
evolution of S. lautus forms suggests that evolution is more constrained at higher levels of 
biological organization.  
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Introduction 
Uncovering the molecular basis of phenotypic convergence in organisms adapted 
to similar conditions remains a quintessential problem in evolution (Wake 1991; Losos 
2011). In particular, we know very little as to whether natural selection acts upon the same 
cellular machineries to produce repeated phenotypes, or if its action is varied and takes 
multiple genetic routes (Losos 1998, 2011; Kaeuffer et al. 2011). Similarly, whether 
convergence is more common at the level of alleles, nucleotide sites, genes or 
biochemical pathways (Nosil et al. 2002; Schluter et al. 2004; Wood et al. 2005; Wake 
2011) remains largely unknown, although it has been suggested that it should be more 
common at higher levels of organization, where biological systems become redundant and 
degenerate (Edelman and Gally 2001). The frequency of each of these different levels of 
convergence likely reflects the constraints faced by organic evolution (Wake 1991; Wood 
et al. 2005; Losos 2011; Wagner and Mitchell-Olds 2011). For instance, cases where 
independent mutations on the same site lead to the same adaptive phenotype might 
indicate strong genetic and physiological constraints on the associated trait (Manceau et 
al. 2010). On the other hand, the use of the same alleles present as standing genetic 
variation can speed the diversification of closely related organisms (Feder et al. 2003; 
Colosimo et al. 2005; Feder et al. 2003; Schluter and Conte 2009; Jones et al. 2012), 
while phenotypes shaped through the recruitment of different mutations or the use of 
different genes might evolve faster among distantly related taxa. Unveiling the genomic 
basis of replicated evolution will help to establish the relative importance of various levels 
of genetic convergence and thus expand our understanding of the dynamics of phenotypic 
and genomic evolution. 
Recent studies on the genomics of adaptation have provided some insights into the 
molecular routes followed during replicated evolution. For instance, footprints of selection 
in sticklebacks are frequently population specific (Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Deagle et al. 
2011; Jones et al. 2012; Roesti et al. 2012) despite evidence of the importance of 
repeated selection on the same genes and frequently on the same alleles present as 
standing genetic variation (Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2011, 2012). Similarly, 
studies on the evolution of red petals in Mimulus (Cooley and Willis 2009; Cooley et al. 
2011), Ipomoea (Zufall and Rausher 2004; Streisfeld 2009) and the Andean Iochroma 
(Smith and Rausher 2011) revealed that changes in multiple genes that regulate the 
anthocyanin pathway lead to the repeated evolution of this phenotype. These and other 
studies (Cooper et al. 2003; McCutcheon et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2010; Manousaki et al. 
2012; Thurber et al. 2012; Colombo et al. 2013) indicate that replicated evolution by 
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natural selection usually follows complex trajectories and can affect numerous loci. Even 
so, few studies have attempted to quantify and compare evolutionary convergence at 
different levels of genomic organization, and usually not outside the investigation of 
mutations and quantitative trait loci of large effect (Schluter et al. 2004; Manceau et al. 
2010; Elmer and Meyer 2011; Rockman 2011; Martin and Orgogozo 2013).  
Here we use phenotypically contrasting parapatric populations of the Senecio 
lautus species complex to study the genomic basis of convergence (Figure 1). Populations 
of these plants that grow in similar coastal environments present several morphological 
similarities (for instance, rocky headland adapted plants are very branched and prostrate 
while sand dune adapted plants are less branched and erect; Ali 1964, 1968; Radford and 
Cousens 2004) but there is also a large extent of phenotypic variation across geography 
(Radford and Cousens 2004). A phylogenomic study of a broad collection of S. lautus 
natural populations revealed that despite the recent diversification of the group, there is a 
strong geographic stratification of the samples, where parapatric populations are 
frequently grouped together and present a more heterogeneous genomic divergence than 
geographically separate populations. This data is consistent with parallel adaptation to 
sand dunes and rocky headlands and suggests that parapatric populations have a 
relatively recent history of gene flow (Roda et al. 2013).  
 In this introductory work on the genomics of adaptation, we investigate whether 
patterns of genetic diversity are similar across populations subjected to replicate 
environments. Specifically, we compare the genomes of parapatric S. lautus populations, 
searching for loci putatively involved in environmental adaptation (i.e., showing significant 
differentiation between populations or being associated with environmental variables), and 
compare their extent of convergence at various levels of genetic organization, ranging 
from the allelic state at a site, to the physiological pathway (Figure 1). Our results indicate 
that natural selection repeatedly drove the divergence of parapatric populations of S. 
lautus, affecting a large number of loci in their genomes. This process included both the 
parallel recruitment of the same alleles and genes, and the divergence of completely 
different genomic regions across geography, with the greatest parallelism occurring at the 
level of physiological processes. We discuss these results considering the importance of 
genetic and ecological constrains faced by organic evolution.   
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Materials and methods 
In a previous study we used data from RADs genotyping of pooled samples to 
conduct a phylogenomic analysis of a broad collection of S. lautus samples (Roda et al. 
2013). Here we further analyzed this genotyping data to compare the patterns of genomic 
divergence across geography. Therefore we refer to this work (Roda et al. 2013) for a 
detailed description of some methodological sections. 
 
Plant and soil material  
Leaf samples from eight pairs of parapatric (adjacent) populations adapted to sand 
dunes and rocky headlands were collected in 2008 and 2009 (Roda et al. 2013) using 
sampling sites described in previous studies (Radford and Cousens 2004; Figure 2A). We 
also collected samples from S. lautus populations adapted to hinterland environments 
including alpine meadows (3 populations), an arid shrubland, a Brigalow dominated forest, 
and a rainforest. We sampled an average of 27 (± 6.5) individuals per population (see 
supporting material).  
To describe the substrate occupied by coastal populations, we collected soil 
samples from 16 sites and measured 38 variables at the Australian Laboratory Services 
facilities. We used the JMP10 software (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, North Carolina) to conduct 
a principal components analysis (PCA) of the populations using all soil variables, and 
using different types of variables (nutrients, salts and metals). Additionally we compared 
the types of environments (sand dunes and rocky headlands) and geographical regions 
(north and south) at each parameter by conducting ANOVA tests in JMP10 (Table S1, S4).  
 
Genotyping  
Genomic DNA was extracted from ground leaf tissue using a modified CTAB DNA 
extraction protocol (Clarke 2009). We pooled equimolar amounts from individuals 
belonging to the same population. Genomic DNA was processed into libraries of 
Restriction-site Associated DNA (RAD) tags (Baird et al. 2008) at Floragenex (University 
of Oregon High Throughput Sequencing Facility) following the method described by Baird 
et al. (2008) but using the methylation-sensitive restriction nuclease PstI which targets the 
hypo-methylated gene-rich fraction of the genome (Davey and Blaxter 2010; Davey et al. 
2011).  
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Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling 
We mapped reads to a gene-space reference assembly of S. lautus. This resource 
was created by paired-end Illumina sequencing of genomic DNA treated independently 
with the Pst enzyme (Davey and Blaxter 2010; Davey et al. 2011) and the kamchatka crab 
nuclease (Zhulidov et al. 2004) to reduce its sequence complexity and target the non-
repetitive and hypo-methylated genome fraction (Liu et al. unpublished results). The 
resulting de-novo assembly was composed of short genomic contigs (N50 = 1160bp) 
enriched in gene sequences (66% of contigs produced unique BLASTx hits in plant protein 
databases). Mapping of RADs was carried out with the bwa v0.6.2 software (http://bio-
bwa.sourceforge.net/bwa.shtml) allowing no gaps (gap opening (o) = 0) and using a 
repeat masker. Samtools v0.1.18 (Li et al. 2009) was then used to call variants, remove 
ambiguously mapped reads (q score < 20) and create an mpileup file combining outputs 
from all populations. We then used PoPoolation2 (Kofler et al. 2011) to calculate allelic 
frequencies for all polymorphic sites in the 16 populations. PoPoolation2 uses the number 
of reads assigned to each SNP to define the frequencies for each allele and pool 
(population). To control for sequencing errors we removed alleles present in less than 4 
reads across all populations as well as sites represented by less than 10 reads in any 
population from the analyses. We obtained 52,676 SNPs located in 9,322 genomic 
contigs, with most contigs represented by more than one RAD tag (1.95 ± 0.15 tags per 
contig in average; see Table S7).  
 
RADs-haplotype analysis 
Because Illumina reads are derived from a single DNA molecule, they contain 
information on the original linkage of alleles in the populations. Therefore data from alleles 
present in the 73bp of a single Illumina read can be used to evaluate short-scale haplotype 
diversity and infer footprints of selection (see below). PoPoolation2 does not provide this 
type of data, therefore we performed this analysis using RADtools v1.0 (available at 
https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/display/RADSequencing/Home), a pipeline that compares the 
reads of each population and builds stacks of identical reads (RAD-haplotypes). The 
results were filtered by excluding (1) monomorphic tags, (2) reads of poor quality, (3) tags 
with extremely low or high coverage, and (4) tags with too many SNPs or alleles (possibly 
reflecting repeated regions of the genome). After filtering, we obtained 43,716 SNPs 
distributed across 29,307 RAD tags. Haplotype counts were used to infer genetic diversity, 
and allelic frequencies were used to define divergent SNPs as described above.  
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To perform functional analyses with the RADtools data, we mapped RAD tag 
sequences to the gene space of our system using bwa as described above. We were able 
to map 87% of polymorphic RAD tags into 19,259 contigs, of which 12,728 contained 
predicted genes. Since RADtools does not require reads to be mapped to a reference 
genome and does not exclude poorly sampled sites in some populations because of 
technical (insufficient coverage) or biological issues (i.e., insertions and deletions), we 
sampled more loci with RADtools than with PoPoolation2. Nevertheless, both programs 
produced highly concordant results.  
 
Functional annotation 
We searched for the biological function of genomic contigs containing RAD tags 
following three steps: We used BLASTx (Altschul et al. 1990) to compare all contigs to the 
Arabidopsis thaliana proteome in the RefSeq database. Contigs that did not present 
acceptable hits with a cutoff E-value of 10-6 were compared to all plant proteins reported in 
RefSeq. Finally, we assigned the RefSeq code of the best BLASTx hit (E-value < 10-6) to 
each genomic contig and used the “functional annotation table” at the DAVID server 
(Huang et al. 2009) to retrieve all annotations associated with these proteins. A third of the  
genomic contigs (34%) containing RADs showed no homologues to known plant proteins 
and were considered “intergenic”. Our classification of contigs as “genic” or “intergenic” 
must be interpreted with caution due to the relatively short size of the genomic contigs.  
 
Candidate loci analysis 
Differentiation analysis 
We calculated FST values using PoPoolation2 for all SNPs in each pairwise 
genomic comparison between populations (Karlsson et al. 2007; Kofler et al. 2011). To 
find sites that exhibited significant genetic differentiation between populations, we 
compared allelic frequencies using Fisher’s exact tests (FET; Raymond and Rousset 
1995; Goudet et al. 1996; Ryman and Jorde 2001). SNPs with Bonferroni-corrected p-
values lower than 5% (Kofler et al. 2011; Fabian et al. 2012) were defined as significantly 
differentiated in a specific genomic comparison. As expected, significantly differentiated 
SNPs showed higher FST than other loci (average FST for differentiated SNPs = 0.47 ± 
0.04, average FST for other loci = 0.08 ± 0.01) and included most (84%) of the upper 5% 
tail of the distribution of FST for each comparison. Because genomic contigs are relatively 
short (mean length = 1501 ± 16), have heterogeneous sizes (std deviation = 1533) and 
contain few RAD tags (2 tags per contig in average; see Table S6), our data is not 
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appropriate for sliding window analyses. Therefore, we defined a contig as differentiated if 
it contained at least one significantly differentiated SNP. We subdivided sampled loci 
(either contigs or SNPs) into “shared”, “unique” and “neutral” loci according to whether 
they presented significant differentiation in more than two parapatric pairs, only in one 
comparison, or in no comparisons, respectively (Figure 1).  
 
Bayesian analysis of genotype by environment associations 
We used the Bayenv software (Coop et al. 2010) to search for correlations between 
allelic frequencies at 43,922 SNPs and the change in 40 environmental variables (38 soil 
variables, latitude and longitude; Table S4) while correcting for background levels of 
population structure and differences in sample size (Coop et al. 2010). We normalized soil 
data by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the variable across 
populations. A genetic covariance matrix of the populations was created using all the 
polymorphic sites and performing a million iterations. Environmental and genetic matrices 
were then used to calculate Bayes Factors (BF) for each SNP and environmental variable. 
The SNPs included in the 5% upper most fraction of the distribution of BFs for each 
environmental variable were defined as candidates for that variable. 
 
Long-read analysis 
We used the Access Array system (Fluidigm Corporation. San Francisco, 
California) to amplify larger genomic regions (~400bp) in a subset of candidate genes. We 
conducted parallel amplifications of 48 genomic regions (Table S5) in pooled DNAs from 
Dune and Headland populations. We genotyped candidates identified from RADs data 
(Table S3). Primers were designed with Batch Primer3 (You et al. 2008) according to the 
Access Array 4 primer tagging strategy (Hollants et al. 2012). PCRs in the Access Array 
system were performed at 58°C. The Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent Technologies. 
Santa Clara, California) was used to evaluate the quantity and quality of each PCR 
mixture, consisting of all the amplicons from a single population. PCR products were 
pooled together at equimolar ratios to form a single library (50ng of DNA per population) 
with each population containing a unique barcode for later identification. Samples were 
purified with the Agencourt AMPure XP system to remove post PCR reagents and primer 
dimers (size exclusion of sequences < 150bp). Libraries were sent to Beijing Genomics 
Institute (BGI) for Roche bi-directional sequencing on the 454 GS FLX Titanium Series 
(Lib-A Chemistry).  
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Barcode and primer sequences were trimmed from the raw data using TagCleaner 
(Schmieder et al. 2010). We quality-filtered the data by removing short reads (< 50bp) and 
low quality reads (> 40% of bases having quality scores < q20 or Ns > 2%) with custom-
made perl scripts (available upon request). After filtering, sequencing coverage was 
relatively high compared to RADs genotyping (185X per contig per population). We 
created consensus sequences for each genomic region and population using CodonCode 
Aligner v3.7.1.1 (CodonCode Corporation, Dedham, MA, USA). We assembled all reads 
from a population into contigs using the CodonCode aligner end-to-end algorithm with a 
minimum percentage identity of 80%, a minimum overlap length of 100, and a gap penalty 
of -2. We defined a major allele as the variant present in more than 70% of the reads. 
Ambiguity codes were used for those sites where we could not define a major allele. For 
genomic regions with indel polymorphisms, we generated consensus sequences for each 
“indel-haplotype”. 
We validated RADs differentiation results using the PoPoolation2 pipeline as 
described above, but using the bwasw command for the alignment of 454 reads into 
genes. Because FET calculations rely on read counts, the null hypothesis is easier to 
reject in samples that are sequenced at a higher coverage. Therefore we used a more 
strict criterion (Kofler et al. 2011; Fabian et al. 2012) to define significantly differentiated 
SNPs for 454 data. We described SNPs as differentiated if they contained FST estimates 
greater than 0.42 (5% tail of the distribution of FST values according to genome-wide 
RADs data) and significantly different frequencies in the FET (Table S5).  
 
Other analyses 
The functional consequences of polymorphisms contained in protein coding 
sequences were defined by counting the number of synonymous and non-synonymous 
amino-acid changes produced by the SNPs within the RAD tags. We used BLASTx 
alignments to define coding regions within genomic contigs as well as the appropriate 
reading frame. CodonCode software was then used to classify amino-acid changes. We 
analyzed a small random subset of loci including all genic contigs that were differentiated 
in more than two parapatric pairs, as well as a similar number of unique (45) and neutral 
(27) loci.  
 
Comparisons between gene sets 
We quantified the extent of genetic parallelism using a hyper-geometric distribution 
function to evaluate the likelihood of a specific number of matches between two gene sets 
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following the approach described in Paterson (2002). This probability was evaluated using 
data from shared genes for all combinations of comparisons between parapatric 
populations. We conducted these analyses using data from SNPs and contigs. The hyper-
geometric probability was also used to quantify the overlap between sets obtained from 
differentiation analyses (shared and unique sets) and the Bayenv software. The lack of a 
genetic map for S. lautus prevented us from evaluating genetic linkage between contigs 
and may affect our p-value estimates. Therefore the results from these calculations were 
used for comparative analyses rather than to define overlap significance in absolute terms. 
 
Phylogenetic and multivariate analyses 
We followed the procedure described in Emerson et al. (2010) to create consensus 
sequences from all contigs containing more than 10 SNPs (307 neutral, 113 shared and 
192 unique). These population-consensus sequences were analyzed by maximum 
likelihood phylogenetic methods using the PhyML program (v3.0 aLRT; Guindon and 
Gascuel 2003; Guindon et al. 2010) as described in Roda et al. (2013).  
We also analyzed consensus sequences derived from 454-amplicon sequencing. 
This analysis was conducted at the Phylogeny.fr server (http://www.phylogeny.fr; 
Dereeper et al. 2008) following these steps: Sequences were first aligned with MUSCLE 
(v3.7; Edgar 2004) in the default run mode with a maximum of 16 iterations. After 
alignment, ambiguous regions (i.e., containing gaps and/or poor alignment) were removed 
with Gblocks (v0.91b) using a minimum block length after gap cleaning of 10, rejecting all 
segments with more than 8 contiguous non-conserved positions, selecting positions with a 
gap in less than 50% of the sequences and being located within an appropriate block. The 
phylogenetic tree was reconstructed using the PhyML program as described above. 
We used the allelic frequencies at divergent loci to perform a PCA of the 
populations. This analysis was performed with JMP10 using allelic frequencies at 
significantly differentiated SNPs to cluster populations based on their eigenvectors for the 
first two components of the PCA.  
 
Identification of parallel evolution alleles 
To find candidate sites for the repeated recruitment of alleles during the parallel 
adaptive divergence of Dune and Headland populations (see caveats section), we used 
three complementary methods. Our goal was to find regions where sequences of most 
populations adapted to the same environment were similar to each other, but differed from 
sequences found in the alternative environment. 
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First, we defined major alleles at each SNP (frequency > 50%) and compared the 
distribution of these states across Dune and Headland populations. Repeatedly recruited 
alleles were then defined as sites that had a different distribution of major alleles between 
populations (according to a FET) or as SNPs that had alternative major alleles in the 
different environments (only considering populations where the site is differentiated). 
Second we used genetic-differentiation (Fst) matrices of all pairwise genomic comparisons 
to calculate a Dune–Headland cluster separation score (CSS; Jones et al. 2012). CSS 
scores quantified the average distance between Dune and Headland clusters after 
accounting for variance within ecotypes. For each SNP we calculated the CSS score 
based on the formula used in Jones et al. (2012) but using FST values rather than 
Euclidean distances. Third, we used the Topd software (Puigbò et al. 2007) to compare 
each individual gene phylogeny against the tree obtained using all neutral SNPs. We used 
the “nodal” method (Puigbò et al. 2007) to compare the phylogenies derived from both the 
RADs and the Access Array data to the neutral reference tree. To determine if two 
phylogenies were different from random expectations, we conducted randomization 
analyses with 1000 repetitions using the “guided” method (all taxa are removed from the 
tree and randomly reassigned while maintaining the topology of the original tree; Puigbò et 
al. 2007). We considered nodal distances to be different from random expectations when 
they were three standard deviations above or below the mean obtained in the 
randomization analysis. ANOVAs were conducted with JMP10 to compare nodal distances 
and CSS scores between shared, unique and neutral phylogenies.  
 
Gene Set Enrichment Analyses 
To detect biological functions overrepresented among sets of genes, we performed 
Gene Set Enrichment Analyses (GSEA) at the DAVID server (Huang et al. 2009). We 
submitted lists of RefSeq codes of differentiated genes to the "Functional Annotation 
Clustering" analysis with medium classification stringency using either (1) the Arabidopsis 
proteome or (2) the functions of all genic contigs containing RAD tags as background. 
Only functions with Bonferroni-corrected p-values smaller than 5% were considered 
significantly enriched. Further, we performed separate analyses with sets of differentiated 
genes from 42 genomic comparisons belonging to three different categories: (1) eight 
comparisons between parapatric pairs, (2) 24 comparisons between populations adapted 
to the same coastal environment, and (3) 11 comparisons between disparate hinterland 
populations. 
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Data availability 
Raw sequence data (reads) from RADs genotyping can be found at NCBI short 
read archive (SRP018755). Additionally we made the following results available in Dryad 
(doi:10.5061/dryad.g08c7): SNP and haplotype specific differentiation data obtained with 
RADtools and PoPoolation (allelic frequencies, genetic-diversity, Fst, p-values in FETs, 
CSS scores) as well as results of topological analyses of phylogenies (phylogenies and 
randomisation analyses conducted with Topd).  
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Results 
Patterns of genomic differentiation 
A small fraction of the genomes of coastal parapatric populations displayed 
significant levels of differentiation (5% ± 1.5% of the SNPs, ranging from 2% to 17%). 
Highly differentiated SNPs mapped into 4,273 genomic contigs (Figure 3A). Nearly a fifth 
(16%) of these contigs were significantly differentiated in more than one comparison 
(“shared” loci) but none of them displayed differentiation in all 8 parapatric pairs (Figure 3). 
Only a tenth (8%) of shared contigs showed differentiation at the same SNP, while 8% of 
these repeatedly divergent SNPs contained the same major allele in populations adapted 
to the same environment (considering all populations combined; 40% if we consider only 
the parapatric pairs where the site is divergent; see methods). These trends were 
confirmed with the targeted resequencing of 45 candidate regions, where 39 loci were 
differentiated across several parapatric pairs but 93% of the cases of repeated divergence 
resulted from the differentiation of different SNPs (Table S5).   
The number of RAD-haplotypes per population was greater for neutral loci that in 
differentiated loci (F [1, 231314] = 143; p < 0.0001). Even though these divergent genes 
were frequently fixed within populations (F [1, 30] = 7.7; p < 0.0092, for an ANOVA 
comparing the fixation of divergent and neutral loci across populations; Figure 4), they 
were significantly more diverse than neutral loci when taking into account all populations 
(F [1, 15748] = 30.01, p < 0.0001; Table S1).  
 
Genotype by environment associations 
Because sand dunes and rocky headlands are frequently adjacent (i.e., share 
multiple environmental conditions), it is probable that the divergence of parapatric forms is 
driven by differences in the substrate where the plants grow. Soil collected from sand 
dunes and rocky headlands were significantly different in multiple parameters including 
salinity, electrical conductivity, moisture content, nutrient levels, and metal content (Table 
S4). In fact, the soils of the two environments differed significantly with respect to the first 
component (explaining 48% of the variation) of a PCA performed with all soil data (Table 
S1). However, variation in soil factors was geographically structured, where both Dune 
and Headland populations were more different and heterogeneous in collection sites from 
subtropical north-eastern Australia than in the temperate and calcareous sites of southern 
Australia (Table S4).  
Most loci that displayed extreme Bayes Factors for environmental variables that 
distinguish the soils of sand dunes and rocky headlands also showed significant genetic 
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differentiation between parapatric populations (Table S1). These types of loci were also 
more abundant among “shared” than among “unique” regions, whereas loci with high BFs 
for variables that changed across geography were relatively more abundant among 
“unique” genes (Table S1). 
Since selective factors have not yet been identified and our description of 
environmental variation is limited to geographic (coordinates) and edaphic data, it is 
probable that important parameters were not evaluated in this study. For instance, 
unpublished data suggests that micro-climatic factors (i.e., wind exposure is greater in 
headlands) as well as biotic interactions (herbivory) are important for the survival in 
coastal environments. Nevertheless, it is possible that some of these unmeasured factors 
co-vary with soil variables that were measured in this study and therefore might be 
indirectly incorporated into our analyses. 
 
Overlap between sets 
We calculated the probability of overlap between sets of divergent genes from 
different parapatric pairs of populations (Paterson 2002; Figure 3). Lower p-values would 
show greater genomic convergence between the populations. In these analyses p-values 
were much lower for comparisons between parapatric pairs belonging to the same 
geographic region (Figure 3) than for pairs located in different regions. These results were 
different when performed with SNPs or contigs: In the SNP analysis, p-values were much 
lower in comparisons between nearby parapatric pairs (Figure 3), whereas this trend was 
not so pronounced when the analysis was conducted with contigs. 
 
Phylogenetic and multivariate analysis of allelic frequencies 
The analysis of allelic states at divergent loci revealed strikingly different results 
when using SNP or contig data: A PCA of allelic frequencies at repeatedly differentiated 
SNPs separated Dune and Headland populations from northeastern Australia (Figure 2B, 
C) but not from southern Australia. However, none of the shared contigs generated 
phylogenetic signals that grouped populations adapted to the same environment: 
Topological analyses using Topd indicated that phylogenies of “shared” contigs were as 
similar to the tree describing geographic relationships between populations (i.e., like the 
neutral tree) as were “neutral” and “unique” contigs (F [2, 403] = 2.85; p = 0.06). 
Additionally, SNPs with positive CSS scores (i.e., sites more differentiated in comparisons 
between environments than in comparisons within environments; Figure 2E, F) were not 
predominantly located in shared contigs (shared: 6.7%, neutral: 5.2%; X2 = 1.7, DF = 1, p 
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= 0.28), and the CSS scores of shared SNPs were overall lower than those of neutral 
SNPs (F [2, 52673] = 4614; p < 0.0001).  
 
Functional analysis of candidate loci 
Differentiated SNPs mapped to genes significantly more often than neutral SNPs 
(91% of differentiated SNPs fell within or near putative genes versus 61% for neutral 
SNPs; FET, p < 0.0001), and occurred more frequently in coding regions of genes than 
neutral SNPs (87% of genic differentiated RAD sequences were located in coding regions 
versus 71% of neutral RAD sequences; FET, p = 0.0086). Additionally, 65% of the coding 
SNPs contained in candidate RAD sequences would produce non-synonymous protein 
changes (ANOVA comparing the abundance of synonymous and non-synonymous 
changes among candidates; F [1, 107] = 8.74, p = 0.0034) versus only 50% in neutral 
RAD sequences (ANOVA comparing the proportion of non-synonymous mutations in 
neutral vs. differentiated loci; F [1, 207] = 7.65, p = 0.0069).  
 
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) 
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (Huang et al. 2009) revealed that biological 
functions related to ion homeostasis, signaling, reproduction, and development are 
significantly enriched in genes that diverged in several parapatric pairs (i.e., shared loci; 
Table 1). Importantly, these functional categories were also overrepresented in sets of 
divergent genes from each of the locations (Table 1). Specifically, 90% of functional 
categories enriched in these locally divergent genes were shared amongst several 
locations (N = 48 categories) and 60% were shared amongst five or more localities (Table 
1, Figure 2 and S1). An important fraction of divergent genes (49% ± 11, N = 8) participate 
in these biological functions (Tables 1 and S2) and most of them (72% ± 6, N = 8) are 
unique to a parapatric pair. Notably, differentiated loci from comparisons between 
populations adapted to disparate hinterland environments (alpine meadow, arid shrubland, 
Brigalow forest and rainforest) did not share enriched functional categories (Figure S1).  
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Discussion 
Although biological evolution relies on random processes like mutation, its 
trajectories are constrained at historic, genetic, physiological and environmental levels 
(Wake 1991; Elmer and Meyer 2011; Losos 2011). Therefore evolution can repeat itself 
but usually does so in different ways (Arendt and Reznick 2008; Manceau et al. 2010; 
Rosenblum and Harmon 2010). Here, we provided novel results supporting this view by 
exploring the molecular basis of the repeated adaptation of coastal populations of S. 
lautus to sand dunes and rocky headlands along the coast of Australia. Specifically, we 
found increasing levels of evolutionary convergence going from alleles to biochemical 
pathways. Below we discuss how these results advance our understanding of the genetics 
of parallel evolution, and suggest ways to move forward in the identification of genes 
responsible for adaptation.   
 
Evidence for the repeated recruitment of adaptive variants 
A common approach for defining the extent of genetic parallelism associated with 
phenotypic convergence involves comparisons of the variability and location of genomic 
regions displaying high differentiation across convergent populations (Nielsen 2005; Elmer 
and Meyer 2011). We expected that genes repeatedly recruited by natural selection would 
show strong genetic correlations with environmental variables (Coop et al. 2010), would be 
differentiated between populations inhabiting different environments (Via 2002, 2009; Nosil 
et al. 2009; Nosil and Feder 2011), and would show reduced genetic diversity within 
populations (Nielsen 2005).  
Overall, our results are largely consistent with a scenario where different alleles of 
the same genes, or different genes (see below), were repeatedly recruited by natural 
selection in populations adapted to similar environments: Repeatedly divergent genomic 
regions displayed low haplotype diversity and strong correlations with soil variables 
(Tables S1 and S2), suggesting that they (the region containing the analyzed SNP) were 
targeted by selection. However, despite being frequently fixed within populations (Figure 
4), divergent loci were significantly more diverse than neutral loci when taking into account 
all populations. Further, coastal parapatric populations of S. lautus shared a significant 
number of differentiated genomic contigs (Figure 3) but most of these, perhaps not 
surprisingly, reflected divergence at different SNPs. Also, some repeatedly divergent 
SNPs had similar allelic states in populations that inhabit the same environment (Figure 
2B and 3), but none of the shared contigs grouped populations by environment, 
suggesting that these shared alleles occur in different genetic backgrounds.  
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 Among the few adaptive genes identified in other organisms to date, several show 
patterns consistent with the recruitment of alternative alleles at highly variable genes. For 
instance, loci involved in the parallel reduction of body spines in sticklebacks (Chan et al. 
2009), crypsis in insects (Reed et al. 2011) and vertebrates (Rosenblum and Harmon 
2010), as well as genes associated to plant host-pathogen interactions (Caicedo et al. 
1999; Rose et al. 2004; Cronin et al. 2007) and flowering time differences (Johanson 
2000; Subramaniam and Rausher 2000; Zufall and Rausher 2004; Cooley et al. 2011; 
Smith and Rausher 2011), have been recurrently targeted by selection and are highly 
variable across the species ranges. In general, these results may arise from selection on 
recurrent mutations or on old variants present as standing variation (Feder et al. 2003; 
Schluter 2009; Schluter and Conte 2009; Feder et al. 2012). From this perspective, our 
results might be part of a common thread of adaptive genomic differentiation where 
species with highly structured populations repeatedly recruit mutations from across their 
range.  
 
Divergent genes are involved in stress responses, morphogenesis and 
reproductive isolation   
Non-selective forces affect the genome randomly, while natural selection targets 
genes participating in specific functions. Therefore, if we successfully captured adaptive 
genes, we expect that our candidate sets should be statistically enriched in genes 
participating in functions associated with environmental adaptation (Turner et al. 2010; 
Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2011; Horton et al. 2012). Supporting this view, 
the functional annotation of genes containing highly differentiated SNPs (Table 1) revealed 
that repeatedly divergent contigs were enriched for genes with biological functions likely to 
be important for survival in coastal environments.  
Adaptation to elevated soil salinity is crucial for the colonization of coastal 
environments. This seems to be especially true in the case of S. lautus since the ecotypes 
display different levels of tolerance to salt and drought stress when grown under controlled 
conditions (Ortiz-Barrientos unpublished data), and salt concentrations vary considerably 
among environments (Table S1). Analysis of enriched functional categories among 
candidates (Table 1, S2) suggests that some mechanisms of adaptation to high salinity 
might be under selection in S. lautus: Our set of candidate genes is highly enriched in 
genes participating in the transport and homeostasis of ions, metals and other solutes. 
Additionally, shared loci contain 6 genes participating in potassium transport, suggesting 
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that the active transport of this nutrient might provide a mechanism to avoid salt-
associated nutrient depletion (Rush and Epstein 1976; Rus et al. 2001; Lin et al. 2004).  
Importantly, our candidate gene list also contains an elevated proportion of genes 
participating in development. Among the developmental genes that seem to have diverged 
repeatedly, we found 16 genes involved in the regulation of Auxin levels in developing 
organs (Table S2). These include homologs of key morphogenic proteins like the Auxin 
carriers (PIN), which regulate cell division and expansion via their role in establishing 
polarized transport of Auxins (Steinmann et al. 1999; Geldner et al. 2001; Blilou et al. 
2005; Paciorek et al. 2005). Interestingly, most divergent developmental genes are also 
involved in reproduction, including the paralogs of several of the key regulatory genes 
controlling flower morphogenesis, flowering time, circadian rhythms and vernalization in 
Arabidopsis (Tables 1 and S2). The enrichment in reproductive genes among 
differentiated loci raises the possibility of a genomic link between divergent natural 
selection and the emergence of reproductive barriers between populations adapted to 
different environments (Presgraves 2013; Wright et al. 2013). 
 
The repeated adaptation to similar environments might have involved 
different genes participating in the same process  
We previously mentioned that during the colonization of sand dunes and rocky 
headlands, some genomic regions diverged repeatedly whereas most divergence events 
were unique or occurred in a few genomic locations. An unknown fraction of these rare 
divergence events may have resulted from the random and gradual effects of genetic drift, 
however, some of them could underlie adaptive trajectories that occurred locally. 
Therefore, we looked at the biological function of highly differentiated genes at each 
location to look for an enrichment of locally divergent loci for genes participating in 
processes affecting survival under natural conditions (Huang et al. 2009). This analysis 
revealed that essentially the same functional categories were overrepresented in sets from 
all parapatric pairs (“pairs” column in Table 1), while comparisons between populations 
adapted to disparate hinterland environment did not show this tendency. 
We propose that these trends might have resulted from an evolutionary scenario 
where the repeated colonization of similar coastal environments involved selection on the 
same genes but also on different genes participating in the same biological functions (but 
see caveats section).   
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Caveats  
Although the genotyping of pooled samples (Pool-Seq) is a cost efficient method to 
study large sample sets, this technique also presents limitations (Futschik and Schlötterer 
2010; Davey et al. 2011). Pool-Seq exacerbates the binomial error associated with 
sampling bi-allelic loci in a population and increases the impact of sequencing errors and 
re-sampling of alleles (Magwene et al. 2011). We attempted to circumvent these 
challenges through the creation of equimolar genomic libraries and by matching 
sequencing coverage to the number of individuals sampled in each population (Table S3), 
thereby minimizing re-sampling issues (Magwene et al. 2011) and maintaining 
considerable power to calculate measures of genetic differentiation. Additionally, we 
applied filters to reduce sequencing errors (see methods) and used algorithms adapted to 
Pool-Seq to analyze our data. The methods used in this study to detect divergent genes 
should be relatively robust and conservative. However, Pool-Seq data is not suitable for 
tests of selection requiring knowledge on complete gene sequences, genetic phases or 
linkage disequilibrium (Pool et al. 2010; Peter et al. 2012). Therefore a deeper exploration 
of the evolutionary trajectories of specific candidate genes should be ideally carried out 
through individual genotyping of larger regions.  
The probability of genotyping mutations targeted by selection using randomly 
located markers is low if adaptation occurs with a few mutations of large effect, as 
predicted by the saltationist view of evolution (Rockman 2011). Because we explored 
broad genomic patterns in natural populations of an orphan species (without a fully 
assembled genome), our results on genomic convergence may partly reflect evolutionary 
processes occurring at large scales (i.e., genetic hitchhiking; Feder et al. 2012) rather than 
selection at specific genes. Additionally, our analyses of allelic convergence do not allow 
the distinction between selection on old variants present as standing genetic variation and 
selection on completely different alleles. As previously mentioned, we predict that many of 
the candidates identified in this study constitute false positives that diverged due to genetic 
drift or as a consequence of their linkage to the actual targets of selection. However, 
because natural selection can affect relatively large genomic regions around adaptive 
genes, the genetic variation contained in these regions can be used to study the 
evolutionary history of adaptive genes (without knowledge on the identity of the actual 
targets of selection). In these types of studies, the analysis of allelic convergence is best 
framed in a historic perspective (i.e., selection on standing genetic variation), rather than 
an exclusively functional one (i.e., selection on the same amino-acid changes).  
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The chances of successfully capturing adaptive genes are greater if numerous loci 
are involved in adaptation and the genotyping technique targets functionally important 
regions. In this study we effectively captured the gene-rich fraction of the genome by using 
a methylation-sensitive nuclease in the construction of RADs libraries and the gene-space: 
As expected, most (88%) of our RAD tags mapped to the gene-space and the majority 
(66%) of the RAD-containing genomic contigs were “genic”, including more than 10,000 
putative genes (Table S6). Therefore if the adaptation of the S. lautus forms involved 
numerous genetic variants of small phenotypic effect, as stipulated by the infinitesimal 
model and gradualist view of evolution (Rockman 2011), the chances of identifying genes 
targeted by selection would be substantial. Consistent with this view, differentiated SNPs 
were not only significantly enriched for genes with biologically meaningful functions, but 
also appeared in coding regions of proteins and resulted in non-synonymous amino acid 
substitutions significantly more often than neutral SNPs. Future molecular population 
genetics work on candidate genes and QTL mapping experiments both in controlled and 
field settings will help us to further evaluate this thesis. 
Finally, it is important to note that due to the nature of genetic and phenotypic data, 
there might be a bias towards finding convergence at higher levels of biological 
organization: Although SNPs, alleles and genes are unambiguously defined units, the 
delimitation of phenotypic traits is a complex exercise, implying a large degree of 
subjectivity and abstraction. As a consequence, it is possible to look for convergence at 
thousands of SNPs/alleles, whereas there are typically fewer observations (or categories) 
at the level of phenotypic traits. Therefore, a coarse and incomplete definition of 
phenotypes will artificially create phenotypic convergence. We limited the influence of this 
ascertainment bias by describing the phenotype with the controlled language for 
annotation (Ashburner et al. 2000) associated to Arabidopsis thaliana candidate homologs 
and by using comparisons between populations adapted to disparate environments as 
controls. However, we acknowledge the limitations of a population-genomics and 
homology-based approach and believe that these types of studies would profit from the 
simultaneous description of molecular and physiological phenotypes (i.e., transcriptomics, 
proteomics, metabolomics, morphometrics) in the populations studied.  
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Conclusions and future directions 
It has been suggested that evolutionary convergence results in part from the 
tendency of complex systems to produce similar functional results via multiple different 
adjustments across many levels of organization (Edelman and Gally 2001). According to 
this view, two properties of biological systems explain the occurrence of parallel evolution; 
degeneracy, which is the ability of structurally different elements to produce the same 
output, and redundancy, which occurs when the same function is repeatedly performed by 
identical elements (Edelman and Gally 2001). In these terms, convergence would be 
expected to be more common at higher levels of biological organization. Our results 
support this view as we present evidence suggesting an increasing amount of parallelism 
going from SNPs to genomic regions to molecular pathways (Figure 3). Additionally, both 
redundancy (selection on the same SNPs and genes) and degeneracy (selection on 
different genes participating in the same functions) seem to have played a role during the 
repeated adaptation to similar environments by these Australian groundsels.  
Patterns of genomic divergence amongst populations differed drastically across 
geography. These differences may have resulted from non-adaptive processes, but the 
patterns of genetic variation and function of the genes differentiated in a single location 
suggests that a proportion of these differences could have resulted from divergent natural 
selection. Possibly, repeatedly divergent genes could represent core components of 
adaptive processes while loci targeted by selection in a single location might be flexible 
and degenerate components of this network. Alternatively, unique genes could be involved 
in adaptation to local conditions or in governing non-convergent adaptive traits. These 
possibilities are not mutually exclusive and both might contribute to evolutionary 
divergence in the S. lautus species complex: On one hand, both the phenotypes of the 
populations and their habitats vary considerably across geography (Table S4), suggesting 
that local adaptation and non-convergent adaptive mechanisms are also important. 
Additionally, local patterns of genetic differentiation may have resulted from variance in the 
stage of divergence of the different parapatric populations (Roda et al. 2013), a trajectory 
possibly marked by the accumulation of barriers to gene flow.  
Although evolutionary theories must ultimately be tested in natural populations, the 
adaptive role of genes and their contributions to variation in fitness can only be 
demonstrated through experimental manipulation (Mitchell-Olds et al. 2007, 2008; Barrett 
and Hoekstra 2011). To show that adaptation is driving the divergence of related 
organisms, it is necessary to demonstrate that genes showing patterns of selection in 
natural populations (1) affect fitness, (2) influence adaptive phenotypic traits, and (3) show 
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reduced introgression between organisms adapted to different environments (Mitchell-
Olds et al. 2007, 2008; Barrett and Hoekstra 2011). Unfortunately, these criteria have only 
been fulfilled for a few genes, providing us with a fragmented picture of the genetic circuits 
controlling speciation driven by natural selection. In the future, high-throughput genotyping 
techniques together with controlled and field genetic mapping experiments could facilitate 
the attainment of these goals for larger sets of genes, providing us with the data needed to 
unveil the intimate link between the complexity and adaptability of organisms.  
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Figure legends 
Figure 1: Approach to search for genomic convergence.  
In this study we conducted a screen of genetic variation across genomic regions 
(i.e., genomic contigs presented as rectangles and SNPs as vertical bars) and searched 
for sites presenting significant differentiation (stars) between pairs of parapatric 
populations (Pair 1-3). The regions where these SNPs are located are candidates to 
mediate environmental adaptation. We defined different types of loci at the contig and 
SNP levels (colors): Neutral loci (white) are not significantly differentiated in any parapatric 
pair. Unique loci (blue) have diverged in a single location. Finally, regions sharing a 
significant differentiation in several parapatric pairs (shared loci, red) are expected to 
contain loci repeatedly recruited by selection. By comparing (1) the location of these loci, 
(2) their relative amounts, and (3) the phylogenetic signals that they provide, we studied 
the different levels of convergence that occurred during the parallel evolution of S. lautus 
forms.  
 
Figure 2: Allelic variation at divergent loci.  
(A) Geographic distribution of S. lautus populations used in this study. We collected 
parapatric populations adapted to sand dunes (orange) and rocky headlands (green) at 
eight locations. Codes for the populations are provided (D for Dune and H for Headland). 
(B) Un-rooted maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of consensus sequences derived 
from RADs genotyping of 32,725 neutral SNPs. All nodes are fully supported. (C, D) 
Principal components analysis of northeastern (C) and southern (D) populations based on 
the allelic frequencies at repeatedly differentiated (shared) SNPs. We used SNPs 
presenting significant differentiation in more than two parapatric pairs within the region (18 
and 9 SNPs respectively). (E, F) Phylogenies obtained by using loci presenting positive 
CSS scores. In (E) we present data from all the SNPs contained in contigs with positive 
CSS scores (1,539 SNPs) while in (F) we analyzed only those SNPs presenting positive 
CSS scores (273 SNPs).  
 
Figure 3: Patterns of differentiation across geography for candidate loci.  
(A) Classification of SNPs (left) and genomic contigs (right) according to the 
number of locations where they present significant genetic differentiation. The number of 
locations appears on the left side while the number of contigs contained in each category 
is presented in the center. Color codes for neutral, unique and shared loci as in Figure 1. 
(B) Convergence at different genomic levels. We present the percentage of convergence 
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(red) across parapatric pairs at the level of alleles (percentage of shared SNPs presenting 
a different distribution of major alleles between populations adapted to different 
environments), SNPs (percentage of shared SNPs), contigs (percentage of shared 
contigs) and biochemical pathways (percentage of pathways enriched in candidate sets 
from several parapatric populations). (C, D) Hyper-geometric probability of the overlap 
between candidate sets across locations as evaluated for SNPs (C) and contigs (D). Each 
row and column in the tables represents a genomic comparison between parapatric 
populations. The organization of comparisons in the table reflects the geographic location 
of the parapatric populations. Each cell contains the probability that a specific number of 
divergent genes are shared by chance between two parapatric pairs of populations. The 
color of cells represents p-value levels: Black, p < 0.05; Grey, 0.05 < p < 0.1; White p > 
0.1.  
 
Figure 4: Allelic frequencies at 12 SNPs presenting significant differentiation 
in several parapatric pairs.  
Each spider graph represents a parapatric pair and each axis represents the 
frequency of one allele at one candidate SNP in one population. The frequencies at Dune 
and Headland populations appear in orange and green respectively. Sites significantly 
differentiated in a genomic comparison are labeled with an asterisk (*).  The identity of the 
SNPs and the putative function of the contigs where they were located are (NC = 
noncoding): 1: N_118776-2, MATERNAL EMBRYO ARREST 12; 2: N_79770-2, NC; 3: 
N_51991-1, Inositol monophosphatase; 4: N_115782-3, Protein of unknown function 
DUF3527; 5: N_108355-2, Von Willebrand factor, type A; 6: N_144400-3, Ubiquitin; 7: 
N_184191-8, ATPase, F1/V1/A1 complex; 8: N_172059-1, NO APICAL MERTISTEM 
(NAM) protein; 9: N_144400-4, UBIQUITIN; 10: N_180952-2, NC; 11: N_52060-1, NC; 12: 
N_96057-3, Hypothetical protein. 
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Figure S1 
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Supplementary material 
Figure S1: Genes differentiated in parapatric pairs participate in the same 
biological process. (A) Average number ± S.E. of genomic comparisons where a specific 
functional category is overrepresented. Biological processes enriched in outlier sets from 
parapatric populations appear in more comparisons than processes enriched in outlier 
sets from inter-ecotype comparisons or comparisons between inland populations. (B) 
Distribution of data presented in (A). 
 
Table S1: Genotype by environment associations. In the “comparison 
environments” section, we show the results of ANOVAs (F ratios and p-values) comparing 
environments (“Env”; sand dunes and rocky headlands), regions (“Region”; north and 
south) and the interaction between both factors (“Env*Region”) concerning environmental 
variables. These included 38 soil variables, the geographical coordinates of the 
populations and the first two components of PCAs conducted with different types of soil 
variables (all variables, salts, nutrients and metals). In the “overlap between outlier sets” 
section we present the hyper-geometric probability of the overlap of candidate sets from a 
GXE analysis conducted with the Bayenv software and the unique and shared outliers 
from differentiation analyses.  
 
Table S2: Best candidate genes. We present information on coding contigs 
significantly differentiated in several parapatric pairs. The biological function of these 
genes was inferred from the best hit in the Arabidopsis thaliana proteome (RefSeq code 
and E-value shown). We present the number of RADs-haplotypes present at each gene as 
well as the number of parapatric pairs where the loci present an outlier level of 
differentiation according to 454 (“Pairs 454”) and RADs data (“Pairs RADs”). We indicate 
which genes present SNPs with positive CSS scores on the “CSS” column. On the 
“Bayenv” column we show whether these contigs also present outlier BF scores for 
environmental variables. 
 
Table S3: Populations. We present information from natural populations included in 
this study, including bio-geographic data as well as the number of individuals genotyped.  
 
Table S4: Soil data. We provide raw data from 38 soil variables evaluated in 14 
collection sites included in this study. Sites were defined according to the name of the 
population collected. 
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Table S5: Results from the 454-sequencing of 45 genomic regions amplified with 
the Access Array system. We summarize analyses of genetic differentiation and 
phylogenetics (see methods). The number of supported nodes in the phylogenies of the 
genes is presented as well as the type of topology that the phylogenies present (S = single 
origin, PE = parallel evolution, N = undefined). We also present the number of divergent 
SNPs detected in each contig as well as the number of populations where they are 
significantly differentiated. 
 
Table S6: Number of loci evaluated in this study. We present data on the number of 
SNPs, RAD tags and genomic contigs evaluated in this study. We also estimated the non-
redundant length (in bp) of the RAD tags and genomic contigs sampled.  
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Abstract 
The buildup of the phenotypic differences that distinguish species has always 
intrigued biologists. These differences are often inherited as stable polymorphisms that 
allow the co-segregation of adaptive variation within species, and facilitate the spread of 
complex phenotypes between species. Here, we used QTL analysis to study the genetic 
basis of morphological variation in Senecio lautus and found that the same genomic 
regions govern several of the traits that distinguish forms adapted to contrasting 
environments along the Australian coast. Importantly, some of the traits controlled by 
these “supergenes” have evolved repeatedly during the adaptation to the same niches, 
suggesting that they could mediate divergence between locally adapted forms. 
Furthermore, these regions also contain QTLs for flowering differences that could be 
conducive to further reproductive isolation. Finally, two of these loci show footprints of 
divergent natural selection across the range of S. lautus, which suggest that they could 
have been instrumental for the role rapid diversification of these plants. 
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Introduction 
The traits that distinguish species often segregate as stable units within or between 
natural populations, suggesting the existence of mechanisms that suppress recombination 
between genes governing adaptive differences (Fisher 1930). One of these mechanisms 
could be the clustering of loci governing divergent traits into “supergenes” (Schwander et 
al. 2014; Yeaman 2013). These "co-adapted gene complexes"  (Fisher 1930) would 
promote speciation by providing an integrated control of complex phenotypes segregating 
within species (Schwander et al. 2014; Yeaman 2013). Additionally, supergenes would 
maintain specific trait combinations in the face of gene flow, creating divergence between 
interbreeding organisms (Schwander et al. 2014; Yeaman 2013). Supporting these theses, 
supergenes mediate fundamental processes like sex determination, self compatibility, and 
immunity (see Schwander et al. 2014 for a review). Additionally, the genes governing 
autapomorphic features have been shown to be clustered in many model organisms. This 
is the case of Batesian mimicry genes in Heliconius butterflies (Nadeau et al. 2012) and 
genes governing orange-blotch morphs in cichlids (Roberts et al. 2009).  
However the role of supergenes during species formation has not been formally 
tested and we know very little on the buildup of these clusters during the divergence of 
interbreeding organisms. The development of next-generation sequencing techniques is 
making feasible to determine if natural selection targets clusters of loci during the origin of 
ecotypes and species, particularly when they diverge in the face of gene flow. For 
instance, by integrating results from population genomics and QTL analyses of adaptive 
traits one can test the role of specific genomic regions in evolution (Anderson et al. 2011; 
Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Colautti et al. 2012; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2008; Mitchell-Olds et al. 
2007; Savolainen et al. 2013). Rapidly evolving organisms, like cases of adaptive 
radiations, are excellent systems to conduct such studies because they provide replicate 
setups to determine if concentrated genomic architectures are important for species 
divergence. Here, we implemented this approach to examine the clustering of adaptive loci 
during the repeated divergence of coastal forms of the variable groundsel, Senecio lautus 
(Asteraceae).  
 Morphologically distinct forms of this plant have adapted to adjacent sand 
dunes and rocky headlands along the southern coast of Australia (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford 
& Cousens 2006; Melo et al. 2014). Previous population genomics studies indicate that 
adaptation to these contrasting environments has occurred repeatedly (Roda et al. 2013a; 
Roda et al. 2013b), suggesting that the morphological traits that distinguish the two 
ecotypes are important for adaptation. In this paper we searched for loci associated to 
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local adaptation in a pair of parapatric (adjacent) populations by conducting QTL analyses 
of convergent morphological traits. We then determined whether these QTLs formed 
genetic clusters. Finally, we used data from genome-wide screens of differentiation in 
natural populations (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b) to determine if loci within these 
QTLs showed strong allelic frequency differentiation, a footprint of natural selection. 
Adaptive clusters seem to have played an important role in the evolution of S. lautus as 
loci governing convergent traits and flowering differences present strong genetic 
differentiation across multiple parapatric populations.  
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Materials and methods 
Plant Material  
We used a backcross population of S. lautus to construct a linkage map (LM) and 
conduct Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL) analyses of phenotypic traits. We created this 
population by crossing an individual from the dune population at Lennox Head (see table 
S3) with an individual from the adjacent headland population. A single F1 was then 
crossed with a full sib of the initial headland parental to create a “backcross-towards-
headland” population composed of 146 individuals. Plants from the backcross population 
as well as parents and F1s (11 dune individuals and 13 headland plants and 31 F1s) were 
grown in a controlled temperature room at 25 C with 12 hours light period using 8 x 8 x 8 
cm pots and UC Davis soil mix. The position of plants was changed every two days to 
reduce the effect of variation in local conditions across the CT-room.  
 
Phenotyping 
To identify genomic regions controlling adaptive traits we measured 36 phenotypic 
traits related to plant architecture and life history (Table S1). These measurements were 
conducted during the 100 days following germination (first flowering season under CT-
room conditions, see Table S1). At the end of the period, the aerial part of the plants was 
pruned, weighted and dried at 65 C overnight. We propagated the mapping population by 
keeping planting pots and allowing the re-grow of aerial parts from the roots. Only 100 
plants survived this treatment.  
To detect QTLs for fitness we also subjected this mapping population to high 
salinity in soil conditions. We selected this treatment because previous analyses have 
show that rocky headlands present higher salinity than in sand dunes (Roda et al. 2013b) 
and headland adapted plants have higher resistance to high salinity (Brittain 2013). After 
pruning, individuals were propagated vegetatively by cutting secondary branches and 
planting them into trays of 48 wells. Each individual was assigned a specific position in a 
tray so the entire population fitted into three trays. Six replicate propagations were 
conducted per individual providing us with 18 trays. Twenty days after propagation we 
submitted half of the plants (three replicates) to a salt treatment by watering each tray with 
600 ml of a 250 mM NaCl solution every second day for two weeks. The rest of the plants 
were watered with the same volume of tab water during this period.  
We collected youngest fully expanded leaves from all samples at the end of the 
treatment. These samples were weighted and dried at 65 C overnight. Dry leafs were 
weighted again and sent to the School of Agriculture & Food Science of the University of 
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Queensland for analysis of 12 nutritional elements (Al, B, Ca, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, S 
and Zn). These measurements were conducted using nitric perchloric acid digestion and 
Inductively Coupled Plasma/Optical Emission Spectrometry (Smith 1976).  
The plants from the populations were propagated vegetatively for three years. In 
November 2011 the plants were accidentally infested with aphids. We scored from 1 to 5 
the effects of aphids in the plants were aphids were  found (were 1 is no effect and 5 is 
very affected).  
 
Phenotypic analyses 
We used JMP10 (SAS Institute Inc) to analyze the phenotypes of parental and 
recombinant populations. We first tested the normal distribution of traits in and applied 
transformations (Table S1) for those traits showing a significant deviation from normality. 
Then we compared phenotypic means between populations (ie Dune and Headland 
families, F1 and Backcross) using ANOVAs to identify traits that distinguish parental 
genotypes and determine if these traits segregate in a dominant way in populations of 
recombinants.  
We also estimated the magnitude and significance of pairwise correlations between 
all traits for each population (ie Dune, Headland, F1 and Backcross). We used this data to 
conduct two analyses. Firstly we compared mean trait correlations between natural and 
recombinant populations to determine if correlations are broken apart by recombination. 
Secondly we categorized trait combinations according to the morphological variation in the 
natural populations. We defined three categories of combinations: (1) both traits had 
different means between the two parental populations (ie Dune and Headland) (2) one trait 
was significantly differentiated in the parents while the other was not; (3) none of the traits 
showed different means between the parents. We used ANOVA to test the differences 
between mean pairwise correlations amongst these categories.  
 
Genotype-calling 
DNA was extracted from leaf samples of 139 backcross individuals and the two 
parental lines as described previously (Roda et al. 2013a). Individual samples were 
genotyped with RADs at Floragenex following the protocol described by Chutimanitsakun 
and colleagues (2011). Over half a billion sequence reads (total number of reads: 
576,384,120; average number of reads per sample: 3,920,980; median read depth: 21.59; 
sequencing Standard Deviation: 2,123,228) were processed at Floragenex using custom 
pipelines to identify polymorphisms and produce genotype calls for each polymorphic site 
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and individual (Chutimanitsakun et al. 2011). The pipeline used data from two parental 
lines (inbred x inbred or het x het) to score for markers segregating in the mapping 
population. This pipeline produced genotype data in the “outbreeder full-sib family” (CP) 
JoinMap format (van Ooijen 2006) for 139 individuals. Markers suitable for linkage 
mapping were of three types (Amores et al. 2011): (i) homozygous in the headland and 
heterozygous in the F1 (type nn x np, segregating 1:1), (ii) heterozygous in the headland 
and homozygous in the F1 (type lm x ll, segregating 1:1), and (iii) heterozygous in both 
parents (type hk x hk, segregating 1:2:1). We used a variety of stringencies and thresholds 
in this analysis. 7366 segregating RAD markers were genotyped in more than 50 % of the 
progeny with a coverage greater than 20X, of which 1007 were sampled in 80% of the 
population with read coverage of at least 25X. 
 
Genetic map construction 
A linkage map (LM) was constructed in JoinMap 4 (Maliepaard et al. 1997; van 
Ooijen 2006). Missing genotypes and systematic errors in RADseq data can generate 
problems for LM construction, including erroneous linkages and orders (Henning et al. 
2014). To avoid these problems it is necessary to use stringent thresholds for coverage, 
missing data, and segregation distortion (SD) before importing markers into the LM 
building software (Henning et al. 2014). We used markers that had the following attributes: 
(1) Being scored at least in 75 % of the individuals; (2) having a sequencing coverage 
greater than 25 X; (3) showing segregation ratios that did not deviate from Mendelian 
proportions with a Bonferroni corrected p-value of the Chi-square statistic lower than 0.05.  
Markers that passed these filters were first assigned to linkage groups using a LOD 
score threshold of seven and then ordered using the regression-mapping algorithm with a 
recombination frequency threshold of 0.5, a LOD threshold of 0.5, and a jump threshold 
value of five. A ripple procedure was performed after addition of each locus. Map 
distances in centimorgans (cM) were calculated from recombination frequencies using 
Kosambi’s mapping function (Kosambi 1944). The map2 output, containing 1166 markers 
distributed across 20 linkage groups and 2235.8 cM (Table 1) was used for the rest of the 
analyses. We also used the strongest cross-link function from JoinMap to locate 
ungrouped loci into map intervals. For this we assigned ungrouped markers (including 
those with significant SD) to the map position showing the highest SCL score (with a LOD 
threshold of 6). By these means we were able to add the location of 4038 extra SNPs to 
the original map. To detect possible genomic rearrangements and run QTL analyses (see 
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bellow) we also created paternal and maternal maps using the “Create Maternal and 
Paternal Population Nodes” function in JoinMap. 
 
QTL analyses 
Quantitative trait locus analysis was conducted using the software MapQTL6 (van 
Ooijen 2009). We used phenotypic data from all phenotypic traits evaluated. Traits with 
non-normal distribution where submitted to transformations (Table S1). We used genetic 
markers being sampled in more than 75% of the samples, presenting nn x np and lm x ll 
segregation types and showing no significant departures from Mendelian inheritance 
proportions (corrected Chi-square p-value higher than 0.01).  
A two-way pseudo-testcross approach (Grattapaglia & Sederoff 1994; van Ooijen 
2009) was applied in QTL analyses: For this we ran the analyses using combined and 
parental maps described in the previous section. The interval-mapping (IM) algorithm was 
first used to identify major QTL peaks for each trait with 1 cM increments and conducting 
200 iterations and 1000 permutations. LOD thresholds were calculated using 1000 
permutations and a genome-wide significance level of 5%. The automatic cofactor 
selection routine (ACS) was then used to select cofactors among the markers contained in 
linkage groups with significant IM peaks. Finally, a multiple QTL-mapping (MQM) analysis 
was ran using cofactors selected in parental maps, 1 cM increments, 200 iterations and 
1000 permutations. 
 
Linking the LM to the gene-space 
RAD markers used in the construction of the LM were mapped to the gene space of 
S. lautus (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b) using bwa (Li & Durbin 2009) and 
samtools (Li et al. 2009) as described in (Roda et al. 2013a). By these means we were 
able to associate 953 genomic contigs to the corresponding position in the map. 
Additionally SCL markers (see genetic map construction section) mapped to 2882 
genomic contigs. We then used this information to cross-link results from QTL analyses 
with data obtained using pool-seq of natural populations (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 
2013b). 
 
Footprints of selection  
We evaluated if QTLs showed high differentiation in natural populations by 
calculating the density of Fst-outliers (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b) for all 
possible 5 cM windows while moving 1 cM at a time along each chromosome. We then 
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determined the percentiles of windows containing QTLs, within the distribution of densities 
across all possible windows.  
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Results 
Phenotypic variation 
We measured 63 traits in the backcross mapping population as well as in hybrid F1, 
and parental families. Dune and headland families showed significantly different 
phenotypes  for 24 traits related to flowering, plant architecture, nutrient content and salt 
stress tolerance. Individuals from the dune family had bigger flowers (diameter flower disk) 
were taller (higher total height, higher vegetative height, higher diameter of the main 
stem,) and displayed more erect stems (higher angle of the main stem, higher angle of 
secondary branches) while headland individuals were highly branched (number of leafs 
per branch, number of tertiary branches) and succulent (Table S1). Importantly, most of 
these trait differences have been reported in studies of coastal Senecio lautus ecotypes 
(Radford & Cousens 2006) using data from multiple dune and headland populations. We 
also found that the headland family had higher nutrient content (P, K, B) and water 
retention in a high salinity treatment.  
Most divergent traits had continuous distributions in the backcross and F1 
populations (several of them were normally distributed while others followed an 
exponential distribution, Table S2) suggesting that they have complex genetic bases. 
Supporting this possibility, many of these traits (including number of leafs per branch, 
angle of the main stem, vegetative height and total height) showed significantly different 
means between the F1 and the two parental families (Table S2). Additionally, three traits 
(diameter flower disk, number leafs per branch and total height) presented a strong 
cytoplasmic effect, where F1s with dune cytoplasm were significantly more similar to the 
dune parental and vice versa (Table S2). As expected pairwise trait correlations were 
stronger in parental families than in recombinants (Figure 1A). However traits that differed 
between parental families maintained strong correlations across generations (Figure 1B). 
 
Linkage map 
The LM for Senecio lautus consists of 1166 marker located across 2235.8 cM and 
20 linkage groups (Table 1, Figure S2). Since the haploid size of S. lautus genome is 
about 1.39 Gb (Liu and Ortiz-Barrientos unpublished results) each cM roughly 
corresponds to 0.6 Mb. Markers grouped into 20 linkage groups, which is consistent with 
chromosomes counts from karyotyping studies of S. lautus (Lawrence 1980; Ornduff 1960; 
Ornduff 1964; Radford et al. 1995). The average linkage group size was 110.83 ± 9.22 cM 
ranging from 67.67 cM (GR5) to 147.63 cM (GR4). Marker density varied along each 
linkage group. 
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Allelic segregation distortion (SD) can arise because of systematic genotyping 
errors and can complicate genetic mapping. However SD often underlies interesting 
biological processes. For instance SD can evidence the existence of intrinsic barriers to 
gene flow between organisms, like in the case of Dobzhansky-Bateson-Muller genetic 
incompatibilities (Fishman & Willis 2001; Corbett-Detig et al. 2013; Nielsen 2005). In 
addition, segregation distorters have been shown to be important for species divergence in 
Arabidopsis (Bikard et al. 2009), tomato (Moyle & Graham 2006) monkeyflowers (Fishman 
et al. 2001), rice (Yang et al. 2012), fruit flies (Corbett-Detig et al. 2013; Phadnis & Orr 
2009; Presgraves et al. 2003), cichlids (Recknagel et al. 2013) and whitefish (Rogers & 
Bernatchez 2007; Rogers & Bernatchez 2006). Although we excluded markers with 
significant SD from map construction and QTL analyses, we used the SCL function of 
JoinMap (van Ooijen 2006) to map these loci and search for LM intervals with high 
proportion of markers with significant SD (see methods). GR10, GR19 and GR20 
contained the largest number of loci with SD. Finally, we found incongruence between the 
order of markers in parental and combined maps (van Ooijen 2006; van Ooijen 2011) at 
GR10 and GR18, which suggests that these linkage groups could contain genomic 
rearrangements.  
 
QTL analysis 
We detected significant QTLs for 17 traits with a mean number of QTLs per trait of 
1.41 ± 0.36 (Figure 2, Table 2). These QTLs explained in average 13 % of the variance 
observed in the traits (van Ooijen 2009) with contributions ranging between 3% and 43% 
(Table S1). Importantly, the 19 QTLs detected in this study were not randomly located 
according to an autocorrelation analysis of QTL position in the map (p-value < 0.0001 for 
all lags). For instance, GR10 contained QTLs for nine traits, GR11 and GR7 contained 
three QTLs each, and GR1 and GR9 contained QTLs for two traits (Figure 2, Table 2). 
Additionally, four map positions were associated to multiple traits, a phenomenon known 
as phenotype association (CPA): Linkage group 10 contained two of these loci; a site 
governing five traits (length secondary branches, total height, vegetative height, total 
number of flowers/buds and number of inflorescences) and a QTL governing succulence 
and angle of the main stem (Figure 2, Table 2). Importantly these CPAs contain QTLs that 
distinguish the two parental populations. 
Six positions with extreme SD ratios also contained QTLs for putative adaptive 
traits (angle main stem, succulence, diameter main stem, and weight ratio control/salt, 
Inter-node length secondary stem, Figure 2, Table 2). One of these positions is located at 
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GR10, a linkage group that also showed incongruence between parental and combined 
maps, which suggests that it could contain genomic rearrangements (van Ooijen 2006; 
van Ooijen 2011). 
 
Genomic divergence at QTLs 
 We used differentiation data from parapatric populations distributed across 
the range of the species to evaluate if genomic regions containing QTLs are diverging 
between S. lautus populations adapted to different environments (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda 
et al. 2013b). A large proportion (77 %) of the SNPs detected in the mapping population 
were also genotyped in pool-seq studies of the two natural populations from Lennox Head 
(Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). As expected, markers showing different genotypes 
between the two parental plants used to construct the LM (ie nn x np and lm x ll 
segregation types) also show greater differentiation between parental populations (Figure 
S1). Importantly, we found that multiple QTLs have a high density of FST outliers in 
parapatric populations (see methods and Figure 3). Notably, the two intervals presenting 
CPAs in linkage group 10, as well as the QTL for aphid resistance have very high 
differentiation in multiple parapatric populations (Figure 3).  
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Discussion 
Strong associations between adaptive traits 
S. lautus populations have adapted repeatedly to sand dunes and rocky headlands 
along the Australian coast (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). However plants growing 
in each environment present distinctive morphologies (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & Cousens 
2006), suggesting that these morphological features have evolved repeatedly in response 
to similar environmental pressures (Roda et al. 2013a). Such convergent traits are 
expected to be important for environmental adaptation (Schluter & Conte 2009; Schluter & 
Nagel 1995; Stern 2013; Wood et al. 2005). Here, we searched for the genetic basis of 
some of these traits to understand how parapatric populations remain distinct despite the 
lack of intrinsic and geographic barriers to gene flow. For this we constructed a LM and 
conducted QTL analysis on a backcross population obtained by crossing dune-adapted 
and headland-adapted individuals collected at Lennox Head (NSW). 
As expected, several of the traits that differ between the parental individuals used to 
build the LM also distinguish dune and headland ecotypes (Radford & Cousens 2006): 
The dune family was tall, with few branches and leafs while the headland family was 
prostrate and highly branched. The dune family flowered later than the headland family 
and had fewer but larger flowers, which is consistent with field and glasshouse 
observations of natural populations from Lennox Heads (unpublished results). Salt 
tolerance is important for local adaptation of coastal plants as environments along the 
shore are characterized by salt spray (Baxter et al. 2010; Lowry et al. 2009; Lowry et al. 
2008b).  For instance, in Mimulus guttatus salt-spray tolerance QTLs affect fitness at 
coastal environments but have no effects in inland habitats (Lowry et al. 2009; Lowry et al. 
2008b). Despite being adjacent, rocky headlands are more exposed to salt spray than 
sand dunes and therefore their soil present higher salinity levels (Roda et al. 2013b). We 
found that headland individuals tolerated higher salinity under controlled conditions (less 
wilting, fastest growth, Tables S1 and S2 ) suggesting that salt resistance could contribute 
to differential survival of native populations. In fact, headland genotypes also showed 
greater nutrient retention under high salinity (K, P, B, Table S1), a physiological trait that 
has been shown to be crucial for salt tolerance in natural and cultivated plants (Munns & 
Tester 2008; Xiong et al. 2002; Zhu 2001).  
The number, size and distribution of loci responsible for the evolution of adaptive 
phenotypes determine the path followed by adaptive divergence (Orr 1995; Orr 2000; 
Rockman 2012). Recent studies have found that putatively adaptive traits are determined 
by a small number of genes, but it is unclear whether this result reflects experimental 
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artifacts (e.g., the Beavis effect, REF; Rockman 2012). Most of the traits that distinguish S. 
lautus populations have continuous distribution in natural and recombinant populations 
(Tables S1 and S2), suggesting that they are governed by multiple loci. In fact some of the 
traits might be under organelle’s genome control since they showed cytoplasmic effects 
(Table S2). However some of the traits showed dominance as revealed by F1 progenies 
that were not significantly different from one of the parents. Altogether these results 
suggest that the genetic basis of adaptive traits is complex but some major loci could 
explain an important fraction of the morphological variation. 
Because recombination breaks correlations between traits governed by 
independent loci, it has been suggested that natural selection will promote genetic 
associations between traits that are important for local adaptation. Our results seem to 
confirm this hypothesis since we found that although trait correlations were reduced 
across generations (i.e., parental-F1-Backcross, Figure 1A), this trend was significantly 
less pronounced for correlations between putatively adaptive traits (traits that differed 
between parental families, Figure 1B). These results suggest genetic linkage between 
adaptive traits and suggest that there is selection for mechanisms suppressing 
recombination between loci affecting the different traits, a possibility that we inspected by 
searching for QTLs governing these traits. 
 
Clustering of adaptive QTLs 
How are the complex phenotypes that distinguish locally adapted ecotypes 
maintained in the face of gene flow? Recent studies have revealed that in many cases 
‘supergenes’ underlie traits that distinguish species (Schwander et al. 2014; Yeaman 
2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). These genetic elements are clusters of tightly linked loci 
that segregate as stable polymorphisms within or between natural populations. 
Supergenes are important for evolution because they provide integrated control of 
complex adaptive phenotypes segregating within species, preventing allele combinations 
that create non-optimal phenotypes. QTL analyses of morphological variation in S. lautus 
reveal that supergenes might be important for adaptive divergence.  
The genetic basis of morphological variation in S. lautus is complex since QTLs 
explain modest proportions of phenotypic variation (Table S1). Additionally, QTLs are 
spread across the genome and many traits present multiple QTLs (Figure 2). However, 
loci governing morphological variation show a non-random distribution in the genome of S. 
lautus (Figure 2, Table 2) as shown by the significant autocorrelation between QTL 
locations for different traits. In fact, some map positions show significant associations to 
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traits involved in reproductive development, fitness (salt stress responses) and convergent 
traits (Figure 2, Table 2). Such regions will function as switches between adaptive trait 
combinations, since the alleles governing the multiple aspects of adaptation and 
reproductive isolation would be inherited as blocks. 
Linkage group 10 is a very good example of clustering of adaptive loci as it 
presents 9 QTLs, including regions associated to plant architecture, flowering and salt 
stress resistance (Figure 2, Tables 2 and S1). Importantly, two positions in this linkage 
group govern simultaneously convergent morphological traits and flowering (Figure 2, 
Table 2). This is important because convergent traits are expected to be adaptive (Arendt 
& Reznick 2008; Losos 2011; Stern 2013) and flowering time is known to mediate 
reproductive isolation between locally adapted populations of plants (Anderson et al. 2013; 
Cooley & Willis 2009; Elzinga et al. 2007; Fournier-Level et al. 2013; Hopkins & Rausher 
2011; Kover et al. 2009; Leinonen et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2008a; Lowry et al. 2008b; 
Thurber et al. 2013). Although further experiments will be required, the existence of loci 
controlling both traits is consistent with the clustering of determinants of adaptation and 
reproductive isolation. 
Finally, linkage group 10 presents high SD and shows incongruence between maps 
(Figure 2, Table 2), which suggest that it could contain genomic rearrangements or other 
suppressors of recombination. This is interesting because segregation distorters (Phadnis 
& Orr 2009; Rogers & Bernatchez 2007; Rogers & Bernatchez 2006; Yang et al. 2012), 
duplications (Bikard et al. 2009; Rensing 2014), deletions (Chan et al. 2010), and 
inversions (Feder et al. 2003; Joron et al. 2011; Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Lowry & Willis 
2010; McGaugh & Noor 2012; Noor et al. 2007; Noor et al. 2001) are known to play an 
important role in speciation by stabilizing combinations of adaptive alleles and preventing 
gene flow between divergent organisms (Joron et al. 2011; Rieseberg 2001; Schwander et 
al. 2014; Yeaman 2013).Overall, our results suggest that supergenes facilitated the 
adaptation of S. lautus to local habitat conditions in its broad distribution range. To test this 
thesis we searched for genomic footprints of selection across QTLs.  
 
Supergenes and adaptive trade-offs 
Natural selection can favor different genotypes across environments. This process 
known as local adaptation could lead to genetic divergence and speciation if the adaption 
to one environment reduces the chances of surviving in other habitats (Blanquart et al. 
2013; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Levene 1953). Some theories predict that genomic regions 
presenting such tradeoffs would be reticent to gene flow (Anderson et al. 2011; Mitchell‐
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Olds 2013) and could drive genomic divergence between locally adapted populations (Via 
2012). Genetic differentiation at adaptive loci can also result from the effect of selective 
sweeps (Nielsen 2005), where natural selection drives the fixation of adaptive alleles 
within populations. Interestingly, several QTL positions of the S. lautus genome show 
extreme differentiation (enrichment of FST outliers, Figure 3) between parapatric 
populations. More importantly, the two genomic positions at linkage group 10 governing 
convergent traits (height and angle of the main stem) are highly differentiated in multiple 
parapatric populations, which suggest that they have been repeatedly recruited by natural 
selection and could present adaptive tradeoffs. 
Some of the few examples of genetic tradeoffs found in plants involve flowering 
genes (Anderson et al. 2013; Gardner & Latta 2006; Leinonen et al. 2013; Louthan & Kay 
2011; Lovell et al. 2013; Scarcelli et al. 2007; Verhoeven et al. 2008): Plants that flower at 
different times will not exchange genes. Supporting this hypothesis, genes governing 
flowering time often show intra-specific differentiation (Anderson et al. 2013; 
Balasubramanian et al. 2006; Elzinga et al. 2007; Fournier-Level et al. 2013; Leinonen et 
al. 2013; Lovell et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2008a; Verhoeven et al. 2008). For instance, 
alternative alleles of the FRIGIDA (FRI) locus, which is a major determinant of natural 
variation in flowering time, are selected at different latitudes in a variety of plants 
(Anderson et al. 2013; Gardner & Latta 2006; Johanson et al. 2000; Leinonen et al. 2013; 
Lovell et al. 2013; Scarcelli et al. 2007; Scarcelli & Kover 2009; Verhoeven et al. 2008). 
Interestingly, the two natural populations used to create the LM of S. lautus present 
differences in flower development, including flowering time (Tables S1 and S2). Therefore 
the two genomic regions governing simultaneously adaptive (convergent) traits and 
flowering could constitute “genetic switches” driving reproductive isolation between locally 
adapted populations. This thesis is supported by the repeated divergence of these regions 
during the independent adaptation to coastal environments in the S. lautus complex.  
Finally, different pathogen communities can also cause fitness tradeoffs at 
defensive genes. In fact loci participating in biotic interactions are overrepresented among 
the current repertoire of plant speciation genes (Bomblies 2010; Colautti et al. 2012; Nosil 
& Schluter 2011; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010). Predation seems to be important for local 
adaptation in S. lautus since native varieties present less herbivory that the invasive 
species Senecio madagascariensis (White et al. 2008a; White et al. 2008b). More 
importantly, coastal populations of S. lautus present greater herbivory in non-local 
environments in reciprocal transplants (Melo et al. 2014). In this context, it is interesting to 
note that the QTL for aphid tolerance located at Linkage group 10 is highly differentiated in 
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a large number of parapatric populations and is located to other putatively adaptive QTLs. 
However the existence and effect of this QTL need to be confirmed with controlled 
infestations. 
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Conclusions 
To demonstrate that natural selection is driving the divergence of species it is 
necessary to reveal a link between reproductive isolation and adaptation. The results 
presented here suggest that this link is often created through genetic clustering, or 
pleiotropy. Further experiments are required to disentangle the genetic mechanisms that 
promote the formation of these concentrated genetic architectures. Additionally we need to 
explore the history of adaptive gene clusters during the parallel evolution of S. lautus: Did 
evolution recruit new mutations or standing genetic variation? What was role of migration 
in the repeated recruitment of the same clusters? At what genomic and temporal scales 
does the clustering of adaptive genes occur?  Addressing these questions is technically 
feasible today allowing us to understand fundamental aspects of species formation.  
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Tables 
Table 1: S. lautus linkage map characteristics.  
We constructed a linkage map using a backcross population from Lennox Head and RADs 
genotyping. Markers genotyped in the mapping population but not used for map 
construction were associated to map positions using the strongest-cross-link function 
(SCL) from JoinMap-5. Genomic contigs and transcripts were associated to map position 
by mapping RAD-tags to the genome and transcriptome. 
Map size (cM) 2235.8 
Number sites 1166 
Number of linkage groups 20 
Number of markers on map 1169 
Number of markers associated by SCL 4038 
Map density (cM/marker) 1.9 
Marker density (markers/site) 4.5 
Number of genomic contigs 953 
Number of transcripts 257 
Number of genomic contigs associated by SCL 2882 
Number of transcripts associated by SCL 745 
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Table 2: QTL distribution across linkage groups.  
For each linkage group (GR1-GR20) we present the number of positions with QTLs for 
multiple traits (cross phenotype associations, CPAs), the number of traits with QTLs and 
the number of QTL positions.  Finally, we show the number of positions with extreme 
segregation distortion (SD, see methods). 
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GR1   1 1 1 
GR2       2 
GR3   1 1 1 
GR4   1 1 2 
GR5       3 
GR6   1 1 1 
GR7   2 2 5 
GR8       2 
GR9   2 2 3 
GR10 2 7 3 6 
GR11 1 3 2 4 
GR12 1 2 1 2 
GR13   1 1 3 
GR14   1 1 3 
GR15       2 
GR16     1 2 
GR17       4 
GR18   1 1 3 
GR19   1 1 8 
GR20       7 
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Table S1: Traits evaluated for linkage m
apping: W
e present descriptions of the traits evaluated in the backcross population used for 
the construction of the linkage m
ap and Q
TL m
apping. W
e also present t-ratios and p-values for com
parisons betw
een the tw
o parental 
populations for each trait. Finally, w
e show
 data from
 Q
TLs detected for each trait (num
ber, position, %
 variance explained). 
Trait name 
Unit 
Measurements 
per plant 
Dayof 
measurement 
t-ratio-DvsH 
p-value-DvsH 
Number of QTLs 
Position QTLs 
% variance 
explained 
Leaf A
lum
inum
 content (A
l) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
4.49 
0.7814 
  
  
  
A
ngle m
ain stem
 
  
1 
98-101 
13.17 
<.0001 
1 
G
R
10 
8.6 
A
ngle secondary branches 
  
3 
98-101 
34.87 
0.0010 
  
  
  
A
verage diam
eter secondary branches 
m
m
 
3 
98-101 
23.94 
0.5823 
  
  
  
A
verage length secondary branches 
m
m
 
3 
98-101 
13.55 
0.1954 
1 
G
R
10 
11.4 
A
verage num
ber leafs branch 
  
3 
98-101 
7.84 
0.0147 
1 
G
R
9 
8.0 
Leaf B
oron content 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
14.58 
0.0034 
  
  
  
Leaf C
alcium
 content 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
18.70 
0.4306 
3 
G
R
3, G
R
6, G
R
7 
13.4+18.3 
C
orrected diam
eter flow
er base 
m
m
 
5 
71-95 
  
  
3 
G
R
3, G
R
11, G
R
12 
22.4+3.8+3.8 
Leaf copper content (C
u) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
11.60 
0.2332 
  
  
  
D
ays to flow
ering 
  
1 
71-95 
17.38 
0.6378 
  
  
  
D
iam
eter m
ain stem
 at 2 cm
 above the ground 
m
m
 
1 
98-101 
23.52 
0.0048 
1 
G
R
13 
13.4 
D
ry w
eight leaves 
m
g 
1 
192 
17.31 
0.3930 
  
  
  
D
ry w
eight per leaf 
m
g 
1 
189 
10.84 
0.0076 
  
  
  
Leaf iron content (Fe) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
4.17 
0.6546 
  
  
  
Inter-node length secondary stem
 
m
m
 
5 
67 
  
  
2 
G
R
11, G
R
18 
12.3+12.4 
Leaf potassium
 content (K
) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
18.88 
0.0009 
  
  
  
M
ain stem
 length 
m
m
 
1 
95 
11.49 
0.8659 
  
  
  
M
ax num
ber of capitulla/inflorescence 
  
1 
71-95 
  
  
1 
G
R
10 
11.8 
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C
ontinuation Table S1: Traits evaluated for linkage m
apping: W
e present descriptions of the traits evaluated in the backcross 
population used for the construction of the linkage m
ap and Q
TL m
apping. W
e also present t-ratios and p-values for com
parisons 
betw
een the tw
o parental populations for each trait. Finally, w
e show
 data from
 Q
TLs detected for each trait (num
ber, position, %
 
variance explained). 
Trait name 
Unit 
Measurements 
per plant 
Days after 
planting 
measurement 
t-ratio-DvsH 
pvalue-DvsH 
Number of QTLs 
Position QTLs 
%_variance 
explained 
M
ean dry w
eight control 
m
g 
3 
305 
24.35 
<.0001 
  
  
  
M
ean dry w
eight per leaf control 
m
g 
3 
305 
22.46 
<.0001 
1 
G
R
16 
3.0 
M
ean dry w
eight per leaf salt 
m
g 
3 
305 
22.69 
<.0001 
  
  
  
M
ean dry w
eight salt 
m
g 
3 
305 
22.69 
<.0001 
  
  
  
M
ean w
et w
eight control 
m
g 
3 
305 
19.31 
<.0001 
  
  
  
M
ean w
et w
eight per leaf control 
m
g 
3 
305 
20.38 
<.0001 
  
  
  
M
ean w
et w
eight per leaf salt 
m
g 
3 
305 
18.52 
<.0001 
2 
G
R
7 
29.0 
M
ean w
et w
eight salt 
m
g 
3 
305 
18.52 
<.0001 
  
  
  
M
ean w
et/dry control 
m
g 
6 
305 
21.03 
0.1041 
  
  
  
M
ean w
et/dry salt 
m
g 
6 
305 
38.90 
0.0641 
  
  
  
Leaf M
agnesium
 content (M
g) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
13.90 
0.4420 
  
  
  
Leaf M
anganese content (M
n) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
14.61 
0.1203 
  
  
  
Leaf Sodium
 content (N
a) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
15.80 
0.4057 
  
  
  
N
um
ber inflorescences 
  
1 
71-95 
  
  
1 
G
R
10 
11.3 
N
um
ber secondary branches 
  
1 
98-101 
20.15 
0.1169 
  
  
  
N
um
ber tertiary branches 
  
1 
98-101 
8.35 
0.0006 
1 
G
R
1 
11.4 
Leaf Phosphorous content (P) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
20.92 
0.0008 
1 
G
R
11 
17.80 
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C
ontinuation Table S1: Traits evaluated for linkage m
apping: W
e present descriptions of the traits evaluated in the backcross 
population used for the construction of the linkage m
ap and Q
TL m
apping. W
e also present t-ratios and p-values for com
parisons 
betw
een the tw
o parental populations for each trait. Finally, w
e show
 data from
 Q
TLs detected for each trait (num
ber, position, %
 
variance explained). 
Trait name 
Unit 
Measurements 
per plant 
Days after 
planting 
measurement 
t-ratio-DvsH 
pvalue-DvsH 
Number of QTLs 
Position QTLs 
%_variance 
explained 
Leaf Sulfur content (S) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
17.37 
0.7811 
  
  
  
Succulence 
m
g 
1 
189 
22.37 
0.0417 
  
  
  
Succulence aerial 
g 
1 
98-101 
20.47 
0.0155 
2 
G
R
10, G
R
19 
13.5+11.6 
Total dry w
eight aerial 
g 
1 
98-101 
17.12 
0.2290 
  
  
  
Total flow
ers/buds  
  
1 
95 
  
  
1 
G
R
10 
13.1 
Total height 
m
m
 
1 
95 
15.29 
<.0001 
1 
G
R
10 
26.9 
Total w
eight aerial 
g 
1 
98-101 
13.91 
0.7490 
  
  
  
Vegetative height 
m
m
 
1 
95 
15.24 
<.0001 
1 
G
R
10 
14.7 
W
idth 
m
m
 
1 
95 
34.35 
0.7015 
  
  
  
W
idth/height vegetative 
m
m
 
1 
95 
4.74 
0.0221 
  
  
  
Leaf Zinc content (Zn) 
m
g/kg 
1 
215 
12.66 
0.0876 
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Table S2: C
om
parison betw
een trait m
eans across populations. W
e com
pared the m
eans of different traits (row
s) betw
een 
populations (colum
ns) using t-tests. P
opulations represented w
ith a different letter have a different m
ean (p < 0.05). 
 
M
eans 
t- test 
Trait 
D
 
B
C
 
F1-D
 
F1-H
 
H
 
D
 
B
C
 
F1-D
 
F1-H
 
H
 
A
ngle m
ain stem
 
80.0 
65.2 
71.9 
59.2 
15.8 
A
 
A
B
 
A
B
 
B
 
C
 
A
ngle secondary branches 
224.6 
248.2 
231.3 
259.2 
279.2 
C
 
B
 
B
C
 
A
B
 
A
 
Length secondary branches 
148.8 
107.4 
134.9 
139.4 
181.3 
B
 
C
 
B
 
B
 
A
 
N
um
ber leafs branch 
34.8 
46.1 
33.3 
48.5 
70.2 
C
D
 
B
 
D
 
B
C
 
A
 
D
ays to Flow
ering 
54.7 
40.4 
44.8 
47.6 
57.8 
A
 
B
 
B
 
A
B
 
A
 
M
ain stem
 length 
115.2 
109.1 
147.3 
158.3 
119.7 
C
 
C
 
A
B
 
A
 
B
C
 
M
ax N
um
ber of C
apitulla / Inflorescence 
1.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.3 
0.4 
B
C
 
B
 
B
 
A
 
C
 
N
um
ber inflorescences 
2.2 
6.6 
2.5 
5.5 
1.1 
B
 
A
 
B
 
A
B
 
B
 
N
um
ber of buds 
1.0 
2.1 
0.7 
0.7 
0.1 
A
B
 
A
 
B
 
A
B
 
B
 
N
um
ber of flow
ers w
ith fruits 
1.6 
4.8 
2.4 
5.8 
0.9 
B
C
 
A
 
A
B
C
 
A
B
 
C
 
N
um
ber of receptive flow
ers 
0.8 
  
0.9 
1.7 
0.1 
A
B
 
  
A
B
 
A
 
B
 
N
um
ber secondary branches 
19.2 
19.4 
21.2 
22.3 
22.5 
A
B
 
B
 
A
B
 
A
 
A
 
N
um
ber teriary branches 
9.1 
21.9 
9.1 
16.3 
25.8 
C
 
A
B
 
C
 
B
C
 
A
 
Total dry w
eight A
erial 
3.5 
2.5 
2.9 
26.3 
3.1 
B
 
B
 
B
 
A
 
B
 
Total height 
109.1 
90.4 
113.5 
108.7 
63.3 
A
 
B
 
A
 
A
 
C
 
V
egetative height 
109.6 
78.5 
101.5 
89.8 
56.9 
A
 
C
 
A
B
 
B
C
 
D
 
W
idth 
244.0 
217.1 
257.0 
274.2 
249.6 
B
 
C
 
A
B
 
A
 
A
B
 
W
idth/H
eight V
egetative 
2.5 
2.9 
2.9 
2.8 
5.1 
B
 
B
 
B
 
B
 
A
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Table S3: Parapatric populations used in this study. W
e present the geographic locations and num
ber of individuals included in 
genotyping pools. P
opulations that w
ere genotyped from
 the present study are labeled w
ith an asterisk. Q
LD
 = Q
ueensland; N
S
W
 = N
ew
 
S
outh W
hales; V
IC
 = V
ictoria; TA
S
 = Tasm
ania; S
A
 = S
outh A
ustralia. 
Population 
Site 
Environm
ent 
C
oordinates 
Parapatric 
Sam
ples  
D
00 
S
tradbroke Island, linder-B
each and A
m
ity P
oint (Q
LD
) 
D
une 
-27° 23' 34.21", +153° 26' 25.95" 
D
00-H
00 
28 
D
01 
Lennox H
ead S
urf C
lub (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-28° 47' 10.7", +153° 35' 
D
01-H
01 
46 
D
03 
C
abarita B
each, C
udgen N
ature R
eserve (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-28° 19' 54.66", +153° 34' 17.04" 
D
03-H
02 
37 
D
04 
C
off-H
arbour, B
oam
bee B
each (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-30° 18' 45.9", +153° 08' 24.12" 
D
04-H
05 
30 
D
12 
B
erm
agui D
une (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-36° 27' 53.5", +150° 3' 51.6" 
D
12-H
14 
15 
D
14 
P
ort A
rthur, S
afety C
ove (TA
S
) 
D
une 
-43° 10' 33.0", +147° 51' 16.0" 
D
14-H
15 
22 
D
15 
M
illicent, C
anunda N
ational P
ark (S
A
) 
D
une 
-37° 39' 29.5", +140° 13' 29.5" 
D
15-H
16 
27 
D
20 * 
C
offin B
ay (S
A
) 
D
une 
-34° 40' 08.3", +135° 20' 44.7" 
D
20-H
18-H
27 
23 
D
23 
P
oint Labatt, S
alm
on B
each (S
A
) 
D
une 
-33° 07' 30.9", +134° 15' 57.0" 
D
23-H
21 
27 
D
24 * 
B
ell P
oint (S
A
) 
D
une 
-32° 10' 11.5", +133° 08' 47.2" 
D
24-H
22 
14 
D
30 * 
Long B
each, R
obe (S
A
) 
D
une 
-37° 8' 0.00", +139° 47' 47.20" 
D
30-H
28 
32 
D
32 * 
D
iscovery B
ay C
oastal P
ark (V
IC
) 
D
une 
-38° 19' 28.10", +141° 23' 42.80" 
D
32-H
12 
29 
D
33 * 
S
andy C
ove, C
hilder (V
iC
) 
D
une 
-38° 29' 38.70", +142° 41' 1.80" 
D
33-H
30 
32 
H
00 
S
tradbroke Island, P
oint Lookout (Q
LD
) 
H
eadland 
-27° 26' 9.94", +153° 32' 42.81" 
D
00-H
00 
25 
H
01 
Lennox H
ead (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-28° 48' 22.10", +153° 36' 9.94" 
D
01-H
01 
49 
H
02 
H
asting-P
oint (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-28° 21' 45.07", +153° 34' 46.82" 
D
03-H
02 
34 
H
05 
C
off-H
arbour (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-30° 18' 42.42", +153° 8' 37.68" 
D
04-H
05 
32 
H
12 
P
ortland, C
ape B
ridgew
ater (V
IC
) 
H
eadland 
-38° 22' 49.6", +141° 22' 07" 
D
32-H
12 
15 
H
14 
G
reen C
ape (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-37° 15' 39.6", +150° 02' 55.9" 
D
12-H
14 
17 
H
15 
P
ort A
rthur, R
em
arkable C
ave (TA
S
) 
H
eadland 
-43° 11' 14.4", +147° 50' 40.3" 
D
14-H
15 
13 
H
16 * 
M
illicent, S
outhend, C
ape B
uffon (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-37° 33' 57.9", +140° 06' 29.2" 
D
15-H
16 
27 
H
18 * 
C
offin B
ay, P
oint A
void (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-34° 40' 56.9", +135° 19' 24.4" 
D
20-H
18-H
27 
23 
H
21 
P
oint Labatt (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-33° 09' 9.1", +134° 15' 43.1" 
D
23-H
21 
23 
H
22 * 
P
oint B
ell (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-32° 11' 15.7", +133° 07' 58.0" 
D
24-H
22 
7 
H
27 * 
G
olden Island Lookout, C
offin B
ay (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-34° 41' 21.00", +135° 19' 46.20" 
D
20-H
18-H
27 
30 
H
28 * 
R
obe (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-37° 9' 25.20", +139° 44' 43.30" 
D
30-H
28 
31 
H
30 * 
S
andy C
ove, C
hilder (V
IC
) 
H
eadland 
-38° 29' 31.70", +142° 40' 36.30" 
D
33-H
30 
30 
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Figure legends  
Figure 1: Correlations between morphological traits.  
We present data from the absolute value of pairwise correlations in the variation of 
64 traits (only significant correlations were considered, r, p < 0.01). (A) Mean trait 
correlations in parental families (D01 and H01), F1s and backcrosses (BC). Parental 
families were analyzed separately (D01 and H01 bars) and together (D01+H01 bar). (B) 
Mean correlations between traits that distinguish parental populations and those that don’t. 
Trait combinations were classified into three categories according to whether they present 
different means between parental families: Both: both traits present different means; None: 
none of the traits present different means. One: only one of the traits is differentiated. 
Different means (p < 0.01 in a t-test) are labeled with different letters. In the uppermost 
part of each graph we present the results from an ANOVA comparing these statistics 
across categories.  
 
Figure 2: Linkage QTL mapping of morphological variation in coastal S. 
lautus forms. 
In the X axis we present the 20 linkage groups of the S. lautus genome, every 
horizontal line depicts a morphological trait (coded 1 to 18) and vertical lines show QTLs 
for this trait (regions of significant LOD, see methods). Red triangles in the top indicate 
map positions presenting QTLs for multiple traits (cross-phenotype associations, CPAs). 
These CPAs could result from pleiotropy or genetic linkage of multiple loci. Trait codes: 1 
= Number tertiary branches; 2 = Angle main stem; 3 = Vegetative height; 4 = Total height; 
5 = Average number leafs branch; 6 = Diameter main stem at 2 cm above the ground; 7 = 
Succulence aerial; 8 = Inter-node length secondary stem; 9 = Mean wet/dry salt; 10 = 
Mean wet weight per leaf salt; 11 = Wet weight control/salt; 12 = Calcium in salt stressed 
leafs; 13 = Affected aphids; 14 = Phosphorous in salt stressed leafs; 15 = Number 
inflorescences; 16 = Total flowers/buds; 17 = Max number of capitulla/inflorescence; 18 = 
Corrected diameter flower base; SD = regions with extreme segregation distortion (see 
methods). 
 
Figure 3: Genetic differentiation at QTLs for phenotypic variation. 
We present a heat-map of genetic differentiation at 16 QTLs (columns) in 13 
parapatric populations (each row is a comparison between two parapatric populations). 
The color of the cells represents the relative differentiation of each QTL with respect to the 
rest of the genome: white: x < 90 th percentile; grey: 90 th percentile < x < 95 th percentile; 
!!
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black: x > 95 th percentile; Positions shown in red contain QTLs for multiple traits. QTL 
codes are: 1 (GR1, 65 cM): Number tertiary branches; 2 (GR3, 68 cM): Corrected 
diameter flower base; 3 (GR6, 48 cM): Ca content in leaf; 4 (GR7, 34 cM): Wet weight per 
leaf salt; 5 (GR7, 70 cM): Ca content in leaf; 6 (GR9, 114 cM): Average number leafs 
branch; 7 (GR10, 7 cM): Angle main stem and Succulence aerial; 8 (GR10, 22 cM): 
Number of inflorescences, total flowers/buds, total height and vegetative height; 9 (GR10, 
33 cM): Affected aphids; 10 (GR10, 41 cM): Max number of capitulla/inflorescence; 11 
(GR11, 33 cM): Inter-node length secondary stem; P content in leaf; 12 (GR12, 57 cM): 
Wet/dry weight salt; 13 (GR13, 18 cM): Diameter main stem at 2 cm above the ground; 14 
(GR14, 89 cM): Wet weight control/salt; 15 (GR18, 21 cM): Inter-node length secondary 
stem; 16 (GR19, 74  cM): Succulence aerial.  
 
Figure S1: Markers used in for map construction are differentiated in natural 
populations.  
Here we compared genetic differentiation (FST) between markers to test the 
overlap between pool-seq and individual genotyping. (A) Mean differentiation in markers 
genotyped in the mapping population (LM) and those that were not detected (Not in LM). 
(B) Mean differentiation across the three segregation types used for map construction. lm 
x ll and nn x np markers are homozygous in the headland and dune parental respectively. 
In the uppermost part of each graph we present the results from an ANOVA comparing 
these statistics across locus categories.  
 
Figure S2: Linkage groups of the S. lautus genome.  
We show the JoinMap representations of the twenty linkage groups of the S. lautus 
genome. Map distances in centimorgans are provided in the left while marker names are 
provided in the right.  
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19987_58.6547.2
58118_54.847.7
58099_88.3548.3
4887_97.2149.7
981_19.1050.5
15369_46.74 15369_46.6552.4
61408_63.5053.8
19921_15.3454.5
44860_94.3856.2
81551_66.4057.0
57398_71.1258.6
78890_18.3959.5
75345_107.2560.4
66899_92.4662.2
78877_121.6162.6
9329_92.7564.8
31047_19.1767.7
11038_109.4771.4
70014_42.1073.8
43542_75.6977.8
43777_56.3680.7
37529_41.2081.0
39444_25.7085.7
39444_25.6888.6
77214_47.2488.9
54908_73.7493.9
6717_123.56100.2
65578_108.29104.8
79499_39.58108.7
44627_143.49110.9
42839_211.68115.5
56223_98.52124.3
3
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Linkage group 4 
 
81524_41.640.0
53155_264.3412.4
71754_339.5719.8
15033_40.6829.6
35574_327.1634.3
45555_35.6739.2
34748_56.7542.5
33436_240.747.7
54779_23.2752.3
40898_61.2756.7
26405_117.7357.0
11375_27.5458.5
57427_63.3559.8
20890_77.6462.1
4220_227.4668.8
83700_34.1973.3
68804_63.4175.3
39896_24.4376.4
17479_89.1178.8
8748_132.2980.1
42107_18.2281.3
8669_64.4081.9
49097_62.5884.2
83099_69.5784.9
67694_68.1085.8
47185_124.5987.5
61850_68.3090.7
27576_128.1691.6
43583_68.6193.0
52396_146.3293.5
26779_88.1094.3
14209_23.5095.0
80574_102.2195.4
60045_57.6895.9
6222_64.1296.1
37348_50.7197.7
50258_39.4998.6
43039_25.26101.5
72465_151.68102.8
14507_24.68104.2
64563_28.60106.9
9477_33.15107.0
68655_19.13110.1
44973_76.63115.5
18014_59.30117.1
9902_40.77120.9
44837_100.26129.4
57828_87.15143.3
54626_69.67147.6
4
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Linkage group 5 
 
32921_24.500.0
41172_130.480.3
39703_77.745.7
75304_116.558.4
75304_116.698.8
67068_42.519.2
39907_82.3910.5
32476_135.3712.5
50595_60.1213.0
62861_229.3814.3
78465_50.3514.4
8569_27.5115.2
3101_30.4215.4
80653_21.7015.8
61220_17.2216.2
35212_215.5516.4
53956_206.7317.1
50323_49.1317.2
40483_334.2617.5
66375_50.5718.0
84527_69.6618.1
12794_214.1018.9
33319_66.3419.2
16458_142.4619.6
49621_78.3019.8
2432_33.7320.3
46062_67.6720.7
64386_142.7621.3
57815_30.3821.7
58489_17.1221.9
12500_181.2222.8
47025_19.1623.8
39162_143.2624.0
44405_26.7024.6
44056_45.3025.8
49723_33.7025.9
2755_315.728.0
32962_272.2529.8
18966_73.4431.6
4344_58.5831.9
65311_116.6436.6
7598_126.2239.1
12574_266.2544.2
14653_93.2046.1
9144_22.5948.2
66530_125.3551.3
73166_197.5654.9
15397_344.5858.1
31048_60.5567.7
5
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Linkage group 6 
 
72283_166.120.0
34052_83.155.7
36762_33.5910.7
5366_195.3513.1
23059_101.2718.0
84400_46.4819.2
67959_50.2121.0
37853_120.1324.7
51630_48.6826.8
44831_166.3927.6
58150_48.7628.1
8682_101.1830.7
82846_42.4831.7
72119_207.3232.3
3521_22.7433.2
45447_56.5134.0
15375_42.5734.3
51753_151.3136.7
40201_28.1036.9
10663_58.4539.0
58930_83.6439.5
19611_254.5543.6
68823_86.6644.1
41636_71.3546.1
71751_110.5547.3
51580_118.7047.7
28311_48.7750.0
6 [1]
51542_253.5151.0
34591_111.5651.7
46979_41.2153.6
36859_33.2054.7
83344_79.7556.1
7696_254.6356.8
35497_114.658.1
31649_25.6158.5
6822_71.1460.0
83610_53.7061.9
75578_60.3564.0
80819_43.7764.5
61822_104.1165.4
83658_55.1467.9
19604_125.1368.8
57446_29.5470.0
76077_81.1970.6
20278_38.870.7
49763_74.972.1
42440_81.1273.1
25610_129.3974.0
72811_26.4174.7
75080_29.6976.2
77698_144.876.8
15422_64.2677.5
35626_73.7278.3
47494_36.979.0
66393_81.2580.2
28560_29.2081.1
58229_26.6881.4
48360_82.2482.7
70160_67.1983.4
71406_42.5184.5
7463_96.7585.5
30894_90.3986.2
80450_70.7387.7
2525_126.7388.8
12266_110.6389.3
29051_89.2591.3
41611_56.7692.6
53900_79.5494.0
28993_50.5895.2
73726_47.7496.1
6 [2]
26839_79.25100.4
6 [3]
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Linkage group 7 
 
 
43751_97.150.0
30202_50.741.5
36737_63.267.7
75002_51.7310.3
7902_35.3312.6
81692_68.7314.4
24352_138.4616.2
7394_79.3117.6
3946_298.6619.3
27799_103.820.6
56735_44.3622.0
76091_82.28 76091_82.4122.8
80241_183.5023.1
60444_136.6924.7
15989_86.4625.2
80697_118.3425.5
25757_63.1926.3
77206_83.1726.8
35312_62.2127.3
17698_94.4227.9
28301_79.5428.1
5886_29.2528.9
60847_76.1029.3
48381_185.5730.0
3955_114.5230.4
31984_62.2631.2
53089_25.6631.6
14963_42.7732.3
65355_50.2833.6
57408_62.7734.4
15759_73.5036.2
10498_28.3137.0
39890_81.5237.2
62672_30.1239.5
62672_30.6139.7
19467_55.4040.3
51570_97.3341.8
22796_57.6344.0
60378_111.3746.1
49662_22.3448.6
10422_58.5551.2
7 [1]
9099_35.4253.7
9322_31.1955.6
60826_98.6157.6
62858_120.658.4
32239_29.5660.1
64582_145.5260.8
106_75.6861.7
56634_100.2762.2
65365_25.7562.5
66396_124.763.4
39921_296.4364.8
28053_62.5865.9
71624_211.5767.0
29798_17.1468.2
8367_139.7569.4
12354_34.3070.1
25942_69.5270.7
23817_52.6772.3
36251_66.6273.9
63074_83.5774.3
65098_178.4375.6
12815_32.2377.4
60936_18.878.6
10763_36.6979.7
82355_37.1980.1
72835_114.2280.6
72835_114.7480.9
80566_49.682.4
27883_59.1683.9
2557_82.52 2557_82.2486.2
11263_135.4288.5
76711_184.6890.4
78736_213.5692.3
56499_115.6494.4
9151_43.895.7
53433_244.7098.3
5156_278.75100.8
7 [2]
57928_283.39104.4
7 [3]
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Linkage group 8 
 
 
23145_128.370.0
78515_130.384.0
1271_93.437.7
37558_89.6910.0
52821_104.6813.6
43185_244.1617.2
18927_224.4021.6
20988_43.1525.6
29912_35.2927.6
22657_91.7228.5
45980_186.5928.8
19576_51.5030.9
77683_35.1131.0
77683_35.7631.2
18129_27.5932.1
13794_315.5532.8
18992_23.7333.3
53606_115.51 56846_42.4934.3
27330_87.3036.2
17670_22.6336.7
72415_93.7238.1
34162_139.74 34162_139.7039.1
17732_89.69 45133_34.1139.7
71464_30.7139.9
15299_56.6940.6
55769_52.7041.1
25951_18.4141.3
66437_157.4441.6
14338_16.3042.4
14338_16.6742.5
40932_120.5343.0
49609_133.7243.1
28093_86.5543.7
24609_90.2344.4
36664_195.1044.6
22392_134.1045.8
33160_117.7546.1
75372_16.7146.3
16201_88.2946.5
81260_53.1248.3
62258_23.749.8
40620_36.6751.0
80756_89.3251.7
47583_63.5452.1
20509_137.3052.8
66242_157.3953.8
22392_134.6954.7
8 [1]
43348_125.2655.5
4796_68.5756.6
9633_124.4357.5
50754_25.6557.6
9473_66.3857.9
29778_38.2958.4
18833_127.6859.5
35205_23.6760.0
42763_150.6560.3
14166_50.3162.3
55300_165.5565.7
48357_15.3767.7
79252_27.7068.1
61366_24.7871.8
70998_53.3675.0
71487_31.6775.1
4784_74.4877.4
23487_36.6879.7
21662_97.6181.5
45718_164.6582.8
75922_122.1784.5
62266_49.2288.0
44210_83.1892.0
42916_86.3792.5
77573_52.6496.1
4269_107.77100.8
42916_86.72105.1
8 [2]
53444_22.39110.6
8 [3]
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Linkage group 9 
 
 
2254_154.680.0
81745_102.5115.2
59951_50.2422.6
72182_173.7226.5
47252_64.5531.2
13606_34.1432.0
71866_59.5133.4
37313_67.5835.3
17447_59.5937.6
19559_61.1938.5
78162_49.7341.0
4247_160.5544.5
20494_222.5845.2
45009_81.6545.5
74037_82.2947.0
15291_145.4247.6
65390_77.5148.5
58126_36.4849.9
22232_81.4250.5
25257_47.2552.1
54659_114.5053.0
84417_109.6553.8
517_31.7254.2
78688_135.6455.0
53978_120.6355.6
68574_58.71 74107_66.5356.6
68574_58.5656.7
22661_24.7057.1
69169_23.2557.6
17774_63.1558.8
33227_28.1459.1
12739_79.6459.4
2592_136.6761.0
39240_36.1062.9
34376_24.10 34376_24.5664.8
49466_94.3865.0
9 [1]
13541_61.6268.1
53172_174.5170.1
72299_40.6272.5
9579_118.5876.4
69159_24.2778.9
83152_57.5979.8
22689_51.5584.4
70259_76.5187.5
75302_69.7189.0
30835_275.19 30835_275.6793.5
83356_254.1496.9
77501_122.6298.2
75767_82.64103.0
66711_84.47108.7
43852_68.18110.0
72815_86.75111.1
74412_210.47111.7
782_127.78114.8
782_127.7115.0
71408_120.34120.6
43895_33.29121.6
57683_183.16123.2
45507_79.43125.1
76398_141.55126.3
9 [2]
38376_96.23134.6
9 [3]
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Linkage group 10 
 
 
34629_115.220.0
13057_191.725.3
13057_191.225.5
46198_95.3211.0
46059_201.6414.2
3479_348.5417.8
58088_166.7221.3
172_55.3324.2
28811_279.3026.9
4920_39.6731.4
71731_77.1835.0
48864_359.1838.3
65074_212.6540.9
19779_23.4246.2
31618_36.2054.7
7193_34.2061.3
50328_62.5261.6
84312_79.965.3
9469_66.671.5
16060_118.1279.4
65249_23.7282.0
57730_195.4783.7
30588_24.1584.4
26448_53.1085.4
33583_72.68 33583_72.47
33583_72.7286.7
47360_17.5887.7
60720_66.988.1
49642_48.3988.3
54962_239.3389.6
21836_45.6290.1
53611_206.3891.2
1952_134.5092.1
36553_39.5294.3
48923_104.4297.5
33485_69.4298.7
53951_34.69100.0
75971_107.35100.7
54403_220.24101.4
25796_85.16104.9
61553_51.54110.6
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Linkage group 11 
 
 
2269_102.620.0
70331_47.488.6
76547_197.3115.1
48848_86.2017.0
18838_54.6522.6
41432_106.6732.7
83155_103.5532.9
73110_66.45 41613_66.2136.3
44602_43.1837.8
52879_23.5139.1
10935_105.7740.1
55533_74.4941.5
7436_70.71 43723_352.1042.7
12880_76.3443.6
26258_85.1544.2
55118_121.5744.6
17039_82.1444.8
12465_63.6545.9
37284_148.1746.0
6996_37.7146.4
13053_36.2246.7
35436_89.747.1
66564_25.1847.3
42733_52.4647.6
461_145.2347.7
15457_33.6947.9
30281_223.1048.5
10337_216.5848.8
38603_74.949.0
25253_36.6849.3
75015_101.4949.7
11 [1]
13660_28.21 13660_28.7050.6
19713_151.5451.6
62852_155.5651.8
19232_99.7452.2
39559_73.7454.2
67497_50.6055.2
42408_113.4957.2
9629_125.6057.8
80611_87.7559.0
63196_89.3661.3
27773_27.7362.6
35167_86.2162.8
597_89.5165.6
55577_153.3165.7
16126_51.1365.9
2094_57.2067.1
4674_166.1067.2
57290_27.4168.2
39955_35.6768.6
83251_38.2668.7
34392_245.7669.7
46125_42.1775.0
81915_21.3975.6
81915_21.1175.7
12639_51.877.6
42421_36.5878.4
13253_152.6579.2
24760_174.7383.3
84420_80.984.1
72341_92.1884.9
72106_165.686.7
3060_33.3190.1
73624_58.6490.7
14199_122.5291.1
69083_185.4697.6
20931_74.6199.6
11 [2]
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Linkage group 12 
 
49095_15.200.0
49095_15.491.9
30934_28.408.6
80291_32.3911.5
67475_312.7513.8
65001_51.4715.3
23438_45.7616.1
80645_260.5517.3
57196_51.1518.0
79515_35.2319.2
69113_89.52 69113_89.73
19695_85.7619.8
35074_165.6120.9
8811_39.5621.4
72681_87.4322.2
73016_47.5123.1
64659_128.5324.9
49603_123.6625.9
84152_129.2026.8
53474_30.1228.7
45435_32.6731.5
26894_80.5433.0
77288_53.5634.8
18496_88.5635.8
62290_106.2736.7
46311_313.2537.0
15344_109.1039.2
2333_121.4841.5
34961_105.3444.2
2620_153.3846.9
79548_100.7148.1
34165_71.2349.6
82239_156.1751.1
62448_143.2854.5
39657_26.1956.5
33133_25.6556.6
50694_215.3259.8
12 [1]
20139_113.1861.7
10265_80.5363.3
21685_141.5665.4
54407_65.7767.4
567_166.7169.6
83382_21.1271.8
48714_122.5872.4
58400_646.7677.2
31960_88.6777.5
17218_198.1380.2
19300_73.6381.7
68565_40.1382.7
8155_35.2285.7
38849_66.1086.4
75810_85.6889.5
19826_35.7191.0
47810_29.3592.4
10959_60.7894.1
10959_60.7194.4
82155_100.5095.2
27201_127.6298.0
30454_49.61100.2
23234_15.40100.8
62213_116.53100.9
54033_81.68102.9
21861_278.24107.5
78943_114.46109.9
15971_63.47111.7
54033_81.12112.7
36374_111.16119.0
12 [2]
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Linkage group 13 
 
 
18209_49.690.0
10637_66.298.6
3674_117.6911.0
37032_53.1113.4
2209_91.6915.8
67944_32.2918.2
36910_67.2120.0
65658_52.6922.0
3370_128.6424.0
72769_28.7525.3
82234_86.1727.8
25754_85.2129.2
27447_124.3731.9
96_37.1932.7
68054_100.3236.3
59402_86.5137.9
16989_52.3039.5
28773_150.2740.8
59606_44.6241.6
42585_32.6246.4
71445_90.6947.1
18783_103.2348.1
14986_21.6451.1
60041_253.7853.0
10847_25.3554.6
49410_78.5954.8
76600_137.7056.5
59855_167.2258.2
56963_87.1760.2
60041_253.3663.1
71009_154.2265.2
40102_99.7566.0
57300_131.6767.9
27124_127.13 38527_26.3869.3
65158_162.7569.8
80671_200.1671.5
71250_206.7173.2
70544_259.3774.5
75168_98.2577.6
75168_98.6578.0
31014_52.2179.2
47301_124.2380.4
1803_67.3185.6
57632_34.6888.5
40886_146.5592.2
7469_37.6595.0
10625_43.1998.3
9779_72.11107.2
57378_83.18111.0
31210_143.17116.7
62980_62.12121.1
69536_55.57130.1
69536_55.8134.6
35942_28.16143.7
65494_22.75157.1
25232_118.18171.0
13
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Linkage group 14 
 
 
34629_115.220.0
13057_191.725.3
13057_191.225.5
46198_95.3211.0
46059_201.6414.2
3479_348.5417.8
58088_166.7221.3
172_55.3324.2
28811_279.3026.9
4920_39.6731.4
71731_77.1835.0
48864_359.1838.3
65074_212.6540.9
19779_23.4246.2
31618_36.2054.7
7193_34.2061.3
50328_62.5261.6
84312_79.965.3
9469_66.671.5
16060_118.1279.4
65249_23.7282.0
57730_195.4783.7
30588_24.1584.4
26448_53.1085.4
33583_72.68 33583_72.47
33583_72.7286.7
47360_17.5887.7
60720_66.988.1
49642_48.3988.3
54962_239.3389.6
21836_45.6290.1
53611_206.3891.2
1952_134.5092.1
36553_39.5294.3
48923_104.4297.5
33485_69.4298.7
53951_34.69100.0
75971_107.35100.7
54403_220.24101.4
25796_85.16104.9
61553_51.54110.6
14
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Linkage group 15 
 
 
30271_68.450.0
16604_68.128.3
77050_97.5812.1
46713_138.5117.0
47527_57.4219.0
75073_26.2221.4
7788_90.7425.3
58376_33.6227.3
39548_169.1029.8
12215_61.5033.1
9449_59.4134.7
36431_37.4136.8
2797_123.1539.0
29286_89.2242.7
31368_107.6045.2
81972_48.6348.1
30445_116.7452.2
30567_48.1955.0
17407_76.7656.9
41361_76.1062.7
41162_49.2964.9
77392_82.1667.0
14812_207.868.6
15806_157.1670.8
18253_87.2773.8
59105_31.6978.2
2677_15.7778.6
23378_100.1384.0
3553_57.2084.9
15358_89.6487.0
57772_70.1487.1
18645_63.4987.6
58368_158.5788.5
36832_49.5291.8
61116_50.7694.4
26807_23.5395.5
51357_240.3197.7
1147_35.6999.9
17451_120.8102.0
83172_57.67104.3
46603_57.76106.6
43590_72.34108.8
50453_47.20109.1
34849_86.47111.9
75343_120.39113.2
33475_114.8117.4
52719_101.22132.8
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Linkage group 16 
 
 
20118_81.80.0
53674_100.96.5
15411_94.7413.0
49176_121.6615.6
49176_121.6816.0
11992_30.6219.5
3567_75.3220.4
28095_127.1022.0
53232_151.7522.8
52659_115.826.7
83081_163.727.2
49122_29.5933.3
11203_20.6437.2
68471_107.6940.5
24136_85.742.9
12632_67.4544.2
14362_38.844.9
60857_148.50 34223_39.1545.7
42426_268.5647.2
31965_99.6947.7
56820_22.2547.8
54318_92.6748.3
14579_40.5249.0
24022_120.2449.7
30483_78.5150.4
64395_53.1550.7
35429_287.4451.5
31459_41.56 23613_124.7652.3
23613_124.1052.5
62667_76.953.1
27517_94.5653.9
31965_99.1754.8
33508_92.1655.6
52329_146.1757.5
60370_81.5860.2
60224_68.6861.8
78508_75.1363.6
25583_99.5566.5
35899_212.3067.2
14373_58.1669.0
84021_250.2571.2
13563_62.1573.9
33822_78.4075.5
73206_107.3580.0
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Linkage group 17 
 
 
20329_105.420.0
66838_239.1011.7
26370_36.7026.3
25932_69.2430.8
52473_139.6035.0
4922_197.4042.3
64442_96.3047.0
11540_190.7254.9
42247_21.5357.2
38559_229.2360.2
73234_58.7861.7
67809_31.5462.7
24250_24.763.4
24250_24.2563.8
84265_111.5564.8
14312_76.6665.7
42076_49.5866.6
6175_210.6467.0
6175_210.4967.3
43751_97.21 43751_97.4267.5
34642_59.6068.5
75842_61.6769.4
72533_19.3769.9
29517_174.3470.5
17 [1]
30289_200.6671.2
46763_121.6472.0
658_23.773.4
19532_23.4476.1
21264_209.6777.3
18724_57.2382.0
50952_117.5882.5
693_19.7484.9
24464_72.6188.2
5946_16.3189.1
34138_38.6494.1
78241_60.1096.5
53989_49.59100.1
50483_37.13101.4
15848_90.52101.5
32132_88.62104.3
84217_88.65108.9
25334_102.14110.0
53602_79.35111.6
48661_93.43116.6
25021_133.55118.7
42433_60.31119.0
61542_26.73120.9
84196_48.31122.6
74483_89.11123.0
20308_138.37126.1
34357_83.69127.1
55683_52.58127.9
994_90.38128.1
84196_48.12128.6
56581_78.50132.1
10253_47.31133.9
57750_213.17135.9
21244_30.73137.8
73236_138.41141.6
17 [2]
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Linkage group 18 
 
 
74981_34.480.0
52301_65.359.1
7217_294.3320.0
83149_122.7522.2
49612_52.5624.9
22201_124.1629.5
4440_25.4129.9
23124_173.2733.6
50753_74.6236.1
16675_54.1737.1
70445_74.4838.7
15834_22.32 15834_22.6639.7
59400_61.7142.0
38184_82.643.1
70912_232.5544.6
65550_115.4245.6
76548_299.7546.8
48513_183.4647.4
82656_75.1248.0
32736_133.3548.4
53518_43.4049.6
35839_134.1650.0
5909_212.5150.5
40302_103.751.3
51171_42.2651.9
76196_208.3552.2
20514_216.2453.0
70912_232.4953.1
57125_68.1953.7
21437_46.5654.4
78615_66.5255.0
84704_82.1555.5
68555_91.6855.7
33048_82.2056.7
49656_20.2757.0
29440_94.6457.4
57454_22.7458.2
73585_40.5859.6
59010_251.2559.8
35279_82.5760.8
11101_46.3865.8
50724_24.6566.2
71350_75.6369.4
30007_53.4973.7
47666_16.2483.2
44271_84.888.7
45677_76.1592.1
9025_66.6295.7
11645_29.71100.6
18
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Linkage group 19 
 
 
69990_145.690.0
43868_151.483.8
81418_200.748.5
3914_22.4810.0
43105_91.4813.2
84103_134.1515.4
21863_108.2018.5
61960_86.7118.8
73418_33.3821.7
20626_52.6722.8
27729_64.6724.5
14449_115.4225.6
28901_61.6732.3
23872_33.6735.2
33257_155.7435.4
43128_40.6337.1
17489_152.6038.5
8214_211.739.1
80938_159.7342.8
43690_74.2543.5
45273_166.4544.4
77553_22.4846.4
6648_129.3647.2
81269_69.6948.2
13995_120.5549.3
18466_175.2752.8
19 [1]
34834_111.1054.8
63656_161.6755.8
54732_34.7458.2
58900_74.7461.9
28018_34.6063.3
25743_67.3465.7
46359_118.7167.9
68512_118.3073.1
16559_44.4374.0
56266_23.5275.0
1044_102.5276.3
12537_213.4976.7
33545_79.7278.1
62803_78.6979.2
27115_273.2179.4
2389_153.7480.2
57381_46.5780.9
28231_111.4481.9
19823_90.5382.4
59346_40.5182.7
18346_110.5083.4
12915_65.3584.2
18346_110.2384.9
40287_204.2185.8
16368_25.4986.1
76518_102.3588.0
38547_54.5288.3
12915_65.6391.9
43466_48.1596.6
10774_311.6197.6
70429_100.11107.5
19 [2]
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Linkage group 20 
 
 
  
17377_153.590.0
58626_33.78.5
53960_733.5111.3
75186_216.3914.8
60305_86.5216.9
61657_146.817.4
47329_18.7518.1
60784_203.5519.2
7535_51.6220.0
73964_33.3121.0
60305_86.6921.6
14256_113.5821.7
22542_186.7023.2
8091_109.3724.9
73471_40.3025.7
36694_255.6426.5
51692_205.1128.6
60101_29.5428.8
57720_131.3729.2
65673_159.7330.1
12174_65.1030.5
39077_54.2631.2
6338_182.7632.1
24804_77.6132.6
23566_19.5133.3
83503_176.6 40548_42.6934.6
81455_131.6435.9
51725_53.7636.3
49404_255.3937.9
20496_34.1139.2
55259_96.2039.6
58824_136.4943.8
17410_162.5444.7
51167_68.6245.4
63816_86.5248.6
44686_67.5250.8
11941_92.1455.8
11941_92.2355.9
60903_67.5757.6
44663_34.1159.5
34349_109.1765.2
40893_100.6668.8
8227_58.7472.1
44537_54.5975.2
47437_87.7576.8
17558_32.7578.6
34290_134.5381.7
33841_114.7683.4
4569_249.6986.3
1367_59.2987.7
59902_85.3294.7
82736_279.5997.4
18967_122.39106.8
70370_18.73115.1
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Abstract 
Species formation will proceed if adaptive traits also prevent gene flow between 
populations. At the genetic level the link between reproduction and fitness can be 
established through pleiotropy, where the same gene controls both traits, or via the 
physical linkage of adaptive and reproductive genes. Here we tested the contribution of 
pleiotropy and linkage to speciation by mapping the genetic basis of convergent traits in 
plant populations that adapted independently to similar environments. Bulk Segregant 
Analyses (BSA) in replicate Senecio lautus mapping populations revealed that putatively 
adaptive loci are numerous and change substantially across geography. Importantly, loci 
controlling multiple adaptive traits show enrichment in genomic footprints of natural 
selection across natural and synthetic populations. Whether these “cross-phenotype 
associations” result from pleiotropy or genetic linkage of adaptive gene complexes has to 
be investigated in further detail; however these results suggest that ecological divergence 
proceeds trough the recruitment of genetic factors involved in adaptation and reproductive 
isolation. 
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Introduction 
Organisms that adapt to different environments will diverge if they combine 
mechanisms to survive in their respective habitats with reproductive barriers that prevent 
genetic homogenization (Faria et al. 2013; Via 2009, 2012). When speciation occurs in the 
face of gene flow there is an antagonism between selection and recombination because 
recombination randomizes associations between the genes driving adaptation and those 
causing reproductive isolation (Felsenstein 1981; Ortiz-Barrientos et al. 2002; Servedio et 
al. 2011). This antagonism could be solved by pleiotropic genes that simultaneously affect 
reproductive isolation (RI) and adaptation (Bomblies 2010; Servedio et al. 2011; Thibert-
Plante & Gavrilets 2013) or by the tight linkage of loci involved in these two functions 
(Kirkpatrick & Barton 2006; Noor et al. 2001; Yeaman 2013). The importance of pleiotropic 
"magic genes" in speciation is supported by the finding that many of the genes responsible 
for hybrid incompatibilities also mediate environmental adaptation mechanisms, like 
immune defense and flowering time in plants (Bomblies 2009, 2010; Bomblies et al. 2007). 
On the other hand adaptive and reproductive loci are often clustered in regions of low 
recombination such as chromosomal inversions (Feder et al. 2003b; Lowry & Willis 2010; 
Nadeau et al. 2012; Noor & Bennett 2009; Noor et al. 2001; Renaut et al. 2013; Rieseberg 
2001; Turner et al. 2005), supporting the importance of adaptive gene complexes in 
species formation. Despite these evidences there is a strong debate on whether these loci 
can initiate genomic divergence during early stages of speciation (Bierne et al. 2011; 
Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Nosil et al. 2009; Via 2009, 2012; Via et al. 2012) 
Here we explored the genetic basis of parallel evolution in closely related populations from 
an Australian plant (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b) in order to investigate whether 
there is genomic evidence of the importance of pleiotropy and adaptive gene complexes 
during the early stages of speciation by local adaptation.  
The independent evolution of a similar phenotype in organisms that adapt to a 
similar condition is considered as evidence of the adaptive function of the trait. Here we 
studied this type of convergent evolution in adjacent populations of groundsels (Roda et al. 
2013a; Roda et al. 2013b) to explore whether loci controlling multiple adaptive traits are 
preferentially recruited by natural selection during local adaptation. Senecio lautus is a 
very diverse group of plants that have adapted to a broad range of environments across 
Australia and New Zealand (Ali 1964, 1969; Ornduff 1960; Ornduff 1964; Radford & 
Cousens 2006). There is a fit between the morphology of these plants and the 
environment that they inhabit (Ali 1964; Radford & Cousens 2006) despite the fact that 
some of these habitats seem to have been colonized repeatedly (Roda et al. 2013a). For 
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instance, plants growing on sand dunes along the coast are erect and with few branches 
while individuals that inhabit adjacent (parapatric) rocky headlands are prostrate and 
highly branched (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & Cousens 2006) (Figures 1, 3 and 4). Erect and 
prostrate phenotypes have also evolved in wind-exposed and sheltered areas of alpine 
environments (Figures 1, 3 and 4). We conducted bulk segregant analyses (BSA) to study 
the genetic basis of these putatively adaptive traits in four pairs of parapatric populations 
from coastal and alpine areas. By combining these results with genomic data from natural 
populations (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b) and reciprocal transplants we were 
able test the importance of pleiotropy and genetic linkage in driving genetic divergence. 
We found that loci controlling convergent traits are numerous and vary substantially across 
populations, which indicates that even within closely related organisms, parallel evolution 
can follow different genetic trajectories. However, loci controlling multiple traits show 
strong differentiation across natural populations and affect survivorship in transplants, 
which suggest that they have been repeatedly recruited by natural selection during parallel 
evolution of these plants. We analyze these results in the light  of the debate of the role of 
genomic islands of divergence during the early stages of speciation. 
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Materials and methods 
Plant material 
We studied three groups of populations inhabiting adjacent environments but 
presenting contrasting phenotypes (Figures 1, 3 and 4, Table 1)(Roda et al. 2013a). These 
included populations growing on adjacent sand dunes and rocky headlands at Lennox 
Head (NSW) and Coffs Harbour (NSW) as well as populations growing on wind-exposed 
and sheltered alpine environments at Mt Kosciuszko (NSW). At Coffs Harbour we also 
collected a population that inhabits a sea bird rockery. Plants that inhabit rocky headlands 
and the exposed alpine site have a “prostrate” phenotype (short and very branched) while 
populations from sand dunes, the sea bird rockery and sheltered alpine conditions are 
“erect” (tall and less branched, Figures 1, 3 and 4) (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & Cousens 
2006). The genomes from adjacent populations present relatively low and heterogeneous 
genetic divergence which suggests that these phenotypes have evolved repeatedly and in 
the presence of gene flow (Roda et al. 2013a). As shown in Figure 3A a phylogenetic 
analysis of these populations reveals a polyphyletic clustering of the forms. 
To investigate the genetic basis of convergent phenotypic traits we created four 
recombinant populations by crossing individuals from the divergent populations present at 
each site (Figure 1, Tables 1, S1 and S5) using a random-mating-equal-contributions 
(Rockman & Kruglyak 2008) breeding design. For this, we crossed multiple individuals 
from parental populations to create F1s (2 crosses per plant in average). In the following 
generations we grew 2 individuals per family and conducted 2 random crosses per plant. 
The last generation of intercross was expanded in order to produce sufficient individuals 
for genetic mapping. Specifically, we grew 4 individuals per family. Due to differences in 
the timing of experiments and generation times we crossed mapping populations for 
different numbers of generations. Populations from Lennox Head were crossed until the 
F8 generation (see next section) while recombinants from the alpine region were crossed 
for three generations (i.e., F4) and F3 mapping populations were used at Coffs Harbour 
(Figure 1). The names of these populations are presented in Figure 1. Individuals from the 
seven natural populations were grown with mapping populations in order to verify 
phenotypic differences between parental genotypes under experimental conditions. 
 
Phenotypic convergence 
We measured three morphological traits, namely vegetative height, angle of the 
main stem and number of branches across natural and recombinant populations. We 
determined the level of phenotypic convergence for these traits through the following 
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analyses: Firstly, we compared the phenotypes of natural and recombinant populations 
using t-tests. Additionally, we conducted a principal components analysis (PCA) using the 
phenotypes of parental plants to test whether pants were clustered by population, 
environment or location. Finally, we evaluated the magnitude and significance of pairwise 
trait correlations in each population to determine if trait association were broken apart by 
recombination from parental populations to F1s and advanced recombinants. 
 
Selection experiments 
We investigated the genetic basis of local adaptation by conducting transplants with 
natural and recombinant populations in February 2012. Due to logistic limitations we 
conducted this study only at one location, Lennox Head. In the sand dune and the rocky 
headland we created 9 blocks and planted 267 F8s (3 individuals per family and 89 
individuals per replicate on average) and 40 parental plants (20 for each parental 
population) per block (total: 2403 F8s and 360 parental individuals per environment). 
Seedling survivorship was evaluated 85 days after seed sowing. This data was used to 
calculate survivorship for each family (proportion of survivors per family) across all blocks. 
We collected two surviving individuals per family for families located in the upper 20% tail 
of the distribution of survivorship at 85 days (18 F8 and 12 parental families in the dune; 
20 F8 and 12 parental families in the headland). Detailed genetic analysis of this 
transplant experiment, which includes multiple generations in the field, will be published at 
a later date.  
We conducted a salt resistance assay by growing 30 plants per F8 family in peat 
moss pellets arranged in a randomized block design, with each block comprising one 
individual per family, randomly assigned to a position in one of four 25-cell trays. Seven 
weeks after germination, plants were exposed to salt treatment through the application of 
400ml of a 300mM NaCl solution every three days for 13 week. During this period control 
plants received tap water.  
 
BSA design 
We conducted bulk segregant analyses (BSA)(Magwene et al. 2011; Michelmore et 
al. 1991; Takagi et al. 2013) to identify genomic regions controlling convergent adaptive 
traits across multiple divergent populations. For this we pooled plants from the upper and 
lower 10 % tails of the distribution of three traits (i.e., vegetative height, angle main stem 
and number of branches) in each of the four recombinant populations (D01 x H01, D05 x 
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H05, MB x H05 and A03 x A07). We thus produced 24 pools of plants (3 traits x 4 
populations x 2 tails, see Figure S3, Table S5).  
To find genes governing survivorship in reciprocal transplants, we created the 
following pools: (1) survivors from the dune; (2) survivors from the headland; (3) plants 
grown in the glasshouse.  
For salt resistance we created two pools of resistant recombinants by selecting 
from the salt treatment individuals presenting new leaves and showing less than 25% of 
stressed leaves (purple and/or wilting). Additionally we created a control pool of 2-3 
individuals of each family from tap water treated plants (three pools in total, Tables S1 and 
S5). 
 
Genotyping 
Young leafs from recombinant and parental individuals were collected in 69 well 
plates, stored at -80 C and ground using a Tissuelyser (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA). 
Genomic DNAs were extracted using CTAB (Clarke 2009) and quantified with the 
Picogreen reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Pools of recombinant individuals were 
created as described in (Roda et al. 2013a) (see bellow). DNAs were cleaned using the 
Wizard PCR-cleanup kit (Promega, Sydney, Australia). Libraries of Restriction-site 
Associated DNA (RAD) tags (Baird et al. 2008) were created and sequenced at 
Floragenex (University of Oregon High Throughput Sequencing Facility) following the 
methodology described in (Roda et al. 2013a) but increasing sequencing depth and 
coverage (50x depth and 2M read / sample).  
 
SNP-calling 
Genomic data was processed using the PoPoolation2 pipeline (Kofler et al. 2011) 
as described in (Roda et al. 2013b). Briefly, Illumina reads were mapped to a gene space 
composed of relatively short contigs to identify SNPs and determine genetic differentiation 
between pools. Reads were also mapped to a saturated transcriptome of S. lautus to 
define if SNPs were located in transcribed and coding regions. This data was also used to 
define synonymous and non-synonymous polymorphisms using the Codon-Code software 
as described in (Roda et al. 2013b).  
 
Association to adaptive traits 
To find SNPs associated to adaptive traits in each geographic region we conducted 
pairwise comparisons between pools of individuals belonging to the same population but 
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presenting contrasting phenotypes (12 comparisons = 3 traits x 4 populations. Figure S3, 
Tables S1 and S5). For each SNP and pairwise genomic comparison we calculated FST 
values (Karlsson et al. 2007; Kofler et al. 2011) and conducted Fisher’s exact tests of 
allelic differentiation (Benfey & Mitchell-Olds 2008; Futschik & Schlötterer 2010; Magwene 
et al. 2011). SNPs with FST values 5% upper tail of the distribution and Bonferroni-
corrected p-values lower than 5% in a FET for allelic differentiation (Bastide et al. 2013; 
Kofler et al. 2011) were defined as candidates in a specific genomic comparison. 
 
Association to survivorship 
To find SNPs associated to survivorship, we conducted pairwise comparisons 
between pools of F8 survivors from different environments (Futschik & Schlötterer 2010; 
Gompert et al. 2013; Kover & Mott 2012; Magwene et al. 2011; Michelmore et al. 1991; 
Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014).  These candidates were defined on the basis of three criteria: 
Firstly, we expect candidates for survivorship to have different allelic frequencies 
between pools of plants surviving in different environments. Therefore we selected loci 
presenting significantly different allelic frequencies between pools of survivors from dune 
and headland environments (corrected p-value lower than 5% in a FET). Secondly, genes 
that respond to selection are expected to have different allelic frequencies before and after 
selection (Gompert et al. 2013; Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014). For this reason we selected 
loci having significantly different allelic frequencies between pools of survivors and pools 
of plants grown under benign glasshouse conditions (corrected p-value lower than 5% in a 
FET). Finally, we expect dune alleles to be more common in pools of plants surviving in 
the sand dunes while headland alleles should be more common in the rocky headland 
environment. Therefore we searched genomic regions presenting enrichment in local 
alleles. We first defined Dune and Headland alleles as the more frequent allele in the 
NATURAL Dune and Headland populations from Lennox Head using data reported 
previously (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). The frequencies of these local alleles 
were then used to define “SNP indexes” as described by Takagi et al. (2013): The SNP 
index has a value of 1 if the local allele is fixed in the pool of survivors (i.e.,  when the 
dune allele is fixed in the pool of dune survivors or the headland allele is fixed in pool of 
headland survivors) and has a value of 0 when the alternative allele is fixed. Selection 
candidates where defined as having SNP-index values located in the 5% uppermost tail 
for the genome-wide distribution of SNP indexes in the pool. 
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Parallelism and pleiotropy 
Genetic parallelism refers to the repeated use of the same mutation during the 
evolution of the same phenotype in multiple organisms (Conte et al. 2012; Stern 2013; 
Wood et al. 2005) while pleiotropy occurs when the same allele is associated to multiple 
phenotypic traits in the same organism (Solovieff et al. 2013; Wagner & Zhang 2011). 
Note that both can occur simultaneously, and pleoitropic traits could be repeatedly 
recruited across populations. We defined putatively pleiotropic loci as those sites 
associated to multiple convergent traits within the same mapping population; that is, loci 
showing local cross-phenotype associations (CPAs) (Solovieff et al. 2013). Candidates for 
putative parallelism were defined as loci associated to the same phenotypic trait in multiple 
mapping populations. It is important to note that because our methodology does not allow 
the identification of mutations responsible for phenoypic changes, we are not referring to 
true parallelism or pleiotropy. For each marker the extent of pleiotropy and parallelism was 
evaluated as the proportion of comparisons where the marker is significantly associated to 
a trait or population: 
 
Where Xi is a binary number defining whether the locus is outlier in the i-th 
comparison and n is the number of comparisons.  
The pleiotropy of a marker was defined for each of the four mapping populations as 
the proportion of traits (i.e., angle main stem, vegetative height and number of branches) 
for which this locus is candidate (Solovieff et al. 2013; Wagner & Zhang 2011). To 
measure levels of parallelism in the genetic basis of the three traits we calculated the 
proportion of the populations (A, LH, CHD or CHI) where a marker is candidate for the 
same trait. 
 
Footprints of selection 
According to BSA results we divided contigs into five categories: 
1. Parallelism: A contig that is associated to the same trait across multiple 
mapping populations. 
2. Pleiotropy: A contig that is associated to different traits within the same 
mapping population. 
3. Parallelism and Pleiotropy: The contig present both pleiotropy and 
parallelism. 
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4. Candidate: Contigs that show associations to adaptive traits but not 
parallelism or pleiotropy 
5. Neutral: Contigs showing no associations to adaptive traits. 
  In order to evaluate if genomic regions associated to adaptive traits show stronger 
differentiation in natural populations than the rest of the genome we used logistic 
regressions to compare the following statistics in JMP10: 
 
Genetic differentiation: We first determined the number of parapatric pairs where 
a SNP shows significant differentiation (as described in in Roda et al. 2013b) and used the 
formula described in the previous section to determine the proportion of parapatric 
populations (N = 13) where the gene has outlier levels of differentiation.  
GxE correlations: To compare correlations to soil variables between candidate 
and neutral loci we first used Bayenv2 (Günther & Coop 2013) to identify loci presenting 
high allelic correlations to the change in soil variables (Roda et al. 2013b). We then used 
the formula described previously to determine the proportion of soil variables (N = 14) that 
show outlier association to the loci.  
Resistance to salinity: We determined if contigs were associated to salinity in 
each of the two replicate comparisons. Then we used the formula from the previous 
section to determine the proportion of comparisons (N = 2) where the association is 
significant  
Association to survivorship: We used the proportion of SNPs per contig showing 
significant association to survivorship ( as described in the “association to survivorship 
section) section.  
Contrasting FST or environment association for candidate loci vs. null sets of loci 
could result in a spurious signal if candidate sets contain an excess of loci with 
intermediate allele frequencies. This is because allele frequencies constrain FST and loci 
with intermediate allele frequencies provide greater power to detect locus by environment 
correlations. Thus for the analyses described previously we used only loci showing 
different major alleles between the natural populations. 
 
Mapping pooled data to the linkage map 
Popoolation2 analyses were ran using the gene space of S. lautus, which is 
composed in relatively of short sequences (contigs). In order to map these contigs to the 
linkage map of our system we followed the next steps. First RAD markers used in the 
construction of the linkage map were mapped to the gene space using bwa (Li & Durbin 
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2009) and samtools (Li et al. 2009) as described in (Roda et al. 2013a). This information 
was then used to associate 953 genomic contigs to the corresponding position in the map. 
We then used a procedure similar to the one described in (Renaut et al. 2013) to detect 
map position showing high associations to adaptive traits according to BSA. For every 
position in the map, we counted the number of FST-FET, as well as the total number of 
markers and used this data to calculate the proportion of candidates. Then we selected as 
candidates for a specific trait and population those positions presenting proportions of 
candidates located in the upper 5% tail of the map distribution for this statistic.  
 
BSA versus QTL mapping 
We compared the results from BSA with a previous QTL mapping study of 
morphological variation (Chapter 4). For this we calculated the density of BSA candidates 
for all possible 5 cM windows moving 1 cM at a time. Then we defined the percentile of 
windows containing QTLs from linkage mapping. QTLs showing strong associations to 
convergent traits in BSA are expected to be located in the upper tail of the distribution of 
BSA-candidate densities.  
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Results 
S. lautus has repeatedly evolved similar phenotypes 
The three morphological traits studied here show evidence of convergent evolution: 
Parapatric populations grouped together in phylogenetic analyses but show significantly 
different phenotypes, where erect plants have less branches but are taller and present 
high angles of the main stem (Figures 1 an 4). In fact the first component of a PCA of 
morphological variation (explaining about 50% of the variation) separates erect and 
prostrate plants. However, there is also variation within erect and prostrate populations. 
For instance, populations from Coffs Harbour displayed the most extreme and contrasting 
phenotypes for vegetative height and number of branches but showed the lowest 
divergence at the angle of the main stem (Figure 4). In fact the second component of the 
PCA of morphological variation clearly separates the three locations (ie Lennox Head, 
Coffs Harbour and Mt Kosciuszko, Figure 3B). Additionally, pairwise correlations between 
convergent traits change across populations: Correlations were high in all natural 
populations from the three locations but were broken down in recombinants (Figure 7). 
However this effect was less pronounced at Lennox Head where vegetative height was 
significantly correlated with the other two traits in the recombinant population (LH). In 
contrast, we found only a single significant trait correlation in the Dune at CH (angle of the 
main stem and number of branches) and in the Alpine population (angle of the main stem 
and vegetative height), and there were no significant trait correlations in the mapping 
population derived from Mutton Bird Island, at CH. 
Parapatric populations showed different phenotypic means for convergent traits but 
there was relatively high intra-population variation, suggesting that the genetic basis of the 
traits is complex (Figures 1, 3 and 4). This thesis is also supported by the continuous 
distribution of phenotypes in recombinant progenies (Figure S2). However these patterns 
change between locations. For instance vegetative height seems to have more dominance 
in Coffs Harbour since the phenotypes of recombinant populations did not differ from the 
erect parental (Figure S2). 
 
Evidence of fitness trade-offs 
In reciprocal transplants, survivorship was greatest in families derived from local 
populations compared to non-local and hybrid families (Figure 2C, Table 2). Specifically, 
survivorship was greater in the dune environment for dune families than headland and F8 
families, whereas the opposite was detected in the headland environment. Across 
environments, dune families showed differential survivorship, but headland families 
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survived similarly (Figure 2C, Table 2). These results are consistent with data from S. 
lautus transplants conducted at other locations (Melo et al. 2014; Radford & Cousens 
2006) and suggest that immigrants and hybrid genotypes suffer from extrinsic selection, 
supporting the existence of local adaptation. 
 
BSA of convergent traits 
We searched for loci associated to these convergent traits across several mapping 
populations by comparing the genomes of pools of individuals with different phenotypes 
(Magwene et al. 2011; Michelmore et al. 1991) (Figure S3). This analysis provided us with 
large sets of candidate SNPs for three traits in four mapping populations (ie 12 candidate 
sets). These candidate SNPs mapped to multiple genes and positions in the linkage map 
of S. lautus. The number of candidate SNPs per gene/map position was not Poisson 
distributed which suggests that these candidates are not randomly located across the 
genome (p < 0.0001 for all levels and comparisons). Most candidates were associated to a 
single trait/population (88% of candidate SNPs, 58% of candidate contigs and 80% of map 
positions) but there was a statistically significant overlap between candidate sets from 
different populations and traits (Table 3). Importantly, some of these shared candidates 
were associated to the same trait across multiple populations, which suggest that they 
may represent cases of genetic parallelism (Figure 5). Other shared candidates were 
associated to multiple traits within the same population (Figure 5). Some of these cross-
phenotype associations (CPA) could result from pleiotropy or the existence of tightly linked 
adaptive genes (Solovieff et al. 2013).  
As mentioned previously, parental populations survive preferentially in their 
respective environments, suggesting that immigrant inviability has a genetic basis. Loci 
involved in local adaptation are expected to present marked differences in allelic 
frequencies between survivors from different environments. If this is true, we expect that 
individuals surviving in different environments will contain different genotypes (Gompert et 
al. 2013). This seems to be the case since a tenth of loci displayed significantly different 
allelic frequencies between transplants of recombinant populations. Therefore we 
identified putatively adaptive loci by comparing the genomes of pools of survivors from 
sand dunes, rocky headlands and glasshouse conditions (Figure 2), searching for 
significantly differentiated SNPs showing enrichment in local alleles (see methods). These 
loci mapped to multiple map positions, suggesting that the genetic basis of survivorship is 
complex. 
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Footprints of selection 
If loci governing adaptive traits are important for genomic divergence, we expect 
them to show differentiation between parapatric populations (Nielsen 2005; Nosil & Feder 
2012; Nosil et al. 2009; Via 2009; Via et al. 2012). We tested this prediction by comparing 
differentiation between candidate loci and the rest of the genome. This approach, which is 
analogue to the Fst-Qst method (Merilä & Crnokrak 2001; Whitlock 2008), was used to 
test whether candidate loci present stronger footprints of selection than other loci. 
Candidate SNPs present significant differentiation (FST) between the two parental 
populations (Table 4) and had diverged more often in parapatric populations (Roda et al. 
2013b) than non-candidate SNPs (Figure 7A).  
Genes that mediate environmental adaptation can show allelic correlations with the 
variation in relevant environmental factors (Coop et al. 2010; Günther & Coop 2013). We 
investigated this possibility by estimating allelic associations to variation in soil variables 
across 14 natural populations (Günther & Coop 2013; Roda et al. 2013b). Importantly, we 
found that genotype by environment correlations where higher in loci associated to 
convergent traits than in rest of the genome (Figure 7D).  
Finally, genomic regions controlling adaptation are expected to influence fitness 
under natural conditions (Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2007). We 
tested this prediction by using data from genetic mapping of resistance to high salinity and 
survivorship in natural environments. A comparison of candidate sets from convergent 
phenotypic traits with candidates from salt and field experiments revealed that there was a 
significant overlap between the two types of sets (Figure 7).  
 
Functional analysis 
Adaptive mutations often produce changes in the sequences or expression patterns 
of proteins controlling adaptive traits (Nielsen 2005). We used an annotation of the S. 
lautus genome (Roda et al. 2013b) and the analysis of transcriptome sequences natural 
populations to test the enrichment of candidate sets in (i) protein-coding markers, (ii) 
differentially expressed genes and (iii) genes participating in “adaptive” functions (see 
below, and Bernal 2014). This analysis revealed that candidate SNPs from all traits and 
populations are preferentially located in genes (ie sequences presenting significant BLAST 
hits) but tend to be located in the un-translated regions (UTRs) of these (Table 4). These 
results suggest that adaptive changes involved in adaptive divergence of S. lautus are in 
part governed by regulatory mutations (Carroll 2008; Hoekstra & Coyne 2007; Müller 
2007).  
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A gene-set enrichment analysis of gene functions revealed that candidates are 
enriched in morphogenesis, reproduction and stress resistance genes (Table S2). 
Interestingly many functional categories are overrepresented across candidate sets 
associated to different phenotypic traits or populations (Table S2). In Table S3 we show 
the putative function of some of the genes that are associated to multiple traits and 
populations. Interestingly, many of the orthologs from these genes are highly pleiotropic 
and known to be involved in morphogenesis, stress resistance and reproduction, including 
PIN auxin efflux carriers (Blilou et al. 2005; Dhonukshe et al. 2008; Friml et al. 2003a; 
Paciorek et al. 2005; Reinhardt et al. 2003; Remy et al. 2013; Steinmann et al. 1999) and 
the NEDD8-conjugating enzyme RUB1 (del Pozo & Estelle 1999; Robles et al. 2012). 
Some candidates belong to the same protein-families as “speciation genes”, loci involved 
in reproductive isolation (Esteve-Bruna et al. 2013; Nosil & Schluter 2011; Rieseberg & 
Blackman 2010), including leucine rich repeat (LRR) genes (Alcázar et al. 2008; Bomblies 
et al. 2007), members of the pentatricopeptide-repeat (PPR) family (Bomblies 2010; 
Chase 2007; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010) and a proteins from the nuclear pore (Orr et al. 
2004; Presgraves 2010; Presgraves et al. 2003; Tang & Presgraves 2009). 
 
Pleiotropy and Parallelism 
The terms parallelism and pleiotropy refer to the phenotypic effects of specific 
mutations (Solovieff et al. 2013; Stern 2013). Since our methodology is not suitable for the 
unambiguous identification of alleles underlying phenotypic changes (Sham et al. 2002) 
and we lack measures of LD between markers we used an indirect and approximate 
approach to quantify the levels of parallelism and pleiotropy for adaptive traits using BSA 
results: Loci associated to a trait across multiple populations were considered candidates 
for parallelism while sites showing cross-phenotype associations (CPAs) within a mapping 
population were classified as putatively pleiotropic (see methods). The proportions of 
candidate loci showing CPAs or putative parallelism were very similar, going from 3% at 
the level of SNPs to 9-14% when considering contigs.  
If pleiotropy and parallelism are important for adaptive divergence we expect 
convergent and pleiotropic loci to show stronger footprints of selection in natural 
populations. Interestingly, a very significant proportion of loci showing putative parallelism 
also present CPAs (Figure 6, Table 3). Additionally candidates presenting parallelism and 
CPAs have greater differentiation in natural populations and show stronger associations to 
survivorship and the variation in soil variables than neutral loci and other candidates 
(Figure 7).  
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In a previous study we found that genomic differentiation varied considerably 
across parapatric populations, where some divergent genomic regions are shared across 
pairs but most of them are unique (Roda et al. 2013b). These patterns are similar to what 
we found for parallelism in the genetic basis of convergent traits. Therefore we compared 
levels of parallelism for traits and for genetic differentiation. Interestingly, measures of 
parallelism found in mapping populations are similar to levels of genetic convergence 
between the natural populations used to create them (Figure 8).  
 
Comparison between QTL mapping and BSA  
The nature of results from BSA and linkage mapping is different (Bastide et al. 
2013; Magwene et al. 2011; Takagi et al. 2013): While linkage mapping generally provides 
information on major effect loci (Lynch & Walsh 1998; Mackay 2001), association mapping 
produces larger sets of candidates but have greater false discovery rates (Magwene et al. 
2011; Takagi et al. 2013). Additionally, because recombinant-mapping populations used 
for BSA sample more thoroughly the genetic basis of traits than the backcross population 
used for linkage mapping we expect to find more loci associated to adaptive traits in BSA 
analyses. We contrasted results from the two types of analyses by comparing LOD scores 
from linkage mapping with genetic associations from BSA. Since the population used for 
the construction of the LM is derived from Lennox Head, we expect that QTLs identified in 
this backcross population will show significant associations in BSA from the LH 
recombinant population. This is the case since windows containing QTLs for number of 
branches, angle of the main stem and vegetative height also showed high densities BSA 
candidates these traits in the LH population (Figure 9). Interestingly, candidate sets from 
other traits and populations also show correlations with QTLs for traits studied with linkage 
mapping (Figure 9). 
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Discussion 
It has been suggested that the nature of the genotype-phenotype map create 
constrains that ultimately define how often evolution repeats itself (Conte et al. 2012; 
Martin & Orgogozo 2013; Stern 2013; Wagner & Zhang 2011). In this study we applied a 
functional perspective to understand the predictability of genetic evolution (Stern & 
Orgogozo 2009) using a case of parallel ecological divergence in plants (Roda et al. 
2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). Our results suggest an active role of natural selection in 
shaping genomic architecture and indicate that genetic evolution is predictable at some 
scales of genomic organization: Parapatric divergence seems to favor pleiotropy and 
promote the clustering of adaptive genes as shown by the fact that loci associated to 
convergent traits vary considerably across parapatric S. lautus but tend to form clusters 
controlling multiple traits. These clusters play an important role in local adaptation since 
they are enriched in functionally important genes, show fitness tradeoffs between 
environments and have diverged repeatedly between natural populations. Below we 
discuss these results and their implications for our understanding of speciation and 
adaptation.  
 
Clustering of adaptive loci during parapatric divergence 
Theoretically, adaptation with migration should favor clustering of locally adapted 
alleles as this architecture would reduce the probability that recombination breaks up 
favorable allelic combinations (Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). Genomic 
regions containing genes involved in adaptation and RI won’t be exchanged between 
environments (Gavrilets 2004), creating genomic divergence. According to this view, 
genes controlling simultaneously adaptation and RI would constitute speciation hotspots. 
This hypothesis is supported by the mapping of multiple “speciation-QTLs” to narrow 
genomic regions in insects (Feder et al. 2003a; Feder et al. 2003b; Joron et al. 2011; 
McGaugh & Noor 2012; Nadeau et al. 2012; Noor et al. 2007; Turner et al. 2005), 
vertebrates (Miller et al. 2014; Pearse et al. 2014) and plants (Hanikenne et al. 2013; 
Wright et al. 2013) and by the prevalence of pleiotropy in the current repertoire of  
“speciation genes” (Nosil & Schluter 2011; Orr et al. 2004; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010). 
Nevertheless, the contributions of clustering and pleiotropy to adaptive divergence have 
not been formally tested. Here we estimated these contributions by analyzing loci 
associated to putatively adaptive traits S. lautus populations.  
In concordance with previous studies of the S. lautus complex (Ali 1969; Radford & 
Cousens 2006) we found that some  phenotypic traits are associated to the environment 
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that the plants inhabit. Populations adapted to wind exposed environments in rocky 
headlands and alpine areas have evolved prostrate phenotypes despite being 
geographically and phylogenetically closer to erect populations (Figure 3A). This suggests 
that these traits have evolved repeatedly in response to similar environmental pressures, 
making them good candidates to investigate the role of adaptation in genomic divergence.  
Convergent traits have a complex genetic basis as shown by the broad phenotypic 
variation observed within and among natural populations (Figures 3B and 4) and by the 
continuous distribution of phenotypic variation in recombinants (Figure S2, Tables 1 and 
S5). Although trait correlations are broken down by recombination some traits remain 
significantly correlated in advanced recombinants (Figure S1), suggesting that they share 
a genetic basis. Consistently BSA-candidates are located in numerous positions of the S. 
lautus genome (Figure 5) but a significant proportion of them are associated to multiple 
traits, a pattern known as cross-phenotype association (CPA).  
In order to determine the importance of pleiotropy for the divergence of S. lautus 
genomes we evaluated if loci presenting CPAs also showed different allelic frequencies 
between divergent organisms (Nosil & Schluter 2011). Importantly, SNPs presenting CPAs 
show greater differentiation in parapatric populations and stronger allelic associations to 
the variation in soil variables than other loci (Figure 7A). Additionally, loci showing CPAs 
also tend to have different frequencies between pools of recombinants surviving in sand 
dunes and rocky headlands (Figure 7B). Altogether these results indicate that despite the 
complex and variable genetic basis of convergent traits parapatric divergence in the face 
of gene flow favors the clustering of adaptive genes. 
 
Levels of pleiotropy and parallelism 
Levels of pleiotropy have important evolutionary implications. For instance, 
pleiotropic mutations of large effect are expected to be more beneficial at the beginning of 
adaptive walks as they allow the exploration of the adaptive landscape (Fisher 1930; Orr 
2000). Similarly, pleiotropy would be relatively more important during early stages of local 
adaptation, when the effect of drift on divergence is reduced by gene flow (Yeaman 2013; 
Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). In this context it is interesting that our estimates of pleiotropy 
for adaptive traits (see methods and results for description and limitations) vary 
significantly across populations, being greater at parapatric populations from Coffs 
Harbour (Figure 8C-D), which are separated by the lowest geographic and genetic 
distances and therefore might present more gene flow.  
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Levels of genetic parallelism are the result of an interplay between multiple 
evolutionary constrains (Conte et al. 2012; Losos 2011; Stern 2013), including the amount 
of standing genetic variation available in the genomes of organisms (Schluter & Conte 
2009) and the complexity of networks controlling the trait (Conte et al. 2012; Stern 2013; 
Stern & Orgogozo 2009). Previous analyses of genetic differentiation across the S. lautus 
range revealed that there is a limited but significant parallelism in patterns of divergence 
across parapatric populations and that this convergence probably involved the recruitment 
of adaptive alleles present as standing genetic variation (Roda et al. 2013b). Interestingly, 
estimates of convergence from natural populations are comparable to levels of parallelism 
for convergent traits in mapping populations (Figure 8), a result that has been reported 
previously in other systems (Conte et al. 2012). More importantly, a very significant 
proportion of loci showing associations to the same trait across multiple mapping 
populations (ie putative parallelism) also have outlier levels of differentiation in multiple 
parapatric populations (Figure 7A), which stress the importance of the repeated 
recruitment of the same alleles during the repeated divergence of S. lautus coastal forms. 
Nevertheless, there are differences in levels of parallelism between traits, where number 
of branches shows the highest parallelism while vegetative height has the lowest levels 
(Figure 8A-B). In the future it would be interesting to investigate the physiological and 
evolutionary basis of these differences. For instance traits displaying more parallelism 
could have a simpler genetic basis or be under stronger selective pressures (Guillaume & 
Otto 2012; Solovieff et al. 2013; Wagner et al. 2008; Wagner & Zhang 2011). 
 
Evidence for hotspot genes 
Because a mutation that is advantageous to one trait may be harmful to another 
trait, it has been stated that the probability of mutations being beneficial decreases with 
increasing pleiotropy (Orr 2000). Due to this “cost of complexity” natural selection would 
favour genetic changes that minimize detrimental pleiotropic effects while maximizing 
adaptive phenotypic changes (Guillaume & Otto 2012; Stern 2013; Stern & Orgogozo 
2009). Since the repertoire of such mutations is limited these alleles would be repeatedly 
recruited by natural selection, especially during the independent adaptation to similar 
conditions by closely related organisms (Conte et al. 2012; Stern 2013). Therefore we 
predict that loci controlling multiple adaptive traits would constitute evolutionary “hotspots” 
recruited several times during the repeated divergence of S. lautus populations. In 
agreement with this hypothesis, a very significant proportion of loci displaying putative 
pleiotropy are also candidates for genetic parallelism (Figure 6). More importantly, these 
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pleiotropic and convergent loci show higher differentiation in natural populations and 
stronger associations to soil variables and survivorship that any other type of loci (Figure 
7).  
We detected a highly significant enrichment of coding polymorphisms and 
differentially expressed genes among BSA candidate sets (Table 4), suggesting that our 
mapping approach detected functionally important loci. Additionally, protein functions 
associated to plant defense, ion homeostasis, morphogenesis and reproduction are 
overrepresented among candidates according gene-set enrichment tests (Huang et al. 
2008) (Table S2). Remarkably, these functions were also enriched among genes 
differentiated in parapatric populations (Roda et al. 2013b).  
Because plant hormones control a broad array of physiological processes, including 
development, reproduction and stress responses, some genes involved in hormone 
signaling constitute highly pleiotropic nodes that are subjected to changing selective 
pressures (Depuydt & Hardtke 2011; Friml 2003; Leyser 2011; Vanneste & Friml 2009) 
and are repeatedly recruited by natural selection (Stern 2013; Woods et al. 2006). This is 
the case of the Eda gene, involved in the repeated loss of bonny armor loss in freshwater 
sticklebacks (Colosimo et al. 2005; Colosimo et al. 2004), or the FRIGIDA gene, which 
controls flowering time and has been associated to local adaptation in many plants 
systems (Johanson et al. 2000; Lovell et al. 2013; Scarcelli et al. 2007; Scarcelli & Kover 
2009).  Interestingly, the orthologs of some BSA candidates presenting CPAs and putative 
parallelism are highly pleiotropic and known to be involved in hormone signaling, (Table 
S3) including PIN auxin efflux carriers (Blilou et al. 2005; Dhonukshe et al. 2008; Friml et 
al. 2003a; Mavic et al. 2009; Paciorek et al. 2005; Paponov et al. 2005; Reinhardt et al. 
2003; Remy et al. 2013; Steinmann et al. 1999) and the NEDD8-conjugating enzyme 
RUB1 which are pivotal in auxin-signaling (del Pozo & Estelle 1999; Esteve-Bruna et al. 
2013; Robles et al. 2012).  
Finally, some candidates belong to the same protein-families as “speciation genes” 
(Bomblies 2010; Rieseberg & Blackman 2010; Rieseberg & Willis 2007). These include 
NBS-LRR genes (Bomblies 2009; Bomblies et al. 2007; Bomblies & Weigel 2007) and 
nucleoporins (Orr et al. 2004; Presgraves 2010; Presgraves et al. 2003; Tang & 
Presgraves 2009), which have been involved in the creation of hybrid incompatibilities. On 
the other hand 17 candidates for parallelism and (or) pleiotropy are members of the 
pentatricopeptide-repeat (PPR) family (Table S3) which mediate cyto-nuclear interactions 
(Kotera et al. 2005) and male sterility (Bomblies 2010; Chase 2007; Rieseberg & 
Blackman 2010). In this context it is also relevant to mention that the orthologs of some 
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candidates (including auxin related genes) are involved in the regulation of flowering time 
(Benková et al. 2003; Friml et al. 2003b; Jacob et al. 2007). This is important because 
parapatric S. lautus populations present differences in flowering time (Ali 1964, 1969; 
Prentis 2006; Radford & Cousens 2006), which could constitute a source of reproductive 
isolation. Additionally a QTLs for flowering time related traits located at linkage group 10 
also control convergent and fitness related traits and show evidence of genetic parallelism 
(Figure S1). Altogether these results suggest that genomic regions controlling putatively 
adaptive traits contain genes involved in the rise of reproductive barriers between S. lautus 
populations. In fact it is possible that some of these genes control simultaneously 
morphogenesis, adaptation and reproduction.  
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Conclusions 
The results presented here provide genomic support for the evolutionary 
importance of mechanisms that couple reproductive barriers with traits under divergent 
selection (Bierne et al. 2011; Smadja et al. 2008; Smadja & Butlin 2011). Using the S. 
lautus system we showed that even though local adaptation can have a complex and 
polygenic basis, genomic regions controlling adaptive and reproductive traits tend to be 
repeatedly recruited by natural selection. Interestingly, we found evidence indicating that 
some of these regions present intrinsic incompatibilities, which opens the debate on 
whether genomic divergence at these adaptive gene complexes is initially due to their 
adaptive role or, contrarily, adaptive genes are trapped and stabilized in already divergent 
genomic regions (Bierne et al. 2011; Smadja et al. 2008; Smadja & Butlin 2011). This 
study confirms the importance of integrating information from different levels of biological 
organization in order to explain important evolutionary patterns. However techniques to 
“reverse-engineer” the genotype-phenotype map using natural variation (Rockman 2008) 
are required in order to prove these theories.  
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Tables  
Table 1: Phenotypic distribution of traits used for BSA:  
We show summary statistic on the distribution of convergent traits across natural and 
recombinant populations.  
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S
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D04 Coffs Harbour Natural 37 361.67 14.46 59.86 15.22 3.73 5.05 
H05 Coffs Harbour Natural 42 75.90 111.79 53.57 6.47 12.74 4.75 
MB Coffs Harbour Natural 27 270.74 15.59 72.59 17.66 3.25 4.40 
D01 Lennox Head Natural 73 144.96 2.75 83.55 9.34 0.63 1.01 
H01 Lennox Head Natural 75 64.96 22.89 40.86 3.07 3.50 3.51 
A03 Mt Kosciuszko  Natural 10 193.50 3.70 86.00 29.78 0.52 2.21 
A07 Mt Kosciuszko  Natural 10 44.40 11.30 9.00 3.96 1.12 5.26 
CHD Coffs Harbour Recombinant 186 194.34 6.39 49.05 4.32 0.53 2.30 
CHI Coffs Harbour Recombinant 121 144.08 3.95 50.83 4.21 0.45 2.93 
LH Lennox Head Recombinant 831 145.67 2.14 62.47 1.65 0.11 0.88 
A Mt Kosciuszko  Recombinant 72 137.92 8.06 53.03 4.74 0.50 3.80 
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Table 2: Experimental conditions in reciprocal transplants.  
We present the number of parental (D and H) and recombinant (F8-A, F8-B, F8-C) seeds 
planted in sand dunes and rocky headlands, as well as the number of survivors in each 
environment. Survivorship at 85 days was used to define the fittest families and select 
survivors for genotyping. The number of individuals pooled for each population and 
environment is provided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  D H F8-A F8-B F8-C 
Sa
nd
 d
un
e 
# seeds planted 180 180 918 702 783 
# seeds germinated 137 139 718 580 648 
# survivors 85 days 100 78 442 375 431 
# survivors 156 days 90 64 398 337 396 
# families 20 20 34 26 29 
Mean survivorship 85 days 0.73 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.67 
# survivors in pool   17 26 31 
R
oc
ky
 h
ea
dl
an
d 
# seeds planted 180 180 918 702 783 
# seeds germinated 124 126 592 485 604 
# survivors 85 days 33 74 223 189 260 
# survivors 156 days 13 49 118 101 143 
# families 20 20 34 26 29 
Mean survivorship 85 days 0.26 0.57 0.38 0.39 0.43 
# survivors in pool   8 8 23 
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Table 3: O
verlap betw
een B
SA
 candidate sets:  
W
e show
 data from
 the num
ber of contigs that appear as candidates in pairs of com
parisons. E
ach row
 and colum
n corresponds to a 
trait (A
 = A
ngle m
ain stem
; B
 = num
ber of branches; V
 = vegetative height) and a recom
binant population (C
H
D
, C
H
I, A
, LH
). 
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C
ontinuation Table 3: O
verlap betw
een B
SA
 candidate sets:  
W
e show
 data from
 the hypergeom
etric probability that the overlap betw
een tw
o candidate sets occurs by chance (dow
n). E
ach row
 and 
colum
n corresponds to a trait (A
 = A
ngle m
ain stem
; B
 = num
ber of branches; V
 = vegetative height) and a recom
binant population 
(C
H
D
, C
H
I, A
, LH
). B
onferroni corrected p-value threshold (<0.05) equals 1 E
 -03. 
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Table 4: Footprints of selection.  
W
e show
 p-values for t-tests (num
eric data) and logistic regressions (categorical data) com
paring m
ultiple statistics (row
s) betw
een 
candidates from
 B
S
A
 (colum
ns) and the rest of the genom
e. S
ee m
ethods for description of statistics. B
onferroni corrected p-value 
threshold (<0.05) equals 0.005. 
  
C
H
D
 
C
H
I 
A
 
LH
 
Statistic 
B
 
A
 
V 
B
 
A
 
V 
B
 
A
 
V 
B
 
A
 
V 
FST parental 
populations 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
O
utlier FST-FET 
Parapatric populations 
0.0972 
0.0387 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
0.0001 
<0.0001 
O
utlier FST-FET 
Survivors field 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
O
utlier FST-FET 
Survivors salt 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
0.6327 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
Transcribed 
(Transcriptom
e) 
<0.0001 
0.0030 
0.7012 
0.1720 
0. 7704 
0.2105 
0.0085 
0.0471 
0.0151 
<0.0001 
0.0086 
0.3834 
Translated (B
last-hit) 
<0.0001 
0.0003 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
<0.0001 
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   Table S1: Pools used for bulk segregant analysis (B
SA
).  
W
e searched for the genetic basis of adaptive traits and survivorship by com
paring pools of plants w
ith different phenotypes. W
e show
 
inform
ation on the pools used to conduct a B
S
A
 of three adaptive traits (angle m
ain stem
, num
ber of branches and vegetative height) 
and survivorship under high salinity. D
ata for field survivorship appears in Table 2. 
Trait 
N
am
e pool 
Population  
Phenotype 
C
om
parison B
SA
 
Individuals pool 
Survivor salt 
F8-S
-S
alt 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
S
urvivor salt 
S
alt 
32 
F8-S
-S
alt 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
S
urvivor salt 
S
alt 
37 
A
ngle m
ain stem
 
F8-N
-D
O
W
N
 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
P
rostrate 
A
ngle m
ain stem
 
42 
F8-N
-U
P
 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
E
rect 
A
ngle m
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40 
N
um
ber of branches 
F8-B
-D
O
W
N
 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
V
ery branched 
N
um
ber of branches 
49 
F8-B
-U
P
 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
N
ot branched 
N
um
ber of branches 
28 
Vegetative height 
F8-V
-D
O
W
N
 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
Tall 
V
egetative height 
30 
F8-V
-U
P
 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
S
hort 
V
egetative height 
47 
C
ontrol 
F8-C
ontrol 
R
ecom
binant, F8 
  
C
ontrol 
42 
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Table S2: G
ene set enrichm
ent analysis (G
SEA
). W
e show
 results of G
S
E
A
s conducted at D
A
V
ID
 using B
S
A
 candidate sets. 
Functional categories significantly enriched (B
onferroni –corrected p-value < 0.05) in m
ore than tw
o candidate sets are show
n. The 
num
ber of sets w
ere the category is enriched is presented in the “# S
ets” colum
n. 
C
ategory 
C
ode 
N
am
e 
Sets 
G
O
TE
R
M
_B
P
_FA
T 
G
O
:0008219 
cell death 
2 
G
O
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M
_B
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T 
G
O
:0016265 
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2 
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G
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Table S3: B
est candidates from
 B
SA
: W
e show
 data from
 the m
ost pleiotropic and (or) convergent candidates from
 B
S
A
. W
e present 
annotation from
 the best B
LA
S
T hit from
 A
rabidopsis thaliana. In the “keyw
ords” colum
n w
e present term
s associated to the A
rabidopsis 
ortholog. Finally w
e show
 the num
ber of S
N
P
s associated to each trait and population. 
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A
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A
cireductone dioxygenase, A
R
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1 
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1 
  
1 
  
  
1 
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A
llergen O
le e 1, conserved site, A
T4G
18596 
repro 
1 
1 
  
  
1 
1 
  
  
1 
  
  
  
A
N
X
U
R
2, A
T5G
28680 
m
orpho, repro 
  
  
2 
  
1 
1 
2 
  
1 
1 
  
  
A
uxin efflux carrier, A
T1G
76520 
horm
o, m
orpho 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
1 
1 
  
A
uxin efflux carrier, A
T1G
76520 
horm
o, m
orpho 
  
  
  
1 
  
1 
  
  
1 
  
  
  
A
uxin responsive S
A
U
R
 protein, A
T1G
29460 
stress, horm
o 
  
  
  
  
1 
  
1 
  
  
  
1 
  
B
TB
/P
O
Z-like, A
T4G
37590 
stress, m
orpho, 
repro 
  
1 
  
  
  
  
  
1 
  
  
1 
  
D
isease resistance protein R
P
P
13 
stress 
  
  
  
1 
  
  
  
  
2 
  
  
2 
D
isulphide isom
erase, A
T5G
60640 
stress 
  
1 
  
  
  
1 
1 
1 
  
  
1 
  
D
N
A
 helicase IN
O
80 com
plex hom
olog 1 
stress, repro 
  
2 
  
  
1 
  
  
  
  
  
1 
  
D
N
A
-directed R
N
A
 polym
erase II subunit R
P
B
2 
m
orpho, repro 
1 
2 
  
  
  
1 
  
  
3 
  
  
  
E
xportin-1/Im
portin-beta-like, H
A
S
TY
, A
T3G
05040 
m
orpho, repro 
  
  
  
1 
  
1 
  
  
  
1 
  
  
G
lobin, truncated bacterial-like, A
T4G
32690 
stress, horm
o 
1 
  
  
  
  
1 
  
  
  
  
1 
  
G
lutathione reductase, chloroplastic 
stress 
2 
1 
1 
1 
  
2 
  
  
2 
  
  
  
G
TP
-binding protein, H
S
R
1-related, A
T5G
18570 
stress, m
orpho, 
repro 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
1 
2 
1 
Isopentenyl-diphosphate D
elta-isom
erase II 
m
orpho, repro 
  
2 
  
  
  
  
  
1 
  
  
1 
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Leucine-rich repeat, A
T1G
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Lum
inal-binding protein 1 
stress, ub 
  
3 
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3 
  
  
  
  
M
annose-6-phosphate isom
erase, type I, A
T3G
02570 
m
orpho, repro 
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5 
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M
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pG
 D
N
A
 binding, A
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01460 
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1 
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M
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horm
o 
2 
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N
E
D
D
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stress, horm
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1 
  
1 
  
1 
  
1 
  
  
  
N
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P
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A
T2G
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itochondrial 
repro 
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1 
  
1 
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P
eptidyl-arginine deim
inase, P
orphyrom
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m
orpho, repro 
  
1 
  
  
  
1 
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3 
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hosphatidic acid phosphatase type 2/haloperoxidase, 
A
T3G
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stress, horm
o 
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1 
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R
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m
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S
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stress 
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M
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K
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S
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E
S
E
U
S
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stress, m
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Toll-Interleukin receptor, A
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stress 
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 Table S4: Parapatric populations used in this study.  
W
e present the geographic locations and num
ber of individuals included in genotyping pools. P
opulations labeled w
it an asterisk w
ere 
genotyped for this study. Q
LD
 = Q
ueensland; N
S
W
 = N
ew
 S
outh W
hales; V
IC
 = V
ictoria; TA
S
 = Tasm
ania; S
A
 = S
outh A
ustralia. 
Population 
Site 
Environm
ent 
C
oordinates 
Parapatric 
Sam
ples  
D
00 
S
tradbroke Island, linder-B
each and A
m
ity P
oint (Q
LD
) 
D
une 
-27° 23' 34.21", +153° 26' 25.95" 
D
00-H
00 
28 
D
01 
Lennox H
ead S
urf C
lub (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-28° 47' 10.7", +153° 35' 
D
01-H
01 
46 
D
03 
C
abarita B
each, C
udgen N
ature R
eserve (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-28° 19' 54.66", +153° 34' 17.04" 
D
03-H
02 
37 
D
04 
C
off-H
arbour, B
oam
bee B
each (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-30° 18' 45.9", +153° 08' 24.12" 
D
04-H
05 
30 
D
12 
B
erm
agui D
une (N
S
W
) 
D
une 
-36° 27' 53.5", +150° 3' 51.6" 
D
12-H
14 
15 
D
14 
P
ort A
rthur, S
afety C
ove (TA
S
) 
D
une 
-43° 10' 33.0", +147° 51' 16.0" 
D
14-H
15 
22 
D
15 
M
illicent, C
anunda N
ational P
ark (S
A
) 
D
une 
-37° 39' 29.5", +140° 13' 29.5" 
D
15-H
16 
27 
D
20 * 
C
offin B
ay (S
A
) 
D
une 
-34° 40' 08.3", +135° 20' 44.7" 
D
20-H
18-H
27 
23 
D
23 
P
oint Labatt, S
alm
on B
each (S
A
) 
D
une 
-33° 07' 30.9", +134° 15' 57.0" 
D
23-H
21 
27 
D
24 * 
B
ell P
oint (S
A
) 
D
une 
-32° 10' 11.5", +133° 08' 47.2" 
D
24-H
22 
14 
D
30 * 
Long B
each, R
obe (S
A
) 
D
une 
-37° 8' 0.00", +139° 47' 47.20" 
D
30-H
28 
32 
D
32 * 
D
iscovery B
ay C
oastal P
ark (V
IC
) 
D
une 
-38° 19' 28.10", +141° 23' 42.80" 
D
32-H
12 
29 
D
33 * 
S
andy C
ove, C
hilder (V
iC
) 
D
une 
-38° 29' 38.70", +142° 41' 1.80" 
D
33-H
30 
32 
H
00 
S
tradbroke Island, P
oint Lookout (Q
LD
) 
H
eadland 
-27° 26' 9.94", +153° 32' 42.81" 
D
00-H
00 
25 
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ontinuation Table S4: Parapatric populations used in this study.  
W
e present the geographic locations and num
ber of individuals included in genotyping pools. P
opulations labeled w
it an asterisk w
ere 
genotyped for this study. Q
LD
 = Q
ueensland; N
S
W
 = N
ew
 S
outh W
hales; V
IC
 = V
ictoria; TA
S
 = Tasm
ania; S
A
 = S
outh A
ustralia. 
Population 
Site 
Environm
ent 
C
oordinates 
Parapatric 
Sam
ples  
H
01 
Lennox H
ead (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-28° 48' 22.10", +153° 36' 9.94" 
D
01-H
01 
49 
H
02 
H
asting-P
oint (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-28° 21' 45.07", +153° 34' 46.82" 
D
03-H
02 
34 
H
05 
C
off-H
arbour (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-30° 18' 42.42", +153° 8' 37.68" 
D
04-H
05 
32 
H
12 
P
ortland, C
ape B
ridgew
ater (V
IC
) 
H
eadland 
-38° 22' 49.6", +141° 22' 07" 
D
32-H
12 
15 
H
14 
G
reen C
ape (N
S
W
) 
H
eadland 
-37° 15' 39.6", +150° 02' 55.9" 
D
12-H
14 
17 
H
15 
P
ort A
rthur, R
em
arkable C
ave (TA
S
) 
H
eadland 
-43° 11' 14.4", +147° 50' 40.3" 
D
14-H
15 
13 
H
16 * 
M
illicent, S
outhend, C
ape B
uffon (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-37° 33' 57.9", +140° 06' 29.2" 
D
15-H
16 
27 
H
18 * 
C
offin B
ay, P
oint A
void (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-34° 40' 56.9", +135° 19' 24.4" 
D
20-H
18-H
27 
23 
H
21 
P
oint Labatt (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-33° 09' 9.1", +134° 15' 43.1" 
D
23-H
21 
23 
H
22 * 
P
oint B
ell (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-32° 11' 15.7", +133° 07' 58.0" 
D
24-H
22 
7 
H
27 * 
G
olden Island Lookout, C
offin B
ay (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-34° 41' 21.00", +135° 19' 46.20" 
D
20-H
18-H
27 
30 
H
28 * 
R
obe (S
A
) 
H
eadland 
-37° 9' 25.20", +139° 44' 43.30" 
D
30-H
28 
31 
H
30 * 
S
andy C
ove, C
hilder (V
IC
) 
H
eadland 
-38° 29' 31.70", +142° 40' 36.30" 
D
33-H
30 
30 
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Table S5: Trait distributions in pools for BSA:  
We present data from phenotypic distributions in pools for BSA. The mean, standard error 
and number of individuals in the high and low pools are provided for each trait and 
population. We also show t-ratios and p-values for a comparison between the phenotypes 
of the high and low pools. 
Statistic Trait Phenotype CHD CHI A LH 
Mean 
Angle main stem High 90.00 90.00 90.00 89.19 
Angle main stem Low 4.44 4.81 10.67 21.36 
Number branches High 17.39 13.00 18.00 7.61 
Number branches Low 0.00 0.00 3.85 0.00 
Vegetative height High 281.42 215.83 203.50 217.97 
Vegetative height Low 117.05 88.40 83.67 89.03 
Std Err 
Angle main stem High 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 
Angle main stem Low 0.84 0.98 3.30 1.15 
Number branches High 1.26 0.94 1.44 0.23 
Number branches Low 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 
Vegetative height High 6.79 5.36 6.67 2.61 
Vegetative height Low 3.16 3.24 3.83 1.13 
Number 
individuals pool 
Angle main stem High 25 21 15 40 
Angle main stem Low 37 28 14.00 42.00 
Number branches High 31 18 10 28 
Number branches Low 48 21 10 49 
Vegetative height High 33 22 9 47 
Vegetative height Low 32 20 14 30 
t Ratio 
Number branches High vs Low -20.88 -33.67 -14.59 -77.96 
Vegetative height High vs Low -20.75 -26.81 -15.89 -43.27 
Prob>|t| 
Number branches High vs Low <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
Vegetative height High vs Low <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 !
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Figure legends 
Figure 1: Natural and mapping populations.  
At three locations (Lennox Head, Coffs Harbour, and Mt Kosciuszko) we collected 
and crossed adjacent (parapatric) populations presenting contrasting erect and prostrate 
phenotypes. The names of these seven populations are provided and the environments 
inhabited by them are indicated by colors: orange: sand dunes; green: rocky headland; 
red: bird rockery; blue: alpine meadow; blue: exposed alpine area. Arrows represent 
crosses performed to create recombinant mapping populations (LH, CHD, CHI and A). 
 
Figure 2: Analysis of local adaptation in S. lautus.  
We investigated local adaptation in a pair of parapatric populations from Lennox 
Head (NSW) by conducting reciprocal transplants of natural and recombinant populations 
and genotyping pools of survivors from different environments. (A) For this we crossed 
individuals adapted to sand dunes (D, represented by a square) with members of a 
population adapted to a rocky headland (H, symbolized by a cross) to create an F8 
recombinant population (represented by a triangle). The genomes of the three types of 
populations are shown as colored bars representing two homologous chromosomes. (B) 
Natural and recombinant plants were transplanted to natural environments. (C) Proportion 
of survivors per family 85 days after seeds were transplanted to the dune (left panel) and 
headland (right panel). Significantly different means (p < 0.05) are labeled with different 
letters. 
 
Figure 3: Evidence of morphological convergence. 
(A) Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis of the natural populations used in 
this study. This analysis was conducted with the PhyML software using concatenated 
sequences from 2770 neutral SNPs genotyped with RADs (reported by Roda et al. 2013). 
Senecio madagascariensis was used as outgroup (not shown). The environment inhabited 
by the populations is indicated by the color of the branch. The circles indicate the color 
code used in panel B. All clades are fully supported. (B) Principal components analysis of 
morphological variation in the three traits used in this study. Each dot represents an 
individual plant.   
 
Figure 4: Parallel evolution of phenotypic traits.  
Phenotypic variation for the three convergent traits used in this study. Histograms 
represent the means and standard errors for each population and trait. In the uppermost 
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part of each graph we present results of ANOVAs comparing the means of the traits 
between the populations from each site. 
 
Figure 5: Bulk Segregant Analysis (BSA) of convergent traits in S. lautus.  
In the X axis we present the 20 linkage groups of the S. lautus genome. Every 
horizontal line depicts a morphological trait (colors; green = number of branches; red = 
angle of the main stem; blue = vegetative height) in a mapping population (CHD, CHI, LH, 
A). Vertical lines show regions associated to a trait in a mapping population (see 
methods).  
 
Figure 6: Number of loci showing putative pleiotropy and parallelism.  
We present the number of SNPs (A), contigs (B) and map positions (C) showing 
cross-phenotype-associations (CPAs, associations to multiple traits within the same 
mapping population) and putative parallelism (associations to the same trait across 
multiple mapping populations). In the lowermost part we present the hypergeometric 
probability of the overlap between both sets. 
 
Figure 7: Footprints of selection in loci showing putative pleiotropy and 
parallelism.  
We compared four statistics across loci displaying no associations to adaptive traits 
(Neutral), loci associated to traits in a single population (Candidate) and loci showing 
CPAs and putative parallelism. (A) Differentiation in natural populations (proportion of 
parapatric populations were the locus presents outlier differentiation); (B) Association to 
survivorship in natural environments (proportion of SNPs significantly associated to 
survivorship); (C) Association to survivorship under high salinity (number of salt-resistance 
replicates were the loci is significantly associated to survivorship); (D) Genotype by 
environment associations (proportion of soil variables significantly associated to the loci). 
In the uppermost part of each graph we present the results from an ANOVA comparing 
these statistics across gene categories. Categories labeled with a different letter are 
significantly different. 
 
Figure 8: Levels of putative pleiotropy and parallelism.  
Levels of putative parallelism (A, B) and pleiotropy (C, D) were calculated for SNPs 
(A, C) and contigs (B, D). We present the proportion of populations (parallelism, N = 4) or 
traits (pleiotropy, N = 3) where a candidate is shared (see methods). Levels of parallelism 
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were determined for number of branches (Branch), angle main stem (Angle) and 
vegetative height (Height). We also show parallelism for genomic divergence between the 
four parapatric populations used in this study (Natural, N = 4). Putative pleiotropy levels 
were calculated in the four mapping populations (A, CHD, CHI, LH).  Histograms labeled 
with different letters are significantly different. 
 
Figure 9: Association between BSA and linkage mapping. 
We present a heat-map of BSA associations (each row represents a trait in a 
specific mapping populations) for QTLs detected in linkage mapping. The color of the cells 
represents the relative association of each QTL with respect to the rest of the genome 
(see methods): white: x < 90 th percentile; grey: 90 th percentile < x < 95 th percentile; 
black: x > 95 th percentile; Positions shown in red contain QTLs for multiple traits. QTL 
codes are: 1 (GR1, 65 cM): Number tertiary branches; 2 (GR3, 68 cM): Corrected 
diameter flower base; 3 (GR6, 48 cM): Ca content in leaf; 4 (GR7, 34 cM): Wet weight per 
leaf salt; 5 (GR7, 70 cM): Ca content in leaf; 6 (GR9, 114 cM): Average number leafs 
branch; 7 (GR10, 7 cM): Angle main stem; Succulence aerial; 8 (GR10, 22 cM): Number 
inflorescences; Total flowers/buds 2012; Total height; Vegetative height; 9 (GR10, 33 cM): 
Affected aphids; 10 (GR10, 41 cM): Max number of capitulla/inflorescence; 11 (GR11, 33 
cM): Inter-node length secondary stem; P content in leaf; 12 (GR12, 57 cM): Wet/dry 
weight salt; 13 (GR13, 18 cM): Diameter main stem at 2 cm above the ground; 14 (GR14, 
89 cM): Wet weight control/salt; 15 (GR18, 21 cM): Inter-node length secondary stem; 16 
(GR19, 74  cM): Succulence aerial. 
 
Figure S1: Correlations between morphological traits across generations. 
We present data from the absolute value of pairwise correlations in the variation of 
three convergent traits (only significant correlations were considered, p < 0.01). Bars show 
mean trait correlations in parental families, early recombinants (F1, F2) and advanced 
recombinants (F3 – F8). Different means (p < 0.01 in a t-test) are labeled with different 
letters. In the uppermost part of each graph we present the results from an ANOVA 
comparing these statistics across generations.  
 
Figure S2. Morphological variation in parental and recombinant populations. 
We show mean values for the three convergent traits, vegetative height (A, D, G, 
K), number of branches (B, E, H, K) and angle of the main stem (C, F, I, L) in populations 
from Lennox Head (A, B, C), Mt Kosciuszko (D, E, F), and Coffs Harbour (G-L). Different 
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means (p < 0.01 in a t-test) are labeled with different letters. In the uppermost part of each 
graph we present the results from an ANOVA comparing these statistics across 
generations.  
 
Figure S3: Phenotype of pools used for Bulk Segregant Analysis (BSA). 
Phenotypic mean and standard error of individuals individuals included in “low” and 
‘high” pools for each trait and mapping population.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions  
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Introduction  
Ecological speciation, the origin of new species via divergent natural selection, is 
one of the most fundamental and unresolved processes in evolution (Faria et al. 2013; 
Johannesson 2010; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Schluter 2001; Schluter 2010; Schluter & Conte 
2009). An experimental framework to investigate ecological speciation consists in studying 
the genetic architecture of adaptive traits and reproductive isolation (RI) in interbreeding 
populations adapted to contrasting environments (Rundle & Nosil 2005; Schluter 2001; 
Schluter 2009, 2010; Schluter & Conte 2009; Via 2002, 2009). It has been suggested that 
local adaptation to different environments will lead to genetic divergence and speciation 
only if genomic regions controlling adaptive traits are not exchanged between organisms 
adapted to different niches (Anderson et al. 2013; Blanquart et al. 2013; Kawecki & Ebert 
2004; Savolainen et al. 2013). This model of ecological speciation creates testable 
predictions on the genomic architecture of adaptation: Firstly, genomic divergence 
between incipient species is expected to be heterogeneous (Feder et al. 2012a; Michel et 
al. 2010; Nosil et al. 2009; Via 2002, 2009; Via & West 2008). Secondly one expects 
divergent regions to contain genes affecting fitness in natural environments (Feder et al. 
2012a; Michel et al. 2010; Nosil et al. 2009; Via 2002, 2009; Via & West 2008). Thirdly, 
these “genomic islands of speciation” will also contain loci controlling adaptive traits and 
reproduction (Kelleher & Barbash 2010; Noor & Bennett 2009; Turner et al. 2005; Yeaman 
2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). In my thesis I tested these predictions using divergent 
populations of plants from the Senecio lautus species complex (Ali 1964, 1969; Ornduff 
1960; Radford & Cousens 2006; Thompson 2005). I used a combination of genomic and 
ecological approaches to: (1) Describe patterns of genomic differentiation between natural 
populations of S. lautus across Australia and make inferences about the forces that 
generated these patterns. (2) Demonstrate experimentally that divergent genomic regions 
contain genes controlling differential fitness between environments. (3) Detect QTLs 
associated to environmentally selected traits and associate their location to genomic 
regions of high differentiation between parapatric populations; In combination, these 
experiments were used to test the role of ecology in creating and maintaining the 
reproductive barriers that ultimately lead to plant speciation.  Below, I discuss the results 
of my dissertation work and provide conclusions in light of these hypotheses.  
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S. lautus has adapted repeatedly to coastal environments 
Because incipient species have very similar genomes, it can be challenging to test 
phylogenetic hypotheses associated with speciation. The expanding field of 
phylogenomics, which aims to reconstruct the evolutionary history of organisms through 
the analyses of large numbers of markers across genomes, has provided solutions to this 
problem (Delsuc et al. 2005; Eisen & Fraser 2003). For instance, the use of restriction-site 
associated DNA (RAD) sequencing has allowed reconstructing phylogenetic relationships 
in young clades (Davey & Blaxter 2010; Davey et al. 2011; Emerson et al. 2010; Rubin et 
al. 2012) like bamboos (Wang et al. 2013), pitcher plant mosquitoes (Emerson et al. 
2010), cichlids (Franchini et al. 2013; Keller et al. 2012; Recknagel et al. 2013; Wagner et 
al. 2013) and sticklebacks (Hohenlohe et al. 2010). In the second chapter of my thesis 
(Roda et al. 2013a) I used a combination of traditional markers, and RADs-genotyping of 
pools of individuals to determine the relationships between populations of the S. lautus 
complex, a widespread and diverse group of Australasian plants with a complicate and 
unresolved taxonomy (Ali 1969; Ornduff 1960; Ornduff 1964; Radford & Cousens 2006; 
Thompson 2005). I then used this data to test whether morphologically distinct forms 
adapted to different environments evolved repeatedly (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 
2013b).  
Exceptionally diverse evolutionary groups have always fascinated biologists and 
inspired an important part of the theories of speciation. One biological process that can 
lead to the evolution of such diverse groups is adaptive radiation. Adaptive radiation refers 
to the rapid diversification of an ancestral species, producing descendants adapted to a 
great variety of ecological niches (Gavrilets & Losos 2009; Hodges & Derieg 2009; Losos 
2010; Schluter 2000). Adaptive radiations can result either from ecological opportunity, 
where an ancestral species colonizes an environment with underutilized resources like 
under populated lakes or islands, or from “key innovations” allowing the establishment of 
novel ways to interact with the environment (Schluter 2000). Radiations of organisms that 
have not yet fully attained RI are especially profitable resources for dissecting the genetic 
basis of ecological speciation, because they allow to test the effect of gene flow in 
speciation and because the ability to make hybrids allows the dissection of the genetic 
basis of traits (Hodges & Derieg 2009). Additionally, adaptive radiations presenting a 
diversity of adaptive traits or the repeated evolution of the same traits in different lineages 
constitute excellent systems for identifying evolutionary trends and estimating whether 
evolution follows predictable trajectories (Hodges & Derieg 2009). In my thesis I used a 
phylogenetic analysis of a worldwide collection of Senecio species to prove the 
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monophyletic origin of the S. lautus complex. This analysis suggested that the colonization 
of a very broad array of environments across Australia and New Zealand occurred rapidly, 
probably after long distance dispersal events. Importantly, despite the fit between the 
phenotype of the plants and the environment that they inhabit (Ali 1964, 1969; Radford & 
Cousens 2006), some environments seem to have been colonized repeatedly as S. lautus 
populations are grouped according to their geographic location independently of their 
ecology and morphology. The evolution of these inter-fertile (Ornduff 1960; Melo 2014) but 
divergent forms has occurred in a very short period of time, which suggest the existence of 
genetic mechanisms to produce phenotypic variation in a relatively short period of time. 
Therefore our results suggest that S. lautus appear to fit the four criteria defining adaptive 
radiations (Schluter 2000): (i) common ancestry, (ii) rapid speciation, (iii) a phenotype–
environment correlation, and (iv) trait utility. Further tests are being conducted in our lab in 
order to prove formally this possibility (Gavrilets & Losos 2009; Glor 2010; Hodges & 
Derieg 2009; Schluter 2000), but my results put forward S. lautus as a good system to 
study adaptation and speciation in an adaptive radiation.  
Because natural selection affects genetic variation at genomic regions containing 
adaptive loci (Schluter et al. 1997; Via 2009), it has been proposed that the evolutionary 
history of closely related organisms can be investigated by comparing the genealogical 
relationships inferred from different subsets of loci (i.e., neutral, adaptive and hitchhiker 
loci) (Allender et al. 2003; Johannesson et al. 2010; Keller et al. 2012; Wagner et al. 
2013). Because phylogenetic signals at adaptive alleles can reflect genetic parallelism 
rather than a common origin (Stern 2013), it is important to analyze hitchhiker markers 
surrounding these adaptive sites so we can dissect the phylogenetic patterns underlying 
local adaptation (Johannesson et al. 2010). I used this approach to test the repeated 
evolution of forms adapted to adjacent sand dunes and rocky headlands along the coast. I 
found support for a scenario parallel evolution in the presence of gene flow since most 
parapatric populations are the closest relatives on phylogenies of putatively neutral and 
hitchhiker loci (Roda et al. 2013a). Interestingly, SNPs presenting outlier differentiation 
across multiple parapatric pairs group populations adapted to the same environments in 
northern Australia (Roda et al. 2013b), which suggest that there might be a common 
genetic basis for adaptation in this region. Nevertheless, the broad distribution of S. lautus 
suggests that the evolution of these plants could have followed complex and diverse 
trajectories across geography, involving repeated instances of migration, hybridization and 
divergence. In order to investigate these scenarios we need to explore in further detail the 
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genetic diversity S. lautus by sampling more populations and ecotypes and implementing 
more sophisticated genotyping and analytical tools. 
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Parapatric ecological divergence causes heterogeneous genomic 
divergence between S. lautus parapatric ecotypes 
Cases of parallel ecological speciation, are good systems to study the relationship 
between natural selection and the buildup of barriers to gene flow (Elmer & Meyer 2011; 
Ostevik et al. 2012; Rice et al. 2011; Schluter & Nagel 1995). Because these replicated 
systems consist of organisms sharing a genetic pool, we can estimate the repeatability of 
evolution, and determine the constraints and forces that determine the genetic pathways 
contributing to adaptation. For instance, organisms like S. lautus, where ecological 
divergence occurs in non-allopatric conditions, can be used to test current models of local 
adaptation in the face of gene flow; In the second chapter of this thesis (Roda et al. 2013a) 
I used a continent-wide collection of populations adapted to multiple environments to test 
whether genomic divergence is more heterogeneous in populations that are more exposed 
to gene flow. Our results seem to confirm this scenario since there is a correlation 
between geographic distance and the magnitude and heterogeneity of genomic 
divergence, where parapatric populations are characterized by a more “L-shaped” (Feder 
et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et al. 2012c; Nosil & Feder 2012) distribution of 
FST-values across the genome (Roda et al. 2013a). Heterogeneous genomic divergence 
is not an exclusive footprint of adaptation under gene flow since variable recombination 
and selective sweeps can produce similar patterns. Therefore in the future it will be 
interesting to see if these patterns are also evident when using absolute measures of 
differentiation (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014) which are more robust to changes in 
recombination rates. 
Most parapatric populations are the closest relatives in the RADs based 
phylogenies, suggesting that divergence between them is recent and could have occurred 
in face of gene flow (Roda et al. 2013a). Supporting this conclusion, individuals from 
parapatric populations cannot be distinguished from each other in STRUCTURE analyses 
of microsatellite data.  Additionally, an independent study (Melo 2014) that used individual 
based amplicon sequencing of tens of loci to build a phylogenetic analysis of the same 
populations used in my thesis produced very similar clustering of the populations, 
indicating that these results are robust to the use of different genotyping techniques. 
However we don’t know if gene flow is occurring in the present in parapatric populations. 
In fact there is extensive variation in the patterns of genomic and morphological 
divergence across population pairs which suggest that they might be at different stages of 
speciation. Therefore it is essential to determine the timing and magnitude of 
interbreeding, for instance by investigating whether there is current gene flow between 
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parapatric populations and if this exchange resulted from secondary contact or from 
divergence in situ. Importantly, a recent study used Isolation with Migration (IM) models 
(Hey 2010) to show that levels of gene flow vary across parapatric populations (Melo 
2014): Gene flow was detected in one out six parapatric pairs studied (ie. at Cabarita 
Beach), suggesting that there is in fact variation in the level of RI between the populations. 
Interestingly, gene flow was not detected between populations adapted to the same 
environment (with the exception of H01 and H05), which is consistent with the strong 
geographic stratification and the repeated origin of forms. In fact, IM estimates of 
population sizes change across geography (population sizes ranging from 7132 to 154089 
and effective population sizes ranging from 0.16 to 4.48) but do not depend on the 
environment inhabited by the plants (Melo 2014). 
In the second chapter (Roda et al. 2013a) I used measurements of soil chemistry 
across geographic locations to test if genomic divergence was more pronounced between 
populations experiencing different environments than between pairs of populations that 
inhabit similar niches. I found that in Southern Australia genomic divergence was larger 
and more heterogeneous between S. lautus populations growing in more different 
environments (Roda et al. 2013a). This pattern of “isolation by environment” is analogous 
to IBA (Nosil et al. 2008; Nosil et al. 2009; Rice et al. 2011) but considers the environment 
rather than the phenotype. Phenotypic data from most of the natural populations used in 
my thesis will be available soon, making possible to evaluate relationships between 
morphological, genomic, and environmental divergence in the S. lautus complex. This data 
will also be useful to confirm that erect and prostrate forms of S. lautus evolved through 
different morphological features. 
Previous studies in S. lautus populations from Australia and New Zealand revealed 
that plants from the same country are inter-fertile regardless of differences in morphology 
or geographic origin (Ornduff 1964).  Plants from different countries are freely crossable 
but present partial genetic barriers to gene exchange in the form of hybrid sterility 
(McKinnon et al. 2004; Ornduff 1964). A recent analysis of RI in Australian populations 
revealed that crosses between plants from different populations of the same geographic 
region (NE or SE) produced a higher proportion of fertilized seeds than pure parental 
crosses while crosses between regions produced less fertilized seeds that the pure 
parental crosses (Melo 2014). Taken together these results support two important 
conclusions. Firstly, there seem to be a link between intrinsic RI and genomic divergence 
since populations located at greater geographic distances show stronger RI and present 
greater genomic differentiation. Secondly, divergent natural selection is a major cause of 
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RI in S. lautus since parapatric populations show no gene flow in IM analyses despite the 
lack of intrinsic barriers to reproduction between them.  
 There is considerable debate on the link between genomic divergence and RI. 
Some theories postulate that genomic divergence during local adaptation relies upon two 
processes, namely “divergence hitchhiking” (DH) and “genome hitchhiking” (GH). During 
DH gene exchange is reduced over specific genomic regions (Via 2009, 2012) whereas 
during GH natural selection would cause genetic divergence across the whole genome 
(Feder et al. 2012c). Although DH is predicted to start genomic divergence in the face of 
(Via 2012),  there is no consensus on how quickly do divergent populations reach a point 
where GH becomes a significant factor in facilitating the accumulation of new mutations 
(Feder et al. 2012a; Feder et al. 2012b; Feder et al. 2012c; Feder & Nosil 2010; Via 2012; 
Yeaman 2013).  In fact some evolutionary models assume that RI is instantaneous (Hahn 
et al. 2012; Noor & Bennett 2009; Turner & Hahn 2010) and therefore genomic divergence 
is mainly based upon drift and the origin and fixation of different adaptive mutations in 
isolated populations rather than differential gene flow across genomic regions (Nosil & 
Flaxman 2011; Schluter 2009, 2010). Because heterogeneous genomic divergence is a 
prediction of both speciation-with-gene flow models and models without gene flow 
(Nachman & Payseur 2012), the presence of islands of divergence can support one model 
over the other (Cruickshank & Hahn 2014). My results show that genomic divergence is 
more heterogeneous in parapatric populations, a result that is not predicted by models of 
instantaneous RI and suggests that gene flow might be important to create or reinforce 
this heterogeneity. In the future it will be important confirm these patterns using absolute 
measures of differentiation. On the other hand,  IM models revealed that most parapatric 
populations do not exchange genes at present (Melo 2014) suggesting that the buildup of 
RI under divergent natural selection can be relatively fast and can occur without the 
existence of intrinsic barriers to gene flow. According to this perspective, the transition 
from DH to GH could be very fast. 
Organisms can adapt very fast to new environmental conditions, such as those 
created by human-originated disturbances (Aitken & Whitlock 2013; Allendorf et al. 2010; 
Dechamps et al. 2008; Hanikenne et al. 2013; Lachance & Tishkoff 2013; Schat et al. 
1996; Wright et al. 2013), suggesting an abundant supply of adaptive genetic variation 
(Messer & Petrov 2013; Pritchard & Di Rienzo 2010). Such fast adaptation can occur 
either through the new mutations or by the recruitment of alleles already present in the 
population as standing genetic variation. There is an intense debate on the relative 
contributions of hard sweeps, soft sweeps and polygenic adaptation to ecological 
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speciation. Although hard sweeps have been involved in domestication (Arnaud et al. 
2011; Axelsson et al. 2013; Innan & Kim 2004; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005; Olsen et al. 2006; 
Purugganan & Fuller 2009; Tian et al. 2009) and the rapid adaptation to metalliferous soils 
(Hanikenne et al. 2013; Schat et al. 1996) and pesticides (Erickson et al. 1984; 
Lenormand et al. 1999; Oakeshott et al. 2003; Schlenke & Begun 2004), recent genomic 
scans of differentiation have revealed that polygenic selection on standing genetic 
variation is more common than previously believed (Daub et al. 2013; Hancock et al. 2011; 
Hernandez et al. 2011; Kelly et al. 2013; Messer & Petrov 2013; Pritchard & Di Rienzo 
2010). The striking diversity of the S. lautus complex has evolved rapidly as shown by our 
phylogenetic analyses (Roda et al. 2013a). Both new mutations and standing genetic 
variation seem to have mediated this fast diversification since divergent genomic regions 
tend to be fixed within populations but show high diversity across geography (Roda et al. 
2013b). Additionally, divergent genomic regions show correlations with the variation in soil 
variables but there is discrepancy in phylogenetic patterns generated by repeatedly 
recruited alleles, which cluster populations adapted to the same environment, and the 
genomic regions where these alleles are contained, which cluster populations by 
geography (Roda et al. 2013a; Roda et al. 2013b). However, the genotyping of relatively 
long genomic regions across multiple individuals as well as the use of sophisticated 
analytical tools are necessary to distinguish patterns associated to non-adaptive 
processes from those resulting from the two types of selective sweeps (Nielsen 2005; 
Nielsen et al. 2005). With the lowering costs of genotyping this type of study will soon be 
feasible by sequencing the genomes of S. lautus individuals from several populations. 
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Genomic regions showing outlier patterns of differentiation 
between adjacent populations contain genes responsible for fitness 
under natural conditions 
Although there is evidence that natural selection can promote RI of populations 
adapted to contrasting environments, the genomic basis of this process, know as local 
adaptation, remains poorly understood (Anderson et al. 2011; Blanquart et al. 2013; 
Colautti et al. 2012; Kawecki & Ebert 2004; Savolainen et al. 2013). Recently, polygenic 
local adaptation and the identification of the targets of selection has been successfully 
investigated in several plant study systems (Ågren et al. 2013; Anderson et al. 2013; 
Avelar et al. 2013; Daub et al. 2013; Fournier-Level et al. 2011; Fournier-Level et al. 2013; 
Fournier‐Level et al. 2013; Gardner & Latta 2006; Günther & Coop 2013; Hall et al. 2010; 
Leinonen et al. 2013; Louthan & Kay 2011; Lowry et al. 2009; Lowry & Willis 2010; Turner 
et al. 2010; Verhoeven et al. 2008) using transplanting large numbers of individuals from 
experimental mapping populations and evaluating allele frequency changes after selection 
in natural environments. I implemented a similar approach in S. lautus by conducting 
reciprocal transplants of parental and recombinant individuals from a pair of populations 
adapted to adjacent sand dunes and rocky headlands and genotyping pools of survivors. 
Reciprocal transplants produced drastic changes in allelic frequencies in large 
numbers of loci. Although I cannot estimate the proportion of these allele frequency 
changes that result from genetic drift (Gompert et al. 2013b; Kolbe et al. 2012) a 
considerable part of them seem to have been driven by natural selection since candidates 
showed enrichment in coding SNPs, differentially expressed genes, and loci associated to 
putatively adaptive morphological traits. More importantly, our data provides experimental 
support for the adaptive function of divergent genomic regions since loci differentiated 
between transplants often displayed outlier divergence between parapatric populations. 
Altogether these results validate a polygenic mode of local adaptation were genomic 
regions containing adaptive variants diverge due to their fitness effects. Whether 
divergence at these regions is due to selective sweeps or reduced gene flow remains an 
opened question. Interestingly, analyses of genetic variation at these candidate loci in 
natural populations revealed that they carry signals of positive and diversifying selection 
on standing genetic variation, supporting the importance of selective sweeps. Additionally, 
a recent study (Melo 2014) of some of the divergent loci identified in my thesis revealed 
that several of these regions also give positive results in Tajima’s D test for selection, 
which is not based in differentiation. In the future the contribution of gene flow to genomic 
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divergence could be done by using absolute measures of differentiation (Cruickshank & 
Hahn 2014) or by exploring in greater detail (ie using whole genome sequencing) the pair 
of parapatric populations from Cabarita Beach, which present gene flow according to IM 
analyses (Melo 2014).   
Reciprocal transplant experiments provide unique data on the genetic basis of 
adaptation to natural environments but it is also necessary to dissect the different 
environmental factors that influence fitness and the genes that they affect. Such analyses 
have typically been conducted by demonstrating that natural populations respond 
differentially to experimental manipulation of important environmental variables (Anderson 
& Mitchell-Olds 2010; Anderson et al. 2011; Barrett & Hoekstra 2011; Colautti et al. 2012; 
Mitchell-Olds et al. 2008; Mitchell-Olds & Schmitt 2006). However, these approaches tell 
us little about the genetic basis of these evolutionary differences and their contribution to 
genomic divergence during local adaptation. I circumvented this problem by mapping 
QTLs of resistance to salinity, a factor that differs between natural environments and 
affects differentially natural populations. I showed that a significant proportion of loci 
associated to salinity resistance also diverged in natural conditions, suggesting that alleles 
conferring resistance to high salinity were differentially recruited in native environments. 
These results illustrate how genomics can be used to identify determinants of ecological or 
evolutionary dynamics (i.e. ‘reverse ecology’) (Gompert et al. 2013a). Using transgenesis 
or introgression lines to show that these loci affect fitness under high salinity and in natural 
environments could further test this hypothesis. 
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Genomic regions showing outlier patterns of differentiation 
between adjacent populations contain genes responsible for variation 
in environmentally selected traits and reproduction 
RI usually relies on the evolution of associations between traits involved in different 
types of isolating barriers. The buildup of these “trait-association chains” (Smadja & Butlin 
2011) is essential for speciation but can be opposed by gene flow and recombination 
which randomize associations between the genes controlling the different components of 
the chain (Bierne et al. 2011; Servedio et al. 2011; Smadja & Butlin 2011; Thibert-Plante & 
Gavrilets 2013). It has been suggested that the antagonism between selection-
recombination could be solved by pleiotropy -when the same mutation controls multiple 
components of the chain- or through the maintenance of strong LD between the genes 
controlling the different components, because these associations will be reticent to the 
homogenizing effect of gene flow (Bierne et al. 2011; Servedio et al. 2011; Smadja & 
Butlin 2011; Thibert-Plante & Gavrilets 2013). The idea that speciation-with-gene flow is 
facilitated by “magic traits” under divergent selection that also cause assortative mating is 
old (Gavrilets 2004; Smith 1966) and has been shown in some plant models (Servedio et 
al. 2011; Thibert-Plante & Gavrilets 2013), including cases of incipient speciation through 
flowering time modifications (Devaux & Lande 2008) and the evolution autoimmune 
incompatibilities between species (Bomblies 2009, 2010; Bomblies et al. 2007). On the 
other hand, theoretical and experimental evidence for adaptive gene complexes containing 
multiple speciation genes in strong LD is also abundant (Feder et al. 2003; Hoffmann & 
Rieseberg 2008; Joron et al. 2011; Lexer & Widmer 2008; Lowry et al. 2008; Nadeau et al. 
2012; Rieseberg 2001; Strasburg et al. 1993; Yeaman 2013). However, the relative 
contributions of these two mechanisms to genomic divergence had not been explored 
systematically. Instances of parallel ecological speciation like sticklebacks (Deagle et al. 
2013; Deagle et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2012; Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Jones et al. 
2012a; Jones et al. 2012b), whitefish (Gagnaire et al. 2013) and cichlids (Colombo et al. 
2013; Franchini et al. 2013; Keller et al. 2012; Recknagel et al. 2013; Wagner et al. 2013) 
have proved to be particularly useful systems to estimate the relative contributions of 
different evolutionary mechanisms during the early stages of speciation. Here, I explored 
the genomic architecture of parallel divergence in S. lautus to determine whether or not 
local adaptation promotes pleiotropy and the clustering of adaptive and reproductive loci. 
 Numerous studies have found that loci contributing to local adaptation cluster 
together, forming “genomic islands of divergence”. These clusters of tightly linked locally 
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adapted mutations would be favored during local adaptation in the face of gene flow 
because such linkage reduces the chance of recombination between favorable 
combinations of alleles (Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). Genomic islands may 
evolve as a byproduct of natural selection, when selective sweeps drive the fixation of 
different alleles across environments, or as direct response to adaptation, when gene flow 
is reduced in genomic regions containing adaptive loci due to their differential fitness 
effects (Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011). Although it is commonly accepted that 
the linkage of factors mediating adaptation and RI facilitates ecological speciation 
(Servedio et al. 2011; Thibert-Plante & Gavrilets 2013; Via & West 2008; Wong & Wolfe 
2005; Yeaman 2013; Yeaman & Whitlock 2011) few studies have explored the 
phylogenomic context of such associations in closely related organisms. By mapping 
QTLs for convergent traits across multiple S. lautus populations I was able to test the 
importance of clustering during adaptive radiations and instances of parallel ecological 
speciation (Schluter & Nagel 1995).  
I found that QTLs from linkage mapping and BSA often clustered in specific regions 
of the S. lautus genome. Importantly, some of these clusters contained QTLs for 
convergent morphological traits, which are expected to be important for adaptation, and 
flowering time, which is the best example of a factor mediating assortative mating between 
diverging subpopulations of plants (Anderson et al. 2013; Devaux & Lande 2008; Elzinga 
et al. 2007; Leinonen et al. 2013; Lowry et al. 2008). Some of these clusters presented 
strong segregation distortion and possible genomic rearrangements, which suggests that 
the capture of adaptive loci in genomic regions of low recombination can facilitate genomic 
divergence during local adaptation. Although our results indicate that loci controlling 
putatively adaptive traits show fitness trade-offs in the field and are preferentially 
contained in divergent genomic regions, I cannot show that they caused the divergence of 
these genomic regions in natural conditions. It is possible that intrinsic genetic 
incompatibilities rather than local adaptation could be responsible for the initial divergence 
at these genomic regions. According to this “coupling hypothesis”, intrinsic genetic 
incompatibilities would shift location over time, “trapping” loci responsible for adaptation. 
Therefore local adaptation would explain the location of divergent genomic regions, but not 
necessarily their existence, which is due to the reduction in gene flow caused by 
endogenous incompatibilities (Bierne et al. 2011). In fact, genomic divergence in regions 
of low recombination is expected to be greater than in other loci even in the absence of 
gene flow. Although our results provide genomic support for the coupling of intrinsic and 
extrinsic barriers to gene flow under parapatric ecological divergence, our data is not 
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suitable to define whether the existence of these incompatibilities predates the divergence 
of loci controlling adaptive traits or vice versa. Additionally It is in fact it is likely that the two 
processes occur in nature. Additionally it is also possible that some loci might be involved 
pleiotropically in both adaptation and the creation of intrinsic barriers to gene flow, a 
hypothesis that I explored in some detail. 
Theoretical models predict that speciation with gene flow would be promoted by 
genes affecting pleiotropically adaptation and RI, as pleiotropy would create an 
association between divergent selection and non-random mating that cannot be broken by 
recombination (Servedio et al. 2011). Because one has to prove that the same allele 
affects multiple phenotypes to diagnose pleiotropy (Smadja & Butlin 2011; Solovieff et al. 
2013) it has been challenging to demonstrate experimentally the importance of pleiotropy 
in speciation. Although the methodology used in my thesis is not suitable for the 
identification of specific adaptive mutations some of my results suggests that genes 
involved in adaptive and reproductive functions could have mediated local adaptation in S. 
lautus. I found pervasive cross-phenotype associations (CPAs), were the same SNP is 
often associated to multiple convergent traits. Some of these CPAs might result from 
experimental biases or genetic linkage of multiple causal loci (Solovieff et al. 2013; 
Wagner & Zhang 2011); however, functional analyses of loci with CPAs suggest that some 
of genes could mediate pleiotropically reproductive and adaptive functions: Firstly, SNPs 
associated to multiple traits are preferentially located in coding regions and in differentially 
expressed genes suggesting that they are functionally important. Secondly a significant 
proportion of these SNPs presented outlier differentiation parapatric populations and 
between pools of recombinants surviving in different environments suggesting that they 
could be under antagonistic pleiotropy. Thirdly, most CPA SNPs were associated to 
convergent traits across multiple parapatric populations, which indicate that they could 
present “hotspot” genes (Martin & Orgogozo 2013) repeatedly targeted by natural 
selection. Finally, the orthologues of genes displaying CPAs include pleiotropic proteins, 
like multifunctional “input-output” genes and plant speciation genes mediating 
pleiotropically adaptation and RI. These results outline the benefits of a functional 
perspective to genetic evolution and indicate that we need to explore a polygenic mode of 
local adaptation where a collection of mutations involved on a given biological pathway are 
repeatedly recruited by natural selection. I analyzed this option in the context of genetic 
convergence during parallel speciation. 
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Loci controlling adaptive and reproductive traits and showing 
fitness trade-offs between environments have been repeatedly recruited 
by natural selection across S. lautus populations 
The independent evolution of similar phenotypes in organisms adapted to 
comparable conditions, known as convergence, is considered evidence of the adaptive 
value of the phenotypes (Schluter & Nagel 1995). Therefore, convergent traits are 
especially useful to investigate the genetic architecture of adaptation (Arendt & Reznick 
2008; Christin et al. 2010; Conte et al. 2012; Losos 2011; Stern 2013). Convergence can 
occur at multiple scales going from ecosystem dynamics to single nucleotide 
polymorphisms. The study of the different “layers” of phenotypic convergence has 
provided important insights into the evolution of forms (Manceau et al. 2010; Martin & 
Orgogozo 2013; Stern 2013; Stern & Orgogozo 2008, 2009; Tenaillon et al. 2012; Wood et 
al. 2005). For instance, the probability of the repeated evolution of identical mutations in 
independent lineages is expected to decline with increasing phylogenetic distance 
because distant taxa often use different developmental pathways and because the 
availability of beneficial mutations at a locus depend on its history and genetic background 
(Conte et al. 2012). However, empirical studies of the genetics of adaptation show that 
populations from the same species often evolve the same phenotype using different genes 
(Bigham et al. 2010; Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014) while distantly related organisms do so 
using the same genes (Arendt & Reznick 2008). It has been suggested that estimates of 
gene reuse could be biased because current evidence of parallel and collateral evolution 
comes mainly from studies of targeted candidate genes (Stern 2013). Therefore there is a 
need for unbiased genome-wide studies (GWAS) so we can estimate the importance 
these processes in evolution (Stern 2013). The analysis of these GWAS would generate 
more unbiased estimations of the relative contributions of similar genetic changes to 
phenotypic convergence and would allow testing the importance of regulatory network 
structure in generating these patterns (Stern 2013). I used loci presenting associations to 
the same trait across multiple mapping populations to quantify indirectly genetic 
parallelism between S. lautus convergent forms.  
Levels of genetic gene-reuse seem to be relatively low in S. lautus since there is 
large variation in the architecture of convergent traits across geography, where most 
candidates are unique to a mapping population. These low estimates could result from 
limitations of our methodology (i.e., false positives, linked loci) but might also be explained 
by the biology of S. lautus. For instance the repeated recruitment of the same genes and 
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alleles is expected to occur less commonly in organisms with big genomes, like S. lautus, 
because evolution is less constrained by the availability of genetic variation (Stern 2013). 
Interestingly, our estimates of genetic convergence for phenotypic traits are broadly 
consistent with the amount of shared genomic divergence between natural parapatric 
populations. This pattern, which has been described in other systems (Conte et al. 2012), 
support the role of loci controlling convergent traits in mediating adaptation and genomic 
divergence. This hypothesis is validated by the enrichment of most candidate sets in 
footprints of selection across natural populations. Overall these results sum to a growing 
body of evidence indicating that that even within closely related populations natural 
selection can follow relatively distinct trajectories (Bigham et al. 2010; Soria-Carrasco et 
al. 2014). 
It has been suggested that the repeated recruitment of allelic variants present as 
standing genetic variation (collateral evolution) would speed speciation as adaptive 
variants would be already available in the populations (Barrett & Schluter 2008; Feder et 
al. 2012a; Hermisson & Pennings 2005; Schluter & Conte 2009). In fact this type of 
evolution has been shown to be important in instances of fast speciation or adaptive 
radiations (Barrett & Schluter 2008; Feder et al. 2012a; Hermisson & Pennings 2005; 
Schluter & Conte 2009). I found evidence of the replicate use of alleles that are shared 
among S. lautus populations since genomic regions showing footprints of repeated 
selection are highly variable across geography and tend to group populations adapted to 
the same environment in northern Australia. This suggests that the fast diversification of 
this complex might have been mediated by recurrent selection on standing genetic 
variation. However it is likely that the complex adaptive trajectory followed by these plants 
involve both collateral and parallel evolution as well as the recruitment of different loci 
across geography.  
According to my results convergence is greater at the level of genetic pathways 
suggesting that natural selection targeted genetic networks specific to a phenotypic 
outcome (Stern 2011), rather than specific genes. This outlines the importance of studying 
genetic functions to find processes important for morphological evolution, adaptation and 
speciation (Stern 2013). For instance gene-set-enrichment analyses insinuate that 
embryonic and reproductive development and stress resistance are important for the 
divergence of S. lautus populations and that these processes are probably regulated via 
auxin signaling. This hypothesis is interesting because the orthologs some of the auxin-
related candidates identified in this study are known to and mediate adaptive 
morphological variation through different tropisms, including light and gravity sensing 
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(Abas et al. 2006; Dong et al. 2013; Kleine-Vehn et al. 2010; Li et al. 2007; Noh et al. 
2003). In fact some of the mutants of these genes have prostrate phenotypes due to 
impaired gravitropism of the aerial organs (Dong et al. 2013; Li et al. 2007). This rises the 
interesting possibility that the parallel evolution of prostrate S. lautus phenotypes occurred 
trough different genetic changes that modified auxin transport, producing plants that 
respond differently to gravity. At present I am testing test this hypothesis by measuring 
gravitropism in multiple natural populations and using synthetic auxins and auxin inhibitors 
to determine the role of this hormone in the parallel evolution of erect and prostrate 
phenotypes. 
Genetic convergence is believed involve mutations that minimize negative 
pleiotropic effects while simultaneously maximizing adaptation (Stern 2013). For example, 
convergent evolution often targets “master regulators” that integrate numerous signals and 
control multiple downstream processes (Davidson & Erwin 2006). Because these genes 
often regulate discrete developmental alternatives, they would limit negative pleiotropic 
effects while generating significant phenotypic changes (Davidson & Erwin 2006; Stern 
2013). Interestingly, some candidates showing putative genetic convergence are 
orthologues to known “master regulators” from Arabidopsis, including PIN auxin 
transporters. On the other hand downstream effector genes located in the periphery of 
gene regulatory networks and having specific developmental and physiologic roles would 
also be frequently recruited by natural selection during speciation due to the narrow array 
phenotypic traits influenced by them (Davidson & Erwin 2006; Stern 2013). Our candidate 
sets also contained several putative effectors including defensive genes and ion channels. 
More importantly, I found that a very significant proportion of loci showing putative 
parallelism also display CPAs, providing experimental support for the pleiotropy of these 
genes. In fact loci presenting both putative genetic convergence and CPAs show the 
greatest functional enrichment and the strongest footprints of selection in natural 
populations. This suggests that these sites are indeed evolutionary hotspots and confirms 
the hypothesis that loci controlling adaptive and reproductive traits and showing fitness 
trade-offs between environments have been repeatedly recruited by natural selection 
across S. lautus populations. 
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Use of poolseq for genomics studies of orphan organisms 
Whole-genome sequencing of pools of individuals (poolseq) provides a cost-
effective alternative to sequencing individuals separately. The advantages and caveats of 
this technique have been extensively discussed in the literature (Anderson et al. 2014; 
Navarro & Faria 2014; Schlötterer et al. 2014), including the Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
Despite its limitations Pool-seq is being increasingly used for population genomic research 
on both model and non-model organisms. In fact, despite reductions in sequencing costs it 
is not be feasible to shift most experiments to the analysis of sequences from separate 
individuals. Therefore Pool-seq, will remain an important research tool for exploratory 
studies that aim to explore genetic variation at large scales. For instance, the analyses 
conducted in this thesis required exploring the genomes of thousands of individuals form 
multiple populations of a non model organism, a type of study could not have been 
conducted with individual sequencing.  
Although I followed state of the art protocols in order to limit possible biases of the 
technique (in terms of number of samples per pool, equimolar DNA amounts, sequencing 
coverage) several of my results where validated with individual sequencing. As mentioned 
earlier phylogenetic patterns obtained with poolseq have been extensively validated using 
a broad variety of markers on individual samples (Melo 2014). STRUCTURE analyses 
from Chapter 2 and other works (Ambrose 2009; Melo 2014) also show that parapatric 
populations have in fact very similar genomes and populations group according to their 
geographic location rather than the environment that they inhabit. Additionally, some of the 
results from genomic scans of selection were confirmed through the genotyping of 
“shared” and “neutral” loci reported in Chapter 2 in individuals from multiple of S. lautus 
populations using amplicon sequencing (Melo 2014): A significant proportion of pool-seq 
candidates also showed footprints of selection using Tajima’s D statistic (candidates from 
pool-seq have higher probability of being outliers in a Tajima’s D analysis of selection than 
putatively neutral loci, t [1, 10] = -3.98; p = 0.0026). In consistence with the patterns of 
genetic parallelism reported in my thesis, outliers from Tajima’s D tend to be under 
selection in multiple populations (2/3 of candidates are shared) but none of these genes 
present footprints of selection in all parapatric pairs. Finally, most of Tajima’s D candidates 
show outlier status in both populations from a parapatric pair, which is consistent with the 
fact that repeatedly recruited genes present fitness tradeoffs between environments. A 
final validation comes from linkage map construction and QTL analyses presented in 
Chapter 4, where the use of high coverage individual RADs genotyping allowed the 
confirmation of some of the patterns obtained in differentiation analyses and BSA. 
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The use of more sophisticated genomic techniques is required to advance our 
understanding of genomic evolution in S. lautus. These will include the sequencing of the 
genomes of individuals from multiple populations as well as the construction of several 
genetic maps to determine how genetic diversity, LD, and trait associations change across 
the genome of these plants. Additionally future projects will test the role of specific genes 
or pathways via forward and reverse genetics. 
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Conclusion  
In my thesis I used the S. lautus species complex, a diverse group of plants that 
have adapted to a broad array of environment across Australia, to explore the genomics of 
ecological speciation. A phylogenomic analysis allowed me to demonstrate that these 
plants have a monophyletic origin and evolved rapidly colonizing repeatedly similar 
environments along the coast. Patterns of genomic divergence between parapatric coastal 
populations are heterogeneous and related to the magnitude of differences between 
environments, which suggest that divergence between these populations occurred in the 
face of gene flow. Highly differentiated genomic regions, are enriched in coding mutations 
and associations to environmental variables, which suggest that they contain functionally 
important genes, but vary considerably across geography indicating that genomic 
divergence followed complex and divergent trajectories. By mapping loci involved in the 
control of fitness and convergent morphological traits I was able to demonstrate that 
islands of divergence contain adaptive and reproductive genes. Additionally, I showed that 
parapatric divergence favors the clustering of loci involved in reproduction and mediating 
adaptive trade-offs, with evidence of some pleiotropic loci being repeatedly recruited by 
natural selection. Overall my results position S. lautus as an excellent system to study the 
genetic underpinnings of adaptation and divergence in an adaptive radiation or a case of 
parallel ecological speciation. I used this system to show that natural selection can have a 
complex genetic basis but create predictable patterns, especially at higher scales of 
biological organization. This underlines the advantages of incorporating different sources 
of data, biochemical, physiological and ecological, in the analysis of genomic evolution. 
However, I look forward to seeing further dissection of putatively adaptive loci in the 
context of high resolution whole genome sequence data rather than low-resolution 
RADseq and poolseq analyses.  
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